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Biochemical Studies of Synaptic Vesicle Biogenesis

Jennifer Lizbeth Zamanian

ABSTRACT

Synaptic vesicles are reformed following neurotransmitter release through the

process of endocytosis in nerve terminals. Local recycling results in rapid replenishment

of synaptic vesicles and allows for continued synaptic activity in response to repeated

stimuli. Although it is well established that synaptic vesicles are made through endocytic

processes, the molecular mechanisms that form the vesicles are poorly understood. In

fact, three complementary pathways have been proposed, each with its own use and

mechanism. In this thesis, I have conducted cell biological and biochemical studies into

the mechanisms of two of these pathways, formation of synaptic vesicles through an

endosomal intermediate and formation of synaptic vesicles through direct budding from

the plasma membrane.

Neurons have, at their nerve terminals, dynamic endosomal structures that are

thought to be intermediates in synaptic vesicle biogenesis. In the PC12 neuronal model

cell line, an arf 1/AP-3-dependent endosomal budding mechanism is the predominant

route of synaptic vesicle-like vesicle formation. This pathway is sensitive to reduced

temperature and to the fungal metabolite, brefeldin A. I asked whether neurons use this

same mechanism for synaptic vesicle formation by setting up an antibody uptake assay

for synaptic vesicle biogenesis in cultured neurons. Using the assay, I found that synaptic

vesicle formation is not sensitive to either reduced temperature or brefeldin A, thus
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demonstrating that the arf 1/AP-3-dependent budding mechanism is not the primary

mechanism of synaptic vesicle biogenesis in neurons.

Neurons can form synaptic vesicles directly from the wºm membrane using a

clathrin-mediated budding mechanism. I characterized the activity of the clathrin

accessory protein, intersectin 1L, a neuron-specific protein that contains a guanine

exchange factor DH domain. Using recombinant proteins, I found that the guanine

exchange activity is specific for Cdc42. The upstream SH3 domains inhibit exchange

activity by direct association with the DH domain, thereby blocking Cdc42 binding and

exchange. Interaction with SH3 domain binding partners was not found to release this

inhibition. However, SH3 domain binding partners from divergent pathways do compete

with each other to bind the SH3 domains suggesting regulation of actin polymerization in

3 * ,
response to synaptic vesicle endocytosis.
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Chapter 1

Introduction



Synaptic vesicle (SV) recycling by endocytosis at the nerve terminal is critical for

continued synaptic activity in response to repetitive neuronal stimulation. Following

fusion with the plasma membrane at the synapse during exocytosis, SV membrane and

proteins are taken up into the nerve terminal and reformed into SVs. Formation of SVs at

their site of action bypasses the need to send SVs from the cell body, where most

secretory vesicles are made, down the long length of the axon, to their site of action at the

nerve terminal. Local SV recycling is thought to prevent synaptic depression by

increasing the speed at which the SV pool can be replenished. There is evidence for at

least three complementary pathways through which the neuron can produce SVs at the

nerve terminal: direct uncoating of clathrin-derived endocytic vesicles, budding from an

endosomal intermediate and closure of the fusion pore by kiss-and-run (reviewed by

(Hannah, et al., 1999)). Both the mechanism and the situations under which each

pathway is used are under intense research. The precise mechanism of each pathway,

how the three pathways are coordinately regulated and the relative contribution of each

pathway to the SV pool are open questions. My work has focused on two of these

pathways. First, I focused on the endosomal pathway of SV formation. I investigated

whether a recently discovered mechanism for SV formation through endosomes in a

neuronal model cell line is predominantly used in neurons. Upon finding that it is not, I

turned my interests toward the direct budding pathway of SV formation, building on

work done in the Kelly laboratory in Drosophila by investigating the activity of the

neuronal splice variant of a clathrin endocytosis accessory protein, intersectin 1L.

My earliest work in this thesis focuses on SV biogenesis through an endosomal

intermediate. Since SVs can be formed through direct budding from the plasma



membrane, what would be the advantage of adding an additional, nonessential level of

complexity onto the process of SV recycling? Sorting of SVs through an endosomal

intermediate could provide SV biogenesis with an additional level of regulatory control.

Non-SV proteins localized near active zones, such as neurotrophin receptors, could be

separated out from SV membrane and proteins by sorting through endosomes (Grimes, et

al., 1996; Beattie, et al., 2000). Conversely, SV proteins that had escaped the machinery

used for budding directly from the plasma membrane could be recaptured into SVs by

sorting through an endosomal intermediate. Additionally, budding from endosomes could

be responsible for producing a specific subset of SVs, such as the reserve pool of SVs

that resides away from the active zone (Kuromi and Kidokoro, 1998) or SVs that contain

unusual specialized proteins (Wenzel, et al., 1997; Kantheti, et al., 1998). Nerve terminal

endosomes and therefore the endosomal pathway of SV biogenesis could also be used as

a buffer against morphological changes in nerve terminals. During intense stimulation of

exocytosis, large numbers of SVs fuse with the plasma membrane, increasing the volume

of the nerve terminal and potentially overwhelming the machinery used for SV formation

directly from the plasma membrane (Buckley and Landis, 1983). Formation of

endosomes by internalization of large membrane invaginations would allow retrieval of

large amounts of synaptic membrane (Koenig and Ikeda, 1996; Takei, et al., 1996) and

thus a relatively quick return by the nerve terminal to its resting volume. Budding of SVs

from the internalized membrane could then occur at a slower rate. Nerve terminal

endosomes, whether they are produced by large membrane invaginations of through

fusion of non-SV-specific clathrin-derived vesicles, could serve as a storage pool for SV

membrane and proteins awaiting access to SV-specific budding machinery. With such



properties, an endosomal pathway of SV production could contribute to SV fidelity and

nerve terminal homeostasis.

The mechanism used in formation of SVs through the endosomal budding

pathway in neurons is poorly understood. Morphological evidence long ago demonstrated

that endosomal structures in nerve terminals increased in response to neuron stimulation

(Heuser and Reese, 1973; Heuser, et al., 1974). More recent studies show that not only do

endosomal structures increase in number in response to neuron stimulation, but also they

do so at the expense of SV membrane. Furthermore, following cessation of stimulation,

endosomes dissipate as SVs are replenished (Leenders, et al., 2002). Correlation of nerve

terminal membrane traffic suggests that endosomes can be intermediates in SV

biogenesis. These endosomes may form from fusion of clathrin-derived vesicles as in

many non-neuronal forms of receptor-mediated endocytosis (reviewed by (Mukherjee, et

al., 1997)). Alternatively, the endosomes may form through pinching off of large

membrane invaginations (cisternae) (Koenig and Ikeda, 1996; Takei, et al., 1996;

Schmidt, et al., 1997). Regardless of the exact mode of formation of the endosomal

structures that can serve as SV donor compartments, the endosomal pathway of SV

formation is a two-step process. Although there are multiple known mechanisms for

budding from endosomes, none had been implicated in budding of SVs until recently.

An endosomal pathway for formation of synaptic vesicle-like vesicles (SVLVs)

was recently discovered in the PC12 neuronal model cell line (Greene and Tischler,

1976) by the Kelly laboratory (Desnos, et al., 1995; Faundez, et al., 1997; Faundez, et al.,

1998; Lichtenstein, et al., 1998). SVLVs are small clear vesicles that are the same size

and density as SVs (Wiedenmann, et al., 1988; Clift-O'Grady, et al., 1990), contain many



of the SV-specific proteins (Wiedenmann, et al., 1988; Clift-O'Grady, et al., 1990), and

contain the neurotransmitter, acetylcholine (Bauerfeind, et al., 1993). Formation of

SVLVs is assayed by uptake of radiolabeled antibody against overexpressed VAMP2

Tag, an SVLV protein (Grote, et al., 1995; Grote and Kelly, 1996; Clift-O'Grady, et al.,

1998). Following antibody uptake, PC12 cell homogenates are fractionated by differential

centrifugation and then the light membrane fraction is sedimented through a velocity

glycerol gradient in order to isolate the SVLVs as a discreet peak (Carlson, et al., 1978;

Clift-O'Grady, et al., 1990). The radioactivity in the SVLV peak correlates directly with

nascent SVLV production. Antibody is taken up into the PC12 cells at 15°C. However, at

this temperature, sorting of VAMP2-Tag, and therefore the radiolabeled antibody, to the

SVLVs is blocked. Upon raising the temperature to 37°C, the antibody is released from

the “donor compartment” and trafficked into SVLVs (Desnos, et al., 1995; Lichtenstein,

et al., 1998). The SVLV biogenesis assay can be carried out in vivo in intact cells, or the

cells can be broken open following labeling at 15°C and the budding of SVLVs can be

reconstituted in vitro by addition of rat brain cytosol and ATP (Desnos, et al., 1995; Clift

O'Grady, et al., 1998).

The budding mechanism for SVLVs in PC12 cells was determined through use of

the in vitro budding assay. By fractionating PC12 cell membranes, and using isolated

membrane fractions in the in vitro budding assay, it was discovered that the “donor

compartment” is a small endosomal structure that sorts SV proteins away from non-SV

proteins (Lichtenstein, et al., 1998). In vivo SVLV formation, as assayed by VAMP2-Tag

sorting, is also blocked by brefeldin A (BFA) (Faundez, et al., 1997), a fungal metabolite

that inhibits the activity of exchange factors for arf proteins, a family of GTPases that



works in conjunction with coat proteins to bud vesicles from donor membranes

(Donaldson, et al., 1992; Helms and Rothman, 1992). The dominant positive and

dominant negative arf1 mutant proteins both inhibit budding of SVLVs when added to

the in vitro budding assay (Faundez, et al., 1997). The vesicle coat used for SVLV

budding was found by reverse coating of SVLVs to be the neuronal form of adaptor

protein complex-3 (AP-3) (Faundez, et al., 1998; Blumstein, et al., 2001), a coat

previously found to be involved in trans-Golgi and endosomal budding. The endosomal

pathway forms SVLVs through an arf/AP-3-dependent budding mechanism.

What is the role, if any, of the PC12 cell arf/AP-3-dependent endosomal budding

pathway in the formation of SVs in neurons? Two AP-3 complex subunits have neuron

specific isoforms (Pevsner, et al., 1994; Newman, et al., 1995), suggesting that AP-3 can

have a neuron-specific function. Although mutations in AP-3 subunits do not cause gross

brain abnormalities, mouse mutants are prone to epileptic-like seizures and other

neurological problems (Noebels and Sidman, 1989; Kantheti, et al., 1998). Additionally,

the zinc transporter-3 is absent from the SVs of AP-3 deficient mice suggesting a

trafficking defect in the formation of SVs (Kantheti, et al., 1998). Although the neuronal

subunits of AP-3 are present in neurites and nerve terminals, they are, however, not

uniformly expressed throughout the brain regions, suggesting a more specialized role in

SV biogenesis (Newman, et al., 1995; Blumstein, et al., 2001).

BFA sensitivity and the 15°C temperature block can be considered characteristic

of the arf/AP-3-dependent endosomal pathway for SV biogenesis. In fact, neurons have

been treated with BFA in several studies that look at SV and endosomal trafficking.

When cultured hippocampal neurons were treated with BFA, their dendritic and cell body



endosomes became tubulated, but their axonal endosomes, which contain SV proteins,

did not (Mundigl, et al., 1993). This study demonstrated no effect of BFA on the SV

recycling pathway. However, BFA has been shown to inhibit SV recycling in two studies

at the neuromuscular junction. BFA inhibited neurotransmission along frog

neuromuscular axons, but not at their mature synapses (Zakharenko, et al., 1999). BFA

also inhibited dye uptake at neuromuscular synapses of NCAM mutant, but not wild-type

mice, suggesting that in the NCAM mutants, a BFA sensitive pathway of SV recycling

had been unmasked (Polo-Parada, et al., 2001). These studies suggest that an arf/AP-3-

dependent budding mechanism may be involved in SV biogenesis in neurons under some

conditions.

I chose to use the characteristic 15°C and BFA blocks in SV biogenesis to look

for the arf/AP-3-dependent endosomal budding pathway in neurons. If neurons are

significantly using an arf/AP-3 dependent mechanism for SV biogenesis, these two

treatments should inhibit SV formation. In order to study SV biogenesis in neurons, I first

developed an antibody uptake assay analogous to the one used in PC12 cells to study

SVLV biogenesis. I used radiolabeled monoclonal antibody against the lumenal epitope

of a SV protein, synaptotagmin I (syt) (Chapman and Jahn, 1994), to follow SV

formation. Polyclonal antibodies against this epitope conjugated to fluorescent molecules

had previously been used successfully to follow SV recycling by immunofluorescent

microscopy in cultured neurons (Matteoli, et al., 1992; Kraszewski, et al., 1995). The

advantage of using radioactivity over immunofluorescence to follow SV biogenesis is

that the radioactive assay is quantitative, with counts per minute in the isolated SV peak

directly corresponding to the amount of SV formation during the incubation time under



specific conditions. For the assay, whole forebrain neurons, densely cultured, were

incubated with radiolabeled anti-sytl antibody. Use of whole forebrains allows culture of

the large numbers of neurons needed to conduct biochemical experiments. Anti-syt■

antibody was found to be taken up into the neurons and sorted into SVs. Stimulating

exocytosis by incubating the neurons in depolarizing buffer increased antibody uptake

and especially antibody sorting into SVs, presumably by stimulating compensatory

endocytosis. Depolarization of membranes with high K" should cause extensive

exocytosis possibly overwhelming the mechanism of direct SV budding from the plasma

membrane and perhaps biasing the mechanism of endocytosis to that of the endosomal

pathway. However, neither incubation at 15°C nor treatment with BFA inhibited SV

formation in neurons. This study showed that the arf/AP-3-dependent endosomal SV

budding pathway is not the major pathway of SV biogenesis in forebrain neurons.

Having found no evidence for use of an arf/AP-3-dependent endosomal pathway

for SV biogenesis in neurons, I focused my interest on the direct budding from the

plasma membrane pathway of SV formation. This is the best understood and most

extensively studied pathway for SV biogenesis. SVs made through this pathway are the

result of uncoating of SV-specific clathrin-coated vesicles that are produced following

complete collapse of SVs into the plasma membrane during neurotransmitter exocytosis.

The advantage of using a direct pathway over an endosomal pathway for SV biogenesis is

speed. When budding of SVs occurs immediately adjacent to sites of neurotransmitter

release, SV membrane and proteins can be recaptured into SVs before they mix with non

SV proteins localized near the active zone. This would alleviate the need for sorting of

SV proteins away from non-SV proteins. The lack of additional processing allows for



relatively rapid recycling of SVs through • one-step budding mechanism rather than the

presumably slower two-step mechanism required when using an endosomal intermediate.

Clathrin-mediated endocytosis has been extensively studied in non-neuronal cells

and the mechanism, integral protein players and a large number of accessory factors have

been characterized (reviewed by (Slepnev and De Camilli, 2000)). The basic clathrin

endocytic machinery consists of the clathrin coat, the heterotetrameric adaptor protein

complex-2 (AP-2), and the dynamin large GTPase. Clathrin triskelia assemble onto

plasma membrane and cause curvature of the membrane; AP-2 molecules link the

clathrin coat with the proteins to be internalized; dynamin molecules oligomerize into a

ring structure around the collar of the constricting clathrin-coated invagination and

facilitate fission of the clathrin-coated vesicle from the plasma membrane. Clathrin

accessory factors are proteins that interact with the basic clathrin-endocytic machinery.

Clathrin interacts with the CALM/AP180 protein family (Ahle and Ungewickell, 1986;

Tebar, et al., 1999) that promotes the assembly of the clathrin cage structures that form

the vesicles (Ye and Lafer, 1995b; Ye and Lafer, 1995a). AP-2 and dynamin are at the

center of a large web of interacting accessory proteins that play a role in clathrin

mediated endocytosis (reviewed in (Slepnev and De Camilli, 2000)). AP-2 interacts with

epsins (Chen, et al., 1998) and eps 15 (Benmerah, et al., 1995), which in turn interact with

each other (Chen, et al., 1998). Dynamin interacts through its proline rich domain with

the SH3 domains of amphiphysins (David, et al., 1996; Leprince, et al., 1997), syndapin

(Qualmann, et al., 1999), endophilin (Ringstad, et al., 1997), and intersectin (Roos and

Kelly, 1998; Sengar, et al., 1999). These dynamin-interacting proteins also interact with

synaptojanin, a 5’ phosphatidylinositol phosphatase (McPherson, et al., 1994;



McPherson, et al., 1996; Roos and Kelly, 1998; Cestra, et al., 1999; Qualmann, et al.,

1999). Eps15 (Benmerah, et al., 1999) and dynamin (Damke, et al., 1994) mutants as

well as isolated domains of other endocytic accessory proteins (reviewed in (Slepnev and

De Camilli, 2000)) inhibit clathrin-mediated endocytosis. The mechanism by which these

proteins carry out and regulate clathrin-mediated endocytosis is under intense study. The

sequential recruitment, activity and interaction of many of these protein players is

thought to be key in the endocytic process.

In the brain, clathrin-mediated endocytosis is primarily involved in SV recycling.

Most brain clathrin-coated vesicles contain SV proteins and SV proteins are enriched in

purified brain clathrin-coated vesicle preparations (Maycox, et al., 1992). Clathrin readily

studs synaptosome (purified nerve terminal) membranes when incubated with brain

cytosol (Takei, et al., 1996). Clathrin-like coats were seen in frog neuromuscular

synapses following high frequency stimulation (Heuser and Reese, 1973). AP-2 and

dynamin are also essential for SV formation. Drosophila mutations in AP-2 (Gonzalez

Gaitan and Jackle, 1997) and dynamin (Poodry and Edgar, 1979; Chen, et al., 1991; van

der Bliek and Meyerowitz, 1991) dramatically inhibit SV recycling. Drosophila

mutations in endophilin cause loss of SVs and accumulation of early stage endocytic

intermediates (Guichet, et al., 2002; Verstreken, et al., 2002). Peptide and antibody

blockage of the endophilin/synaptojanin interaction in the lamprey giant synapse leads to

accumulation of clathrin-coated vesicles and invaginated coated pits (Ringstad, et al.,

1999; Gad, et al., 2000). An amphiphysin peptide that blocks dynamin interaction with

endogenous amphiphysin also inhibits SV recycling and causes synaptic depression in the

lamprey giant synapse (Shupliakov, et al., 1997). Synaptojanin mutants in mice and C.
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elegans have increased number of clathrin-coated vesicles in their nerve terminals and

exhibit synaptic depression (Cremona, et al., 1999; Harris, et al., 2000). Many of these

endocytic proteins become dephosphorylated in response to synaptic activity (reviewed in

(Cousin and Robinson, 2001)) resulting in formation of large complexes of endocytic

proteins (Slepnev, et al., 1998). The basic machinery of clathrin-mediated endocytosis is

essential for SV formation in neurons.

Many of the clathrin-endocytic accessory proteins have neuron-specific isoforms,

both neuronally restricted homologues and neuronally restricted splice variants. These

neuronal isoforms may serve to satisfy the neurons' specialized needs related to SV

endocytosis by increasing the concentration of endocytic factors, increasing their speed of

activity, or contributing additional activities. AP180 is a neuronally restricted

CALM/AP180 family member (Ahle and Ungewickell, 1986) that promotes formation of

the smaller diameter cages that may be necessary for the formation of the relatively small

SVs (relative the non-neuronal clathrin vesicles) (Ye and Lafer, 1995a; Zhang, et al.,

1998; Nonet, et al., 1999). Dynamin (Sontag, et al., 1994), syndapin (Qualmann, et al.,

1999; Qualmann and Kelly, 2000), amphiphysin (Lichte, et al., 1992; David, et al.,

1996), and endophilin (Ringstad, et al., 1997) all have neuronally-restricted and enriched

isoforms. Intersectin (Hussain, et al., 1999; Sengar, et al., 1999; Pucharcos, et al., 2001)

and synaptojanin (McPherson, et al., 1996) have neuron-specific splice variants. Since

clathrin-mediated endocytosis can occur readily in non-neuronal cells, why do neurons

need special isoforms of endocytic proteins? The high level of endocytosis required to

replenish SVs in response to strong stimulation of exocytosis may create specialized

endocytic needs in neurons that may not be met by endocytic processes in non-neuronal
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cells. Endocytic speed and capacity are of utmost importance in replenishing the SV pool

in response to stimulation in order to ensure the neurotransmission is not diminished due

to lack of available SVs. One possible explanation is simply related to concentration. Up

regulation of neuronally expressed isoforms could enable the neuron to produce the

concentration of endocytic factors necessary to carry out the large amount of SV

endocytosis required when stimulated. However, the explanation is unlikely to be so

simple. Clues come from the study of the neuronal splice variant of intersectin. Neuron

specific intersectin 1L contains additional domains (Hussain, et al., 1999; Sengar, et al.,

1999; Pucharcos, et al., 2001) that contribute additional activities to the protein (Hussain,

et al., 2001; Zamanian and Kelly, 2003). Study of this splice variant could lead to insight

in how clathrin-mediated endocytosis of SVs differs from non-neuronal clathrin-mediated

endocytosis.

Intersectin is a large multidomain protein that interacts with a large number of

other endocytic proteins as well as signal transduction proteins. It was first discovered in

Drosophila as a dynamin interacting protein that localizes to regions immediately

adjacent to neuromuscular junction active zones (Roos and Kelly, 1998; Roos and Kelly,

1999). Its domain structure consists of two N-terminal EH domains, a central coiled-coil

region, and five C-terminal SH3 domains (Roos and Kelly, 1998; Yamabhai, et al., 1998;

Okamoto, et al., 1999; Sengar, et al., 1999). The EH domains localize intersectin to sites

of clathrin-coated endocytosis, either through interaction with epsins (Hussain, et al.,

1999; Sengar, et al., 1999) or stonins (Martina, et al., 2001), other endocytic proteins

involved in SV recycling. Additionally, the EH domains interact with neuronal

membrane receptor, ephB (Irie and Yamaguchi, 2002) and SCAMP1 (Fernandez-Chacon,
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et al., 2000). The coiled-coil region can promote homodimerization as well as

heterodimerization with eps 15 (Sengar, et al., 1999). Additionally, this region can

interact with SNAP-25, a protein involved in SV fusion with the plasma membrane, and

therefore neurotransmitter release (Okamoto, et al., 1999). The SH3 domains interact

with the aforementioned dynamin and synaptojanin (Roos and Kelly, 1998), as well as

with the signal transduction proteins, sos (Tong, et al., 2000a; Tong, et al., 2000b) and

cd-GAP (Jenna, et al., 2002), and the actin nucleation protein, N-WASP (Hussain, et al.,

2001; McGavin, et al., 2001). Overexpression of full-length intersectin or individual

domains of intersectin inhibit clathrin-mediated endocytosis (Sengar, et al., 1999;

Simpson, et al., 1999; Pucharcos, et al., 2000). Since it can bring together a large number

of proteins from divergent cellular processes, intersectin is thought to act as a scaffolding

protein holding endocytic proteins at the plasma membrane at their site of action and

possibly coordinating the activities of the pathways of endocytosis, signal transduction

and actin cytoskeleton polymerization.

The neuronal splice variant of intersectin, intersectin 1L, has an additional three

protein domains added on to the end of the protein. It has a DH domain, PH domain and a

C-terminal C2 domain (Okamoto, et al., 1999; Sengar, et al., 1999; Pucharcos, et al.,

2001). DH domains are catalytic guanine nucleotide exchange domains for rho proteins, a

family of small GTPases that are involved in the regulation of actin polymerization. DH

domains are typically followed by PH domains, which influence the localization and

activity of their DH domains (reviewed by (Zheng, 2001; Hoffman and Cerione, 2002)).

C2 domains can bind proteins and membranes, sometimes in a Ca" influenced manner

(reviewed by (Rizo and Sudhof, 1998)). Since these domains are absent from the
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ubiquitously expressed isoform of intersectin 1, they are not necessary for intersectin’s

role in non-neuronal clathrin-mediated endocytosis. However, since they are present on

the major intersectin 1 isoform in the brain, we can hypothesize that they are important

for some aspect of SV endocytosis, or possibly some process influenced by SV

endocytosis.

Rho-family small GTPases regulate actin cytoskeleton rearrangements. Global

activation of rhoA stimulates stress fibers, global activation of rac1 stimulates

lamellipodia structures, and global activation of Cdc42 stimulates filopodia (Nobes and

Hall, 1995). In neurons, rhoA activity generally inhibits growth cone movement and

axonal outgrowth. Conversely, rac1 and Cdc42 activities generally promote growth cone

movement and axonal outgrowth (reviewed in (Luo, 2002)). Activity of rho family

GTPases affects clathrin-mediated endocytosis. GTPase mutants of rhoA and rac1, which

are constitutively active, inhibit endocytosis of transferrin receptor (Lamaze, et al., 1996).

Interestingly, these same active mutants stimulate endocytosis by non-clathrin

mechanisms (Lamaze, et al., 2001; Estrach, et al., 2002). At the synapse, actin is

localized to regions surrounding the SV clusters (Dunaevsky and Connor, 2000). It

associates with SVs through an interaction with synapsins (Bahler and Greengard, 1987;

Petrucci and Morrow, 1987). Actin is also involved in the structure of synapses and its

turnover, very high during synapse development, stabilizes in mature synapses (Zhang

and Benson, 2001; Zhang and Benson, 2002). The effects of the small GTPases on

endocytosis and other processes are thought to be due to their local regulation of actin

cytoskeleton rearrangements.
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In order to produce directed rather than global effects on the actin cytoskeleton,

rho-family GTPases need to be activated in a temporally and spatially restricted manner.

DH domains are the catalytic exchange factor domains that stimulate the activation of

rho-family GTPases. They stimulate GDP release from the GTPase and therefore

subsequent binding of GTP to and activation of the GTPase. Proteins that contain DH

domains are called guanine exchange factors (GEFs). GEFs are typically large

multidomain proteins that are involved in one or more cellular processes. The non-DH

domains of the GEFs regulate DH domain activation by integrating input signals from

various cellular pathways and regulating the DH domain activity output (see reviews

(Zheng, 2001; Hoffman and Cerione, 2002)). Rho GEFs are integral to any cellular

process that uses the actin cytoskeleton. Rho GEFs have been found to be part of such

disparate cellular processes as cellular migration (Steven, et al., 1998), cellular polarity

(Nern and Arkowitz, 1999; Toenjes, et al., 1999), and neuritic outgrowth and pathfinding

(Steven, et al., 1998; Bateman, et al., 2000; Bashaw, et al., 2001; Estrach, et al., 2002;

May, et al., 2002).

GTPase activity is spatially and temporally restricted because the DH domains of

GEFs are typically inhibited in their resting state. Derepression is necessary to stimulate

the exchange activity and therefore GTPase activation. Derepression has been shown to

be stimulated by protein binding (Hart, et al., 1998; Scita, et al., 1999; Scita, et al., 2001;

Innocenti, et al., 2002; Innocenti, et al., 2003), phospholipid binding (Han, et al., 1998;

Nimnual, et al., 1998; Crompton, et al., 2000; Das, et al., 2000; Russo, et al., 2001;

Innocenti, et al., 2002) and phosphorylation (Crespo, et al., 1997; Han, et al., 1997;

Schuebel, et al., 1998; Aghazadeh, et al., 2000). These derepression events can be
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associated with a change in GEF localization. The exchange activity of the sos DH

domain is undetectable in vitro unless sos is in a tripartite complex with Abil and Eps8

(Scita, et al., 1999; Scita, et al., 2001). Additionally, the in vivo association of sos with

PI3K and its catalytic product, PIP3, are needed to activate receptor tyrosine kinase/rac

mediated ruffling of mouse embryonic fibroblasts (Innocenti, et al., 2003). Vav proto

oncogenes are autoinhibited by an O-helix that blocks the small GTPase binding site on

the DH domain (Aghazadeh, et al., 2000). Tyrosine phosphorylation by syk or other src

tyrosine kinases dissociates the O-helix from the DH domain (Crespo, et al., 1997; Han,

et al., 1997; Schuebel, et al., 1998). PIP3 binding to the vav2 PH domain is permissive

for this activation mechanism and PIP2 binding to the PH domain is inhibitory to it (Han,

et al., 1998). PIP3 and PIP2 decrease and increase PH binding to the DH domain

respectively (Das, et al., 2000). A structural study has shown that PIP3 binding would

allow better access of the kinase to the autoinhibitory loop (Aghazadeh, et al., 2000). The

sos and vav inhibition/activation mechanisms can be considered paradigms for GEF

regulation.

Can these paradigms of GEF inhibition/activation be applied to intersectin 1L, a

neuronal-GEF involved in formation of SVs through the direct budding from the plasma

membrane pathway? Recent work has shown that in vivo, the intersectin 1L exchange

activity is inhibited and that N-WASP binding relieves this inhibition (Hussain, et al.,

2001). This nicely fits the paradigm of GEF inhibition and activation by protein binding.

However, the molecular mechanism of the inhibition and derepression is not understood.

A detailed analysis at a biochemical level is necessary to dissect the mechanism and give

insight into the use of the regulation. How is the inhibition accomplished? Is it through
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autoinhibition or are other cellular factors necessary? Is the exchange activity inhibited

by blocking the small GTPase binding site or by disrupting the catalytic activity of the

DH domain? How does the process of endocytosis with which intersectin is intimately

associated affect intersectin 1L’s exchange activity? I used protein biochemical

techniques and enzymatic exchange assays with recombinant proteins to investigate the

intersectin 1L exchange activity and to dissect its regulatory mechanism. I found that the

intersectin 1L GEF is specific in its activity for the Cdc42 small GTPase. The SH3

domains that are immediately upstream of the DH domain bind to the DH domain and

inhibit exchange activity by blocking Cdc42 binding. The mode of interaction between

the SH3 domains and the DH is other than through a typical PxxP binding motif. Since

these assays were done with purified proteins, inhibition does not require additional

factors and is therefore direct. Binding of recombinant N-WASP, which relieves

inhibition in vivo, or dynamin to the SH3 domains does not relieve inhibition in the

recombinant system suggesting that an additional unknown level of regulation is present

in vivo. My studies also give some insight into how the intersectin 1L GEF activity

relates to the process of endocytosis. I show that dynamin and N-WASP compete with

each other to bind to the same SH3 domains. This competition suggests that dynamin,

and therefore endocytosis, can regulate actin cytoskeleton rearrangements by interfering

with the Cdc42/N-WASP association. These results suggest a model of how SV

formation can be coordinated with actin polymerization at the synapse.
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Chapter 2

Development of a synaptic vesicle biogenesis assay in neurons: Neurons

do not primarily use the adaptor complex-3 dependent endosomal

budding pathway
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ABSTRACT

The local recycling of synaptic vesicles at the synapse after neurotransmitter release is

critical for the continued activity of the synapse in response to repeated stimuli. One

pathway of synaptic vesicle reformation is through budding from endosomes within the

nerve terminal. In the neuronal model cell line, PC12, it has been shown that the

endosomal pathway of synaptic vesicle biogenesis utilizes an arfl and adaptor protein

complex-3 mediated fission step that is sensitive to reduced temperature and to the fungal

metabolite, brefeldin A. In order to investigate the role of this pathway in neurons, we

have developed biochemical assays to follow the formation of synaptic vesicles in

neurons and synaptosomes using uptake of a radiolabeled antibody against the lumenal

tail of the synaptic vesicle protein, synaptotagmin I. By fractionating neurons after

antibody uptake, we show that the radiolabeled antibody is a marker for synaptic vesicle

formation and that the assay can detect differences in synaptic vesicle formation as

shown by the increased incorporation of radiolabeled antibody into the synaptic vesicle

fractions during exocytosis-stimulated compensatory endocytosis. Using these assays we

show that in neurons, unlike in PC12 cells, synaptic vesicle formation is not sensitive to

either low temperature or brefeldin A. Low temperature, however, does alter the size of

the labeled synaptic vesicles and abolishes the increase in endocytosis in response to

stimulation. We have determined, therefore, that synaptic vesicle formation in neurons

does not predominantly occur through the adaptor protein-3 mediated endosomal

pathway.
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INTRODUCTION

Synaptic vesicles (SVs) are formed in the nerve terminal through the endocytosis

of SV membrane and proteins that have fused with the plasma membrane during

exocytosis of neurotransmitter. By bypassing the secretory pathway, neurons circumvent

the need to transport SVs from the cell body down the length of the axon to the synapses.

Local recycling of SV membrane and protein components enables the neuron to rapidly

produce the SVs it needs to support multiple rounds of neurotransmitter release in

response to repeated stimuli. There is strong evidence for several, simultaneous pathways

for SV production by endocytosis, each with its own use and mechanism. When the SV

has completely collapsed into the plasma membrane, SVs can be produced directly from

the plasma membrane through clathrin-mediated endocytosis. Additionally, SVs can bud

from larger endocytic structures such as endosomes and membrane invaginations in nerve

terminal regions spatially removed from the active zone. Alternatively, if only a transient

fusion pore has opened during neurotransmitter release, SVs can be reformed through

simple closure of the fusion pore at the active zone in a process called “kiss and run”

(reviewed by (Hannah, et al., 1999)).

Formation of SVs from nerve terminal endosomal compartments was first

suggested by electron microscopy studies following uptake of horseradish peroxidase

(HRP) into the frog neuromuscular junction in response to high frequency stimulation.

Following stimulation, clathrin-like lattices and endosomal-like vacuoles were seen to

contain HRP (Heuser and Reese, 1973; Heuser, et al., 1974). More recently, electron

microscopy studies have shown that under conditions of high stimulation, endosomal

structures at the nerve terminal increase in number as total membrane stays the same and
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the number of SVs decreases. Following suspension of stimulation, endosomes dissipate

to their resting numbers and SVs are replenished (Leenders, et al., 2002). Also, large

membrane invaginations can be seen after SV exocytosis in snake neuromuscular boutons

(Teng and Wilkinson, 2000), Drosophila neuromuscular boutons (Koenig and Ikeda,

1996), and rat nerve terminals (Takei, et al., 1996). Formation and destruction of nerve

terminal endosomes in response to stimulation has also been followed by dye uptake.

During long stimulation, large fluorescent spots, endocytic hotspots, are formed away

from the active zones in snake neuromuscular junctions (Teng, et al., 1999). Formation of

endosomal structures in vertebrate growth cones is also stimulated by depolarization

(Diefenbach, et al., 1999). Molecular evidence for an endosomal intermediate in SV

formation has come from the discovery that proteins involved in endosomal membrane

trafficking are localized to SVs. Rab5, a small GTPase involved in endosomal fusion

(Fischer von Mollard, et al., 1994) and vtila-3, a SNARE protein involved in Golgi and

endosomal fusion (Antonin, et al., 2000; Kreykenbohm, et al., 2002) are both enriched in

SVs. While it is unclear if the identified endosomal structures arise by fusion of budded

clathrin-derived vesicles or through fission of large cisternae from the plasma membrane,

their dependence on neuron stimulation and negative correlation with SV numbers

suggests that they are indeed intermediates in SV biogenesis.

Recently, an endosomal pathway for SV formation was described and

biochemically dissected in the PC12 neuronal model cell line. PC12 is a neuroendocrine

derived cell line that sends out neurite-like processes in response to nerve growth factor

treatment and contains small vesicles (Greene and Tischler, 1976). These small vesicles

are called synaptic vesicle-like vesicles (SVLVs) because they are similar to SVs in size
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and density (Wiedenmann, et al., 1988; Clift-O'Grady, et al., 1990), are contain multiple

SV-specific proteins (Wiedenmann, et al., 1988; Clift-O'Grady, et al., 1990), and contain

the neurotransmitter, acetylcholine (Bauerfeind, et al., 1993). Kelly and colleagues have

developed an assay for following SVLV formation by endocytosis using PC12 cells that

have been transfected with the SV protein, VAMP2, epitope tagged with T antigen (TAg)

on its lumenal domain. Radiolabeled antibody against the TAg epitope binds to VAMP2

TAg on the cell surface and is taken up into the PC12 cells and sorted into SVLVs

(Grote, et al., 1995; Grote and Kelly, 1996). Antibody sorting into SVLVs is blocked at

15°C and instead the antibody is trapped in the “donor compartment” (Desnos, et al.,

1995; Lichtenstein, et al., 1998). Treatment of PC12 cells with brefeldin A (BFA), a

fungal metabolite that inhibits the activity of exchange factor proteins for the arf family

of small GTPases involved in vesicle budding (Donaldson, et al., 1992; Helms and

Rothman, 1992), also inhibits formation of VAMP2-Tag SVs in this system (Faundez, et

al., 1997). BFA has also been show to inhibit the sorting of another SVLV targeted

protein, HRP-P-selectin chimeras, to SVLVs in PC12 cells (Blagoveshchenskaya, et al.,

1999). The Kelly lab utilized the sorting of VAMP-TAg into SVLVs to develop an in

vitro budding assay for SV biogenesis (Desnos, et al., 1995; Clift-O'Grady, et al., 1998;

Lichtenstein, et al., 1998). Fractionation of PC12 cell membranes after labeling by uptake

of antibody at 15°C revealed that the “donor compartment” is a small endosome that sorts

transferrin receptor away from SV proteins (Lichtenstein, et al., 1998). Budding of

SVLVs from the small endosome can be reconstituted with purified arf1 protein in

combination with purified adaptor protein complex-3 (AP-3) (Faundez, et al., 1998;
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Faundez and Kelly, 2000; Blumstein, et al., 2001). These studies clearly demonstrate a

mechanism for an endosomal pathway for SV biogenesis.

Sensitivity to 15°C and BFA in vivo define the endosomal pathway of SVLV

formation in PC12 cells. These two treatments can be used to characterize the use of this

pathway for SV biogenesis by neurons. In fact, neurons have been treated with BFA in

several studies. While BFA treatment caused tubulation of dendritic endosomes

containing transferrin receptor, treatment, however, did not cause tubulation of axonal

and growth cone endosomes containing SV proteins (Mundigl, et al., 1993). In another

study, BFA was found to inhibit SV recycling along frog motor neuron axons in the

absence of mature synapses. However, BFA had no effect on SV recycling at mature

synaptic contacts (Zakharenko, et al., 1999). Furthermore, BFA inhibited endocytic

loading of dye into the SVs of the neuromuscular junction in NCAM knock-out mice

(Polo-Parada, et al., 2001). Based on these studies the role of a BFA sensitive endosomal

SV formation pathway in neurons is unclear.

Uptake of fluorescent-conjugated antibodies to the lumenal domain of

synaptotagmin I (syt■ ) can be used to follow SV formation in cultured neurons by

immunofluorescence microscopy (Matteoli, et al., 1992; Kraszewski, et al., 1995).

Uptake of antibody into neuron SVs is enhanced by stimulation of the SV exo/endocytic

cycle with high K" and occurs all along the axon subsequent to as well as prior to

synaptogenesis (Kraszewski, et al., 1995). Due to the antibody's large molecular size,

only SVs formed by endocytosis in situations where the vesicle membrane has

completely collapsed into to the plasma membrane are labeled. Therefore, this
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experimental method can be used to study specifically those SVs that have been formed

through the direct clathrin budding or endosomal intermediate pathways.

We have set up parallel antibody uptake assays in cultured neurons and

synaptosomes, which are isolated nerve terminal endings. Following radiolabeled

antibody against the lumenal epitope of syt■ , we show using membrane fractionation that

the antibody is taken up into SVs in a time and temperature dependent manner. Antibody

uptake into cultured neurons, but not synaptosomes, is stimulated by depolarization with

high K". Treatment with neither low (15°C) temperature nor brefeldin A, even before

synaptogenesis, inhibits the formation of SVs in either system. However, treatment with

15°C does alter the mechanism of formation somewhat by slightly increasing the

sedimentation properties of the labeled vesicles. This study shows that the arf 1/AP-3

dependent endosomal pathway is not the dominant route of SV formation in mature

InCUITOnS.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Materials

Brefeldin A was purchased from Epicentre Technologies. Latrunculin B was purchased

from Calbiochem. Poly-(L) Lysine and rat tail collagen were purchased from Sigma

Chemical Company.

Synaptosome preparation

Synaptosomes were prepared as described in (Nagy and Delgado-Escueta, 1984). 1

Sprague Dawley rat brain was homogenized in a Porter homogenizer in medium I (0.32

M sucrose, 5 mM HEPES, pH 7.5, 0.1 mM EDTA). The homogenate was fractionated by
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differential centrifugation at 1000 x g for 10 minutes. The supernatant was spun at 12000

x g for 20 minutes. The pellet was resuspended in 8.5% isoosmotic percoll (9 parts

percoll/1 part 2.5 M sucrose, adjust to pH 7.5 with 6 pil conc. HCl per 25 mls) in medium

II (0.25 M sucrose, 5 mM HEPES, pH 7.5, 0.1 mM EDTA) and loaded onto a percoll step

gradient. 4mls each of 16%, 10% and pellet in medium II. The percoll step gradient was

spun for 20 minutes at 15000 x g with slow acceleration. The synaptosome fraction was

recovered from the 10%/16% percoll interface, diluted in resting buffer (3.1 mM KCl,

122 mM NaCl, 1.5 mM MgSO, 0.4 mM KH,PO, 5 mM NaHCO, 20 mM NaTES, 10

mM glucose, 2 mM CaCl2, pH to 7.3 with concentrated HCl), spun down and gently

resuspended in resting buffer.

Primary neuron cell culture

Newborn Sprague Dawley rat forebrains were dissected in dissociation solution (Hank’s

balanced salt solution, 4.5 g/L glucose, 10 mM HEPES, pH 7.4, Ca”, Mg” free) with

0.25% trypsin for 30 minutes at 37°C. Trypsin was inactivated by 0.05% soybean trypsin

inhibitor in dissociation medium. 10 mM MgCl2 and DNAse I was added in the buffer to

degrade the DNA from lysed cells. Cells were dissociated by tituration through a fire

polished glass Pasteur pipette and densely plated in NeurobasalTM medium (Gibco/Life

Technologies), B27 supplement (Gibco/Life Technologies), 0.5 mM glutamine, and

penicillin/streptomycin on rat tail collagen and poly Llysine coated 10 cm plastic tissue

culture dishes (for biochemical experiments) or glass coverslips (for

immunofluorescence). Neurons were cultured 7-14 days in vitro unless otherwise noted.
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Preparation of radiolabeled [*I] 604.1 antibody

Hybridoma cells expressing the 604.1 anti-syt1 lumenal antibody (Chapman and Jahn,

1994) were the kind gift of Reinhard Jahn (University of Göttingen). The anti-sytl 604.1

antibody was purified from hybridoma serum free media (Life technologies) by

hydroxyapatite chromatography (Bio-Rad). The antibody was iodinated with [*I]NaI

(105mGi/ml, 17.4 Ci/mg, Amersham Pharmacia biotech) with IODO-GEN” iodinating

reagent (Pierce) following the manufacturer's protocol.

Uptake assays

Neurons and synaptosomes were rinsed into resting (low K’) buffer (3.1 mM KCl, 122

mM NaCl, 1.5 mM MgSO, 0.4 mM KH,PO, 5 mM NaHCO, 20 mM NaTES, 10 mM

glucose, 2 mM CaCl2, pH to 7.3 with concentrated HCl) or depolarizing (high K’) buffer

(same as resting buffer except 55 mM KCl and 70.1 mM NaCl) at 4°C (Nagy and

Delgado-Escueta, 1984). They were then pre-labeled with [*I] 604.1 at 4°C for 15

minutes. Cells were then shifted to 37°C or 15°C for the indicated time. If the neurons are

treated with BFA or latrunculin B, the drug is added during the pre-labeling to allow time

for the drug to take effect. Following uptake, neurons and synaptosomes are returned to

4°C and washed with resting buffer to prepare for fractionation.

Subcellular fractionation

Neurons in culture were gently removed from the dish with a cell lifter in minimal

amounts of resting buffer and pelleted at 800 x g for 5 minutes. Synaptosomes and

neurons were lysed by osmotic shock, diluted into buffer A (10 mM HEPES, pH 7.4, 150

mM NaCl, 1 mM EGTA, 0.1 mM MgCl2) and fractionated by differential centrifugation.

Centrifugation at 1000 x g for 5 minutes yielded a low speed supernatant (S1) and pellet
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of heavy membranes (P1). Subsequent centrifugation of the S1 at 27000 x g for 35

minutes yielded the high speed supernatant of SVs and other light membranes (S2) and a

pellet of medium size membranes (P2) (Clift-O'Grady, et al., 1998). The S2 was then be

centrifuged for 75 minutes in an SW55 rotor through a velocity gradient of 5-25%

glycerol in buffer A to separate out the 50 nm SVs based on size (Carlson, et al., 1978).

Radiolabeling of fractions was measured in a Packard gamma counter.

RESULTS

Formation of synaptic vesicles in synaptosomes and neurons can be followed by

labeling synaptotagmin I with the [*I] 604.1 antibody

In order to study the biochemistry of SV formation in neurons, we developed an assay for

SV biogenesis using an iodinated antibody against the SV protein, syt■ . This type of assay

has been used in the past to biochemically study the formation of SVs in PC12 cells

(Desnos, et al., 1995; Grote, et al., 1995; Grote and Kelly, 1996; Clift-O'Grady, et al.,

1998; Lichtenstein, et al., 1998). The 604.1 antibody is a monoclonal antibody made

against the short lumenal domain of sytl (Chapman and Jahn, 1994). Uptake of

polyclonal antibodies against this lumenal peptide of sytl has been used by others to

follow SV biogenesis in neurons by immunofluorescence (Matteoli, et al., 1992;

Kraszewski, et al., 1995). First, we tested whether the labeled antibody is taken up into

the neurons and synaptosomes and sorted to SVs as expected. Iodinated antibody was

incubated with neurons and synaptosomes at 37°C in low K" and high K’ buffers to

simulate resting and depolarizing conditions respectively in the nerve terminals. Neurons

and synaptosomes were then fractionated in order to determine whether the antibody had
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been taken up into the lighter membrane fractions or if it had been retained in the heavier

plasma membrane fraction.

In the antibody uptake assay, [*I] 604.1 is taken up into primary cultured

neurons under both resting (figure 2.1A) and depolarizing conditions (figure 2.1B).

Under resting conditions (figure 2.1A), most of the labeled antibody in the whole cell

lysate is associated with the heavy membranes of the P1 pellet fraction that contains the

plasma membrane. Some antibody is also taken up into the lighter membrane fractions,

the soluble S1 fraction and pellet P2 fraction. Under depolarizing conditions (figure

2.1B), much of the label shifts from the heavy membrane pellet fraction, P1, into the

soluble fractions that contain the endosomes and SVs (S1) (figure 2.1C) suggesting that

high K" buffer stimulates trafficking of labeled anti-sytl antibody into SVs. We next

asked if [*I] 604.1 is sorted into SVs. A time course of high speed soluble (S2)

membrane fractions was fractionated over glycerol gradients and radiolabeled antibody

incorporation into SV peaks was seen (figure 2.2A). Much of the trafficking of [*I]

604.1 into SVs occurs within the first 15 minutes (figure 2.2B). However, a slower phase

of antibody incorporation into the SVs and the lighter membrane fractions occurs through

60 minutes. Continued antibody uptake suggests SVs may need to recycle many times

before all of their sytl molecules have been bound by [*I] 604.1. The slower rate may be

due to a slow rate of antibody binding relative to the time each sytl molecule spends on

the neuron surface.

In the synaptosome uptake assay, [*I] 604.1 is taken up within the first 20

minutes at 37°C in depolarizing buffer (figure 2.3A). Most of the antibody that labels

whole synaptosome lysate is in the large membrane pellet fraction (P2) that contains
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plasma membrane, endosomes and mitochondria. However, some antibody is also taken

up into a lighter soluble fraction (S2) that has been shown to contain SVs (figure 2.3B).

When the S2 fraction from synaptosomes is further fractionated over a glycerol gradient,

a labeled SV peak is isolated (figure 2.4A). Incorporation of [*I] 604.1 into the SV peak

reaches maximum at 15 minutes in high K" depolarizing buffer (figure 2.4B). Unlike in

the neuron assay, in the synaptosome assay, antibody uptake quickly reaches maximum

suggesting that multiple rounds of SV recycling/antibody uptake are not occurring. While

some of the [*I] 604.1 antibody reaches the SVs, much of the antibody ends up

elsewhere during the assay in both the neurons and synaptosomes.

Concerned that the trafficking of our radiolabeled antibody was not replicating the

endogenous localization of syt■ , we investigated the localization of the endocytosed 604.1

antibody in neurons by immunofluorescence. Immunofluorescence of an isolated neuron

in culture with 604.1 shows steady state localization of sytl in both the neurites and the

cell body. However, syt■ immunoreactivity is strongest and most punctate in the one

major neurite that is presumably the axon (figure 2.5A, arrows). High magnification

images of the axonal varicosities where sytl is localized in the neurites are shown in

figures 2.5B and 2.5C. 604.1 antibody taken up into neurons under depolarizing

conditions yields a similar immunofluorescence pattern. The anti-sytl antibody is taken

up into varicosities (figure 2.5D, arrows) of the neuron. A high magnification image

shows that not all the varicosities are active for antibody uptake (figure 2.5E arrows)

similar to what is seen with FM1-43 uptake into the synaptic boutons of the Drosophila

neuromuscular junction where bouton activity is all or none (Kuromi, et al., 1997).

Neurons in culture with some contaminating glial cells are shown in figure 2.5F.
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Uptake of [*I] 604.1 into the SVs of neurons, but not synaptosomes, can be

stimulated by high K” depolarizing conditions

Compensatory endocytosis, and therefore recycling of SVs, is stimulated by exocytosis of

neurotransmitter. The antibody uptake assay should be able to detect this increase in SV

formation upon stimulation of SV exocytosis by depolarization. Therefore, we compared

the SV peaks formed during uptake at 37°C for 15 minutes into neurons (figure 2.6A)

and synaptosomes (figure 2.7A) between resting and depolarizing conditions.

Comparison of peak counts shows a 2-3 fold stimulation of labeling of SVs in neurons

under depolarizing conditions (figure 2.6B). In contrast, there is no stimulation of

labeling of SVs in synaptosomes under identical depolarizing conditions (figure 2.7B).

During our protocol some [*I] 604.1 is taken up into SVs even at 4°C. This could be due

to either momentary warming during the procedure or binding of free antibody in the

lysates to the exposed syt■ lumenal domains of lysed SVs. These results show that uptake

of [*I] 604.1 into neurons and synaptosomes can be used as a biochemical assay to study

the formation of SVs in neurons. The assay is sensitive enough to detect changes in the

amount of SV formation as shown by the detection of the increase in compensatory SV

formation resulting from depolarization of the neuronal plasma membrane.

Formation of SVs is altered but not inhibited by uptake at 15°C

In PC12 cells, formation of SVs is predominantly through an endosomal intermediate

(Desnos, et al., 1995; Lichtenstein, et al., 1998; Shi, et al., 1998). Accumulation of

antibody in this intermediate occurs when uptake is done at 15°C; no trafficking of

antibody to SVs occurs (Desnos, et al., 1995; Lichtenstein, et al., 1998). This block in SV

formation at 15°C is characteristic of the endosomal pathway. Therefore, in order to
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demonstrate a role for an analogous endosomal pathway in neurons, we carried out

uptake experiments at 15°C in the neuron and synaptosomal systems. In the cultured

neuron uptake assay, glycerol gradients (figure 2.8A) of uptake in resting (low K’) and

depolarizing (high K’) conditions at 15°C show that uptake of [*I] 604.1 into SVs is not

blocked at 15°C. However, several differences in SV formation emerge under these

conditions. Quantification of gradient peaks (figure 2.8B) shows that antibody uptake at

15°C is not stimulated under depolarizing conditions. This could either be due to

inhibition of compensatory endocytosis or be a secondary effect of not stimulating

exocytosis and therefore compensatory endocytosis. Additionally, vesicles formed at

15°C sediment faster by 1-2 fractions (figure 2.8C) than those formed at 37°C suggesting

that the mechanism of SV formation is somewhat altered at low temperature.

A similar result was seen using the synaptosome uptake system. While we do not

see stimulation of internalization by high K” in this system normally, SV formation is

also not blocked by uptake at 15°C (figures 2.9A and 2.9B). Consistent with what is

found in neurons, the SVs formed at 15°C in synaptosomes also sediment 1-2 fractions

faster in the glycerol gradient than those formed at 37°C (figure 2.9C). These results

show that in mature synapses, unlike in PC12 cells, SVs can form through a cold

insensitive pathway that produces an altered SV. Furthermore, this SV formation

pathway is not stimulated by depolarization of the neuron plasma membrane.

Formation of SVs is not inhibited by treatment with BFA

In PC12 cells, formation of SVs is inhibited by BFA (Faundez, et al., 1997;

Blagoveshchenskaya, et al., 1999), a fungal metabolite that inhibits a class of guanine

nucleotide exchange factors for the arf small GTPases (Donaldson, et al., 1992; Helms
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and Rothman, 1992). Arf1 mutants inhibit the formation of SVs from endosomes in PC12

cells (Faundez, et al., 1997). In order determine if this pathway is being used in neuronal

nerve terminals, we tested the ability of BFA to inhibit the formation of radiolabeled SVs

in the neuron and synaptosome antibody uptake systems. When uptake of [*I] 604.1 into

neurons is carried out in the presence of BFA, SV formation is not inhibited (figures

2.10A and 2.10B). Unlike what is seen at low temperature, BFA treatment does not

interfere with the stimulation of SV formation in depolarizing buffer or cause the vesicles

to sediment faster. Uptake of [*I] 604.1 into synaptosomes is also not affected by the

presence of BFA (figures 2.11A and 2.11B). These results show that in the overall

population of brain neurons, mature synapses do not predominantly use the BFA

sensitive arf 1/AP-3-dependent endosomal pathway for formation of SVs. The non-AP3

mediated pathway is responsible for at least 90% of the total SV population.

Formation of SVs in neurons with immature synapses is not affected by brefeldin A

treatment

Neurotransmitter secretion in Xenopus neuromuscular explants is BFA sensitive along the

motor axons but not at mature nerve terminals (Zakharenko, et al., 1999). It has been

suggested that immature neurons predominantly use the endosomal pathway of SV

formation prior to making mature synapses and that they switch to a more direct pathway

of SV formation once synaptogenesis has occurred (Polo-Parada, et al., 2001). This

model is consistent with the use of the endosomal pathway of SV biogenesis by the

relatively undifferentiated PC12 cells (Faundez, et al., 1997; Faundez, et al., 1998;

Lichtenstein, et al., 1998). Discreet developmental stages of neuron maturation in culture

have been delineated (Dotti, et al., 1988). Therefore we repeated the uptake assay in the
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presence of BFA using neurons that had been cultured for only 2 days in vitro, at a

developmental stage before a large number of mature synapses have had a chance to

form. Similar to results with more developmentally mature neurons, SV formation in

immature neurons was not inhibited by BFA treatment (figures 2.12A and 2.12B). We

see stimulation of SV reformation by high K", as others have seen stimulation of antibody

uptake in young neuronal cultures even before synapse formation (Kraszewski, et al.,

1995). This result suggests that even in immature neurons, the BFA sensitive endosomal

pathway of SV formation is not predominantly used.

Formation of SVs is not inhibited by depolymerization of actin

Actin is closely associated with both synapse structure (Colicos, et al., 2001b; Zhang and

Benson, 2001) and SV clusters (Dunaevsky and Connor, 2000). It is also intimately

involved in the process of endocytosis (reviewed by Qualmann, et al., 2000). We,

therefore, checked whether actin structures were required for formation of SVs in

neurons. We depolymerized actin filaments with latrunculin B, a compound that inhibits

actin filament polymerization by binding to actin monomers (Spector, et al., 1983;

Spector, et al., 1989). If either stable actin structures or nascent actin filament

polymerization is needed for SV endocytosis, then latrunculin B treatment should inhibit

the assay. We treated neurons in culture with 38 p.M latrunculin B in the presence of low

K" and high K’ buffers and assayed formation of SVs (figure 2.13A). Surprisingly, actin

depolymerization stimulated SV formation 2 fold under resting conditions and modestly

in depolarizing conditions (figure 2.13B), suggesting that actin structures are inhibitory to

SV formation. However, when we assayed for synaptophysin I immunoreactivity across

the gradient (figure 2.13C), we found that total SV recovery from latrunculin B treated
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neurons was increased (figure 3.13D). Instead of stimulating SV formation, latrunculin B

treatment stimulated release of vesicles into the soluble fraction (S2) that is fractionated

over the gradient (figures 2.13C and 2.13D). This suggests that actin is holding SV

clusters at the synapse and that depolymerization of actin leads to release of the vesicles

from the actin-rich structures.

DISCUSSION

The study of SV biogenesis through the uptake of radiolabeled antibody from the

cell surface has proven useful in biochemically dissecting the mechanism of the

endosomal SV formation pathway in the PC12 neuron model cell line (Faundez, et al.,

1997; Faundez, et al., 1998; Lichtenstein, et al., 1998). Uptake of anti-sytl antibodies has

been used in an immunofluorescent assay for SV formation from the cell surface in

cultured neurons (Matteoli, et al., 1992; Kraszewski, et al., 1995). Here we show that

uptake of radiolabeled anti-sytl antibodies can be used as a biochemical assay for SV

biogenesis in cultured neurons and isolated synaptosomes. Use of radiolabeled antibodies

allows for easy quantification of SV formation and use of large numbers of neurons and

synaptosomes would allow for biochemical characterization of the proteins involved.

Depolarization by high K’ treatment over the course of many minutes should bias the

mode of SV formation to that which occurs in neurons under the course of high

frequency stimulation. According to current ideas, this should favor the clathrin-mediated

and/or endosomal pathways over the “kiss and run” pathway (Artalejo, et al., 2002;

Verstreken, et al., 2002). However, uptake alone is not able to distinguish between direct

budding of SVs from the plasma membrane and formation of SVs through an endosomal
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intermediate, during both of which, complete collapse of vesicle membrane into the

plasma membrane occurs. Uptake of antibody at low temperature or in the presence of

BFA, two treatments that define an endosomal budding pathway for SVLVs in PC12

cells, could distinguish between the endosomal and direct budding routes of SV

biogenesis.

Radiolabeled antibody added to cultured neurons and synaptosomes is taken up

into subcellular compartments of these cells/particles and a subset of the antibody is

trafficked to SVs along with sytl. Although endocytosis of SVs occurs within seconds of

fusion (Ryan, et al., 1993; Ryan, et al., 1996; Sankaranarayanan and Ryan, 2000), uptake

of antibody into cultured neurons is relatively slow. In all subcellular fractions

incorporation of radioactivity does not start to plateau until around 30 minutes. This low

rate of uptake is likely due to slow binding of the antibody to sytl relative to the time syt■

molecules spend on the cell surface. A SV may recycle several times before all of its syt■

protein is labeled by the radioactive antibody. Furthermore, any SVs that recycle without

completely collapsing into the plasma membrane (biogenesis by “kiss and run”) will not

be labeled by the antibody. Antibody association with recycling sytl may come to

equilibrium over 30 minutes. At plateau, approximately 1/3 of the antibody is in the S2

fraction, which contains SVs and free antibody. Much of the remainder is at the plasma

membrane (P1 fraction) where sytl from recently fused SVs should be residing prior to

endocytosis. When the cells are removed to 4°C the SV exo/endocytic cycle should stop,

trapping recently exocytosed sytl on the cell surface. The P2 fraction contains some

radiolabel as well. This label could be associating with the endosomes that should be

contained within this fraction. Uptake of antibody occurs even in low K’ resting buffer,
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indicating that even in an unstimulated state, endocytosis of sytl is occurring. However,

the proportion of radiolabeled antibody in the P1 plasma membrane fraction relative to

the total cell labeling is considerably higher in resting cells than in stimulated cells,

suggesting that the SV endocytosis rate is considerably slower.

Trafficking of antibody into SVs occurs with kinetics similar to uptake of

radiolabeled antibody. Labeling of SVs rapidly increases over the first 20 minutes at

37°C before starting to level off (but continuing to rise) through 60 minutes. The

continued increase in trafficking to SVs suggests that a significant number of syt■

molecules remain unlabeled even after 60 minutes. There is some background labeling of

SVs at 4°C possibly due to binding of free antibody to sytl in SVs that have been lysed

open during the osmotic shock treatment that lyses the neurons. SV lysis enables

antibody access to the lumenal epitope of sytl. However, there is significantly more

labeling of SVs under low K’ resting conditions at 37°C than during the 4°C control.

When neurons are labeled at 37°C in high K" depolarization buffer, a 2–3 fold stimulation

of SV labeling is seen at 15 minutes. This is likely due to stimulation of exocytosis by

depolarization of the membrane. The additional sytl placed on the cell surface due to

stimulation of the exocytic branch of the SV cycle increases the amount of antibody that

can be taken up by the subsequent compensatory endocytosis. Under resting conditions

some anti-sytl antibody is taken up into SVs. This suggests that even under resting

conditions there is some exo/endocytic activity in the synapses of the cultured neurons.

This is consistent with immunofluorescence studies that show that SVs are always

cycling, especially in the region of the axon that are not making postsynaptic contacts

(Kraszewski, et al., 1995). Dye uptake into NCAM mutant neuromuscular junction
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synapses also occurs in the absence of stimulation (Polo-Parada, et al., 2001).

Alternatively, the antibody taken up in resting buffer could be due to the uptake of Syt■

that had been trapped at the cell surface when the neurons were moved to 4°C. This pool

of sytl would have been labeled at 4°C during the preincubation time and then

endocytosed when the neurons were shifted back to 37°C. Another possibility is that the

shock of moving from 4°C to 37°C could have caused an artifactual temporary

stimulation. Stimulation of radiolabel incorporation into other subcellular fractions is also

stimulated by depolarization buffer. However, the fold stimulation of uptake into other

subcellular fractions is not as great as for uptake into SVs. In fact, the stimulation is more

clearly seen, the closer the fraction is to purified SVs. The ability to detect stimulation of

endocytosis in response to stimulation of exocytosis demonstrates the system can be used

to study changes in the rate of SV formation and suggests that the assay could be used for

the quantitative study of compensatory endocytosis of SVs.

The uptake of radiolabeled antibody into the relatively simple synaptosomes has

similar characteristics, but has some key differences. Uptake of antibody occurs to a far

lesser extent, with almost all of the antibody remaining on the synaptosomal cell surface.

Furthermore, what uptake does occur happens relatively rapidly, in the first 15 minutes.

This rapid onset and cessation of activity is also seen for trafficking into SVs.

Surprisingly, depolarization buffer does not stimulate uptake of radiolabeled antibody

into synaptosome SVs. This suggests that under the experimental conditions, exocytosis

has not been stimulated and that the incorporation of radiolabeled antibody into SVs is

the result of the endocytosis of syt■ that had been on the cell surface at the initial time

point.
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Uptake of radiolabeled antibody into the SVs of neurons is not blocked by

treatments that block the endosomal pathway of SV biogenesis in the PC12 neuronal

model cell line (Desnos, et al., 1995; Faundez, et al., 1997; Faundez and Kelly, 2000).

Rather than accumulate in an endosomal “donor compartment” as in PC12 cells(Desnos,

et al., 1995; Lichtenstein, et al., 1998), radiolabeled anti-sytl antibody is trafficked to

SVs in neurons at 15°C. This demonstrates that if there is an endosomal intermediate in

SV formation being used under these conditions, it is not using the same temperature

dependent mechanism for SV budding as seen in PC12 cells (Faundez, et al., 1997;

Faundez, et al., 1998; Blumstein, et al., 2001). Interestingly, at 15°C stimulation of

endocytosis by depolarization is not seen. This suggests that stimulated exocytosis and

therefore compensatory endocytosis is not occurring at 15°C. However, endocytosis,

presumably of Syt■ already on the surface, occurs normally similar to constitutive

clathrin-mediated endocytosis, which occurs, albeit at a slower rate, at reduced

temperature (Cao, et al., 1998). Perhaps this system could be used to distinguish

regulation of endocytosis from regulation of exocytosis in a quantitative manner.

Conditions that stimulated the rate of uptake of endocytosis at 15°C and 37°C would

specifically be regulating the endocytic arm of the cycle. Conditions that stimulated

endocytosis only at 37°C would be regulating the exocytic branch of the cycle.

The mechanism of SV formation is altered at 15°C as evidenced by the slight

increase in SV sedimentation rate seen in both the cultured neuron and synaptosome SV

biogenesis systems. The faster sedimentation rate suggests that the vesicles formed at

15°C may be slightly larger than SVs formed at 37°C. However, this faster sedimenting

vesicle is not large enough to be endosomal in nature. The PC12 cell endosomes pellet in
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the P2 or to the bottom of the glycerol gradient (Lichtenstein, et al., 1998). Analogous

SV donor mini-endosomes would have been pelleted in the P2 during centrifugal

fractionation. If the SV formation we are following in the assays is due to direct budding

of SVs from the plasma membrane, it is likely occurring through a clathrin-mediated

mechanism. In neurons clathrin-coated endocytosis is thought to be primarily involved in

SV formation because clathrin-coated vesicles purified from brain mostly contain SV

proteins (Maycox, et al., 1992). Since non-neuronal clathrin-derived endocytic vesicles

are ~100 nm, but SVs are 40-50 nm in diameter, the size of the clathrin-derived vesicles

must be reduced in neurons. Altered clathrin lattice size is thought to be carried out by

neuron specific clathrin assembly protein, AP180, which is required for assembly of

uniform size clathrin lattices (Ye and Lafer, 1995a) and small size SVs (Zhang, et al.,

1998; Nonet, et al., 1999). Mutations in stonin proteins also cause an increase in SV size

(Fergestad, et al., 1999). The biophysical mechanism by which AP180 and stonin

proteins create small and uniform SVs in neurons may be compromised at reduced

temperature. Alternatively, SVs could be sedimenting faster due to increased protein

content, possibly due to residual association of coat proteins. Mutants of synaptojanin, a

5’ phosphatidylinositol phosphatase (McPherson, et al., 1996), result in increased

numbers of coated vesicles in the nerve terminal (Cremona, et al., 1999). Failure of

phosphate activity at low temperature could inhibit the uncoating of SVs and result in

partial coating of SVs with AP-2 and clathrin.

SV formation in neurons and synaptosomes is also insensitive to treatment with

BFA. This result demonstrates that neurons do not primarily use an arf 1/AP-3 mediated

pathway for SV formation and is consistent with the lack of tubulation of axonal
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endosomes in BFA treated cultured neurons (Mundigl, et al., 1993). Lack of inhibition is,

however, contradictory to results showing inhibition of SV formation in BFA along frog

motor neuron axons (Zakharenko, et al., 1999) and at the neuromuscular junction in

NCAM mutants (Polo-Parada, et al., 2001). However, it can be argued that SV recycling

along a motor axon at points that will never make synaptic contacts or that cannot make

mature synaptic contacts due to mutation could be through a separate mechanism than at

points along the axon that are actually maturing into synapses. Furthermore, the

mechanisms of SV formation at the neuromuscular junction may differ somewhat from

the mechanisms used in the central nervous system. The expression of the neuronal AP-3

subunits, required for SVLV budding in PC12 cells, is not uniform throughout the brain

(Blumstein, et al., 2001). Neuronal cultures of those subsets of neurons that express high

levels of neuronal AP-3 may reveal the BFA-sensitive pathway. However, our results

show that budding of SVs from nerve terminal endosomes does not predominantly use

the PC12 cell mechanism. One possibility is that the endosomes seen in nerve terminals

are plasma membrane cisternae that have pinched off in order to retrieve large amounts of

membrane following extensive exocytosis of SVs (Heuser and Reese, 1973; Koenig and

Ikeda, 1996; Teng and Wilkinson, 2000). Such structures have been shown to be studded

with clathrin lattices (Takei, et al., 1996), suggesting that the clathrin-mediated pathway

can be used to bud SVs off plasma membrane even after it has been internalized in large

cisternae. Whether SV formation is direct from the plasma membrane or indirect through

an endosome, the biochemical assays developed here will be useful in dissecting the

biochemical mechanisms of the SV recycling pathway.
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Figure 2.1
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Figure 2.1: [*II 604.1 anti-synaptotagmin I antibody is taken up into neurons.
(A) Time course of [**II 604.1 taken up in low K* buffer into neuron fractions.
Cell lysate (-C1-), low speed supernatant S1 (-0-), low speed pellet P1 (-O-), high
speed pellet P2 (-A-). (B) Time course of [125I] 604.1 taken up in high K* buffer
into neuron fractions. Cell lysate (-D-), low speed pellet P1 (-O-), low speed
supernatant S1 (-9-), high speed pellet P2 (-A-), high speed supernatant S2 (-t-).
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Figure 2.1
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Figure 2.1C: Depolarization stimulates [*II 604.1 anti-synaptotagmin I
antibody trafficking into the light membrane fraction.
(C) Comparison of the counts in the heavy (P1) and light (S1) membrane fractions.
In resting buffer, a larger percentage of the total cell lysate associated counts has been
incorporated into the P1 heavy membranes than into the S1 lighter membranes. In
depolarizing buffer, a larger percentage of the total cell lysate associated counts has
been incorporated into the S1 lighter membrane fraction than into the heavier
membrane P1 fraction.
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Figure 2.2
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Figure 2.2: [*II 604.1 anti-synaptotagmin I antibody is taken up into synaptic
vesicles in neurons. (A.) Glycerol gradients of [125I] 604.1 labeled synaptic vesicles
at different timepoints at 37°C. 15 minutes in low K* buffer (-CH-), 0 minutes in high
K* buffer (-0-), 5 minute in high K* buffer (-O-), 15 minutes in high K* buffer (-A-),
30 minutes in high K* buffer (-D-), 60 minutes in high K* buffer (-3-), (B.) Time
course of I*II 604.1 incorporation into the glycerol gradient synaptic vesicle peak
in high K* buffer (---).



Figure 2.3
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Figure 2.3: [*II 604.1 anti-synaptotagmin I antibody is taken up into
synaptosomes.
(A) Time course of [125I] 604.1 taken up into the synaptosomal fractions at 37°C.
Total synaptosomal lysate (-D-), high speed supernatant, S2 (-0-), and high speed
pellet P2 (-O-). (B) Time course of I*II 604.1 taken up into the S2 fraction of
synaptosomes (-0-). Same as (A) but on a different scale.
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Figure 2.4
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Figure 2.4: [*I] 604.1 anti-synaptotagmin I antibody is taken up into
synaptic vesicles in synaptosomes.
(A) Glycerol gradients of the [125I] 604.1 labeled synaptic vesicles at different
timepoints at 37°C. 15 minutes in low K* buffer (-D-), 0 minutes in high K*
buffer (-0-), 5 minutes in high K* buffer (-O-), 15 minutes in high K* buffer
(-A-), 30 minutes in high K+ buffer (-t-), 60 minutes in high K* buffer (-3-).
(B) Time course of [**II 604.1 incorporation into the glycerol gradient
synaptic vesicle peak in high K* buffer (---).
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Figure 2.5
A.

Figure 2.5: 604.1 anti-synaptotagmin I antibody is taken up into
neuron varicosities similar to steady state distribution of synaptotagmin I.
(A) Steady state synaptotagmin I distribution in an isolated neuron (40X
magnification). Immunoreactivity is mainly in the axonal arbor (arrows) and cell
body. (B) Synaptotagmin I is localized to varicosities in the axon (100X
magnification). (C) Computer enlargement of varicosities in B. (D and E. (40X
magnification)) 604.1 anti-synaptotagmin I antibody take up into a neuron in
culture for 15 minutes in high K* buffer at 37°C. The antibody is incorporated
into varicosities (arrows) similar to the localization of steady state
synaptotagmin I with the same antibody. (A) Neurons mixed with a few glial
cells in culture (brightfield).
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Figure 2.6
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Figure 2.6: Uptake of [**II 604.1 anti-synaptotagmin I antibody into synaptic
vesicles in neurons is stimulated by high K* buffer.
(A) Glycerol gradients of [*II 604.1 labeled synaptic vesicles from neurons that
have been incubated with antibody at 37°C for 15 minutes in low K* buffer (-D-),
0 minutes in high K+ buffer (-0-), and 15 minutes in high K* buffer (–A–).
(B) ||*II 604.1 labeled synaptic vesicle peak counts.
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Figure 2.7
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Figure 2.7: Uptake of [*II 604.1 anti-synaptotagmin I antibody into
synaptic vesicles in synaptosomes is not stimulated by high K* buffer.
(A) Glycerol gradients of I*II 604.1 labeled synaptic vesicles from
synaptosomes that have been incubated with antibody at 37°C for 15 minutes in
low K* buffer (-D-), 0 minutes in high K* buffer (-0-), and 15 minutes in high
K* buffer (-A-). (B.) [125I] 604.1 labeled synaptic vesicle peak counts.
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Figure 2.8
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Figure 2.8: Uptake of [*II 604.1 anti-synaptotagmin I antibody into
synaptic vesicles in neurons is not inhibited at 15°C.

i
co
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(A) Glycerol gradients of I*II 604.1 labeled synaptic vesicles from neurons that
have been incubated with antibody for 1.75 hours at 15°C in low K* buffer (-D-),
1.75 hours at 15°C in high K* buffer (-0-), for 15 minutes at 37°C in low K* buffer
(-O-), for 15 minutes at 15°C in high K* buffer (-A-). (B) [*II 604.1 labeled
synaptic vesicle peak counts. (C) Fraction position of the glycerol gradient peak.
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Figure 2.9
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Figure 2.9: Uptake of [*II 604.1 anti-synaptotagmin I antibody into synaptic
vesicles in synaptosomes is not inhibited at 15°C.
(A) Glycerol gradients of [*II 604.1 labeled synaptic vesicles from synaptosomes
that have been incubated with antibody for 15 minutes at 37°C in low K* buffer
(-D-), 15 minutes at 37°C in high K* buffer (-0-), for 90 minutes at 15°C in low K*
buffer (-O-), for 90 minutes at 15°C in high K* buffer (-A-). (B) [**II 604.1 labeled
synaptic vesicle peak counts. (C) Fraction position of the glycerol gradient peak.
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Figure 2.10
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Figure 2.10: Uptake of [*II 604.1 anti-synaptotagmin I antibody into
synaptic vesicles in neurons is not inhibited by Brefeldin A treatment.
(A) Glycerol gradients of [125I] 604.1 labeled synaptic vesicles from neurons
that have been incubated with antibody for 15 minutes at 37°C in low K* buffer
(-O-), for 15 minutes at 37°C in high K* buffer (-A-), for 15 minutes at 37°C in
low K* buffer + 5 pigml BFA (-t-), and for 15 minutes at 37°C in high K*
buffer + 5 Mg/ml BFA (-4-). (B) [*II 604.1 labeled vesicle peak counts.
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Figure 2.11
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Figure 2.11: Uptake of [*II 604.1 anti-synaptotagmin I antibody into
synaptic vesicles in synaptosomes is not inhibited by Brefeldin A
treatment. (A) Glycerol gradients of [*II 604.1 labeled synaptic vesicles from
synaptosomes that have been incubated with antibody for 15 minutes at 37°C in low
K* buffer (-D-), for 15 minutes at 37°C in high K* buffer (-0-), for 1.5 hours at
15°C followed by 15 minutes at 37°C in high K* buffer (-1-), and for 1.5 hours at
15°C followed by 15 minutes at 37°C in high K* buffer + 5 ug/ml BFA (-t-).
(B) [125I] 604.1 labeled synaptic vesicle peak counts.
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Figure 2. 12
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Figure 2.12: Uptake of [*II 604.1 anti-synaptotagmin I antibody into
synaptic vesicles in young neurons is not inhibited by Brefeldin A treatment.
(A) Glycerol gradients of [*II 604.1 labeled synaptic vesicles from neurons
that have been incubated with antibody for 15 minutes at 37°C in low K* buffer
(-D-), in low K* buffer + 5 Mg/ml BFA (-0-), in high K* buffer (-O-), in high K*
buffer + 5 ug/ml BFA (-A-). (B) [**II 604.1 labeled vesicle peak counts.
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Figure 2.13
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Figure 2.13: Uptake of [*I] 604.1 anti-synaptotagmin I antibody into
synaptic vesicles in neurons is not inhibited by latrunculin B treatment.
However, release of synaptic vesicles from synapses is increased. (A) Glycerol
gradients of [*II 604.1 labeled synaptic vesicles from neurons that have been
incubated with antibody for how many minutes at 37°C in how much
pretreatment with latrunculin B in low K* buffer (-D-), low K* buffer
+ latrunculin B (-0-), high K* buffer (-O-), high K* buffer + latrunulin B (-A-).
(B) [125I] 604.1 labeled synaptic vesicle peak counts. (C) ELISAs with anti
synaptophysin and antibodies of glycerol gradients in (A) to measure recovery
of synaptic vesicles in the gradient. low K* buffer (-D-), low K* buffer
+ latrunculin B (-0-), high K* buffer (-O-), high K* buffer + latrunulin B (-A-)
as shown. (D) ELISA peak signals.
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Chapter 3

Intersectin 1L guanine nucleotide exchange activity is regulated by

adjacent src homology 3 domains that are also

involved in endocytosis

Parts of this chapter have been reprinted from

Molecular Biology of the Cell, (vol. 14, pg. 1624–1637)

with permission by the American Society for Cell Biology
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ABSTRACT

Intersectin 1L is a scaffolding protein involved in endocytosis that also has guanine

nucleotide exchange activity for Cdc42. In the context of the full-length protein, the

catalytic exchange activity of the DH domain is repressed. Here we use biochemical

methods to dissect the mechanism for this inhibition. We demonstrate that the intersectin

1L SH3 domains, which bind endocytic proteins, directly inhibit the activity of the DH

domain in assays for both binding and exchange of Cdc42. This inhibitory mechanism

seems to act through steric hindrance of Cdc42 binding by an intramolecular interaction

between the intersectin 1L SH3 domain region and the adjacent DH domain Surprisingly,

the mode of SH3 domain binding is other than through the proline peptide binding

pocket. The dual role of the SH3 domains in endocytosis and repression of exchange

activity suggests that the intersectin 1L exchange activity is regulated by endocytosis. We

show that the endocytic protein, dynamin, competes for binding to the SH3 domains with

the neural Wiskott-Aldrich Syndrome protein, an actin filament nucleation protein that is

a substrate for activated Cdc42. Swapping of SH3 domain binding partners may act as a

switch controlling the actin nucleation activity of intersectin 1L.
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INTRODUCTION

Guanine nucleotide exchange factors (GEFs) are critical regulatory proteins of

cellular pathways. They promote the activation of small GTPase molecular switches by

catalyzing the release of GDP from the inactive GTPases. Subsequent binding of GTP to

the GTPase activates the pathway it controls, making the mechanism of regulation of the

GEF crucial to switching a pathway on (for review see (Zheng, 2001; Hoffman and

Cerione, 2002). The Dbl homology (DH) domain is the conserved catalytic domain of

GEFs for the Rho family of small GTPases (Hart, et al., 1991; Hart, et al., 1994), a

family of small GTPases that regulate actin cytoskeleton rearrangements. DH domains

are always found upstream and adjacent to pleckstrin homology (PH) domains, which are

thought to influence their activity (Liu, et al., 1998; Das, et al., 2000) and membrane

localization (Whitehead, et al., 1999) through binding of phospholipids. This pair of

domains that gives the GEF exchange activity is generally found in large, structurally

complex proteins involved in divergent cellular processes including cellular migration

(Steven, et al., 1998), cellular polarity (Nern and Arkowitz, 1999; Toenjes, et al., 1999),

and neuritic outgrowth and pathfinding (Steven, et al., 1998; Bateman, et al., 2000;

Bashaw, et al., 2001; Estrach, et al., 2002; May, et al., 2002). Typically, the other parts

of the protein link the Rho GEFs to such cellular processes by regulating the DH domain,

keeping it in a repressed state (Bi, et al., 2001). Mutations and deletions in these

regulatory regions release the DH domain from its inhibited state into a constitutively

active state, frequently causing the Rho family GEFs to become oncogenic (Ron, et al.,

1989). Under normal physiological conditions, cellular inputs to the non-catalytic

regions derepress Rho GEFs. Such inputs include protein binding (Hart, et al., 1998;
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Scita, et al., 1999; Innocenti, et al., 2002), phospholipid binding (Han, et al., 1998;

Nimnual, et al., 1998; Crompton, et al., 2000; Das, et al., 2000; Russo, et al., 2001), and

phosphorylation (Crespo, et al., 1997; Han, et al., 1997; Schuebel, et al., 1998;

Aghazadeh, et al., 2000). Integration of these cellular signals through the non-catalytic

domains of Rho GEFs can focus GTPase activity to allow temporal and spatially

localized activation of cytoskeletal rearrangements.

The neuronal splice variant of the scaffolding protein intersectin 1 is one such

Rho family GEF. As is typical of GEFs, intersectin 1L is a complex, multi-domain

containing protein with two N-terminal EH domains (EH1, EH2), a large region of

putative coiled-coils, five SH3 domains, (SH3A, B, C, D, and E) (Roos and Kelly, 1998;

Yamabhai, et al., 1998; Okamoto, et al., 1999; Sengar, et al., 1999) followed by the DH

and PH domains as well as a C-terminal C2 domain. This GEF is unusual in that the

exchange factor domains are not fundamental to the cellular role of the protein and are

instead alternatively spliced onto a ubiquitously expressed isoform, intersectin 1S, which

lacks the DH, PH and C2 domains (Guipponi, et al., 1998; Hussain, et al., 1999;

Pucharcos, et al., 2001) (figure 3.1A). Intersectin 18 has been shown to be involved in

the process of clathrin-mediated endocytosis. It binds multiple endocytic proteins,

including dynamin, synaptojanin, Eps 15, epsin, and stonin b, and is localized to sites of

clathrin-mediated endocytosis through protein interactions with its EH domains (Hussain,

et al., 1999; Sengar, et al., 1999). The Drosophila intersectin 1S homologue, Dap160, is

localized to peri-active zone regions in the neuromuscular junction (Roos and Kelly,

1999), regions that are thought to be one of the sites of synaptic vesicle endocytosis

(Koenig and Ikeda, 1996). Overexpression of either isoform of intersectin 1 inhibits
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endocytosis of transferrin and other receptors that are taken into the cell through clathrin

vesicles (Sengar, et al., 1999; Pucharcos, et al., 2000). Furthermore, the intersectin 1 SH3

domains, which bind dynamin and synaptojanin, inhibit the formation of clathrin-coated

vesicles in a cell free system (Simpson, et al., 1999). One attractive mechanism of

inhibition of endocytosis by intersectin 1 is the binding and sequestration of dynamin and

other proteins required for endocytosis away from productive endocytic complexes (Roos

and Kelly, 1998; Yamabhai, et al., 1998; Hussain, et al., 1999; Okamoto, et al., 1999;

Sengar, et al., 1999). Based on these studies, intersectin 1 has been proposed to act as a

scaffolding protein that holds a pool of the endocytic machinery at specialized zones of

the plasma membrane. Since the non-catalytic domains of intersectin 1 are so strongly

linked to the endocytic pathway, it is plausible that the GEF activity of the neuron

specific splice isoform, intersectin 1L, is regulated in some fashion by endocytosis.

Several recent studies address the pathways downstream of the intersectin 1L

GEF activity. Intersectin 1 SH3 domains interact with not only endocytic proteins, but

also with a stimulator of actin filament nucleation (Miki, et al., 1996; Miki, et al., 1998;

Rohatgi, et al., 1999), the neuronal Wiskott-Aldrich syndrome protein (N-WASP)

(Hussain, et al., 2001; McGavin, et al., 2001). Furthermore, microinjection of intersectin

1L or the DH domain alone stimulates filopodia formation in cultured cells, an effect not

seen with intersectin 1S (Hussain, et al., 2001) despite its ability to interact with N

WASP. While GEF function is required for actin cytoskeleton rearrangements, the

intersectin 1L GEF seems to exist in a normally repressed state and binding of the N

WASp proline rich domain (PRD) stimulates the exchange activity of

immunoprecipitates of the full-length protein (Hussain, et al., 2001). Additional insight

º.
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comes from a study of a intersectin 1L homologue, the ubiquitously expressed intersectin

2L (Pucharcos, et al., 2000), in immune system cells. Intersectin 2L participates with N

WASP and Cdc42 in the stimulated endocytosis of T-cell receptor, which is actin

dependent. The presence of the DH domain mitigated the inhibitory effects of the rest of

intersectin 2L on stimulated T-cell receptor endocytosis(McGavin, et al., 2001). These

studies of intersectin 2L therefore support the suggestion that intersectin 1L acts to link

endocytosis and actin cytoskeleton regulation.

To coordinate the processes of endocytosis and actin cytoskeletal rearrangements,

intersectin 1L must integrate the various signals it receives and regulate an output

through its DH domain exchange activity. In order to dissect the regulation of the DH

domain and therefore its downstream effects on actin cytoskeleton rearrangements, we

have studied biochemically the regulation of the intersectin 1L in vitro exchange activity.

We show that unlike many other DH domains, the intersectin 1L DH domain is specific

for a single GTPase, Cdc42. The adjacent SH3 domains inhibit exchange activity through

direct interaction with the DH domain and blockage of Cdc42 binding. However, this is

not through a typical SH3 domain-proline peptide interaction. Furthermore, we show that

dynamin or N-WASP binding alone is not sufficient to activate the Intersectin 1L GEF

activity and that an additional level of regulation is necessary. Furthermore, dynamin

binding competes with N-WASP suggesting a mechanism for the productive regulation

of actin cytoskeletal rearrangements at the nerve terminal in response to endocytosis.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

DNA Constructs and Recombinant Proteins

A mouse intersectin 1L (ese 1L) clone with Kozak sequence was generated by PCR from

cDNA made from a C57 Black mouse brain and ligated into the KpnI and Not■ in

mammalian expression vector pCDNA3.1/Myc-His (+) B (Invitrogen). The sequence

differs from Genbank entry 4378891 at amino acids (aa) 179, Trp to Leu, and 402, Ala to

Arg. These substitutions revert the amino acid residues to conserved sequence with the

human, rat and Xenopus homologues. An additional five aa insert, Val-Lys-Gly-Glu-Trp

is present between aa 767 and 768. The DHPH domain expression construct, aa 1214 to

1570 with Kozak sequence was constructed by PCR cloning into pCDNA3.1/Myc-His

(+) B at the KpnI and Not■ sites. The SH3ABCDE-DHPH, aa 693-1570, and SH3CDE

DHPH, aa 961-1570, with Kozak sequence mammalian expression constructs were

constructed by PCR cloning into pCDNA3.1/Myc-His (+) B at the HindIII and Not■ sites.

Glutathione S-transferase (GST) fusion protein constructs (figure 3.1B) were generated

by PCR cloning into pGEX5X-1 (Amersham Pharmacia). GST DHPH, aa 1214-1570,

GST DHPHC2, aa 1214-1714, and GST DH, aa 1214-1429, were cloned into the BamhI

and Not■ sites. GST SH3ABCDE-DHPH, aa 693–1570, GST SH3CDE-DHPH, aa 961–

1570, GST SH3DE-DHPH, aa 1049-1570, GST SH3E-DHPH, aa 1128-1570, GST

SH3CDE-DH, aa 961-1431, GST SH3A, aa 693-810, GST SH3B, aa 872-999, GST

SH3C, aa 961-1065, and GST SH3D, aa 1049-1147, were cloned into the EcoRI and Noti

sites. GST SH3ABCDE, aa 693–1214, GST SH3CDE, aa 961-1214, and GST SH3E, aa

1128-1214, were cloned into the EcoRI site. The P1122L and P1 198L mutations in the

SH3D and SH3E respectively were produced using the QuikChange” Site-Directed
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Mutagenesis Kit (Stratagene). GST EH1EH2, aa 1-307, was cloned into the BamhI and

EcoRI sites of pCEX2T. Recombinant GST fusion proteins were expressed in

Escherichia coli BL21 cells according to standard methods and purified by batch binding

from cell lysates to glutathione agarose beads (Sigma Chemical Co.). Recombinant

SH3ABCDE was produced by first purification as a GST fusion protein and subsequent

cleavage by factor XA protease (Pierce) and then repurified from GST and the protease

as recommended by the manufacturer. GST fusion constructs for GST RhoA, Rac1 and

Cdc42 were the generous gift of Dr. D. Kalman (Emory University, GA). Recombinant

Cdc42 was cleaved from GST Cdc42 on glutathione agarose beads by thrombin protease

(Amersham Pharmacia). 6x His DHPH, aa 1214-1570 was subcloned into pET32c vector

using the BamhI and Not■ sites. 6x His DH, aa 1214-1429, was cloned into pET32c

using the BamhI site. 6x His SH3E-DHPH, aa 1128-1570, was subcloned into pET32a

vector using the EcoRI and Not■ sites. Recombinant 6x his fusion proteins were

expressed in BL21 cells and batch purified over Ni-NTA Superflow (Qiagen).

Recombinant HA epitope tagged dynamin was the generous gift of Ms. A. Jones and Dr.

S. Schmid (The Scripps Research Institute, La Jolla, CA). Recombinant N-WASP was

expressed from an N-WASP baculovirus, the kind gift from Dr. J. Taunton (University of

California, San Francisco, CA). N-WASP was expressed in SF9 cells cultured in

suspension and purified as previously published (Miki, et al., 1998; Rohatgi, et al., 1999).

Antibodies

Polyclonal anti-intersectin 1 EH antibody (#4396, Alpha Diagnostic International, Inc.)

and polyclonal anti-intersectin 1L DH antibody (#4199, Alpha Diagnostic International,

Inc.) were raised in rabbits against the GST EH1EH2 fusion protein and the GST DH
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fusion protein respectively. Affinity purification was done using the original GST fusion

proteins after pre-adsorption of antisera against GST. Antibody #4396, anti-intersectin 1

EH domains antibody, antiserum recognizes both the long and short forms of intersectin

1L in rat brain cytosol as well as some lower contaminating bands in rat brain cytosol.

Affinity purified #4396 recognizes only the bands specific to intersectin 1L (figure 3.2A).

Antibody #4199, anti-intersectin 1L DH domain antibody, antiserum recognizes many

bands in rat brain cytosol. The full length intersectin 1L band is only faintly recognized.

Affinity purified #4199 barely recognizes full-length intersectin 1L, but strongly

recognizes several shorter bands (figure 3.2B). It is unclear whether the shorter bands are

other DH domain containing proteins that cross-react with the antibody or intersectin 1L

splice variants that contain the DH domain (but not the EH domains). To further test the

specificity of the #4199 antibody, we used it in western blots against GST fusion

proteins. While the anti-GST antibody recognizes the GST DH fusion protein as well as

GST alone and another unrelated fusion protein, antibody #4199 primarily recognizes the

GST DH fusion protein. There is some cross reactivity to GST alone, probably due to

remaining anti-GST antibody that was not adsorbed against GST alone during the affinity

purification (figure 3.2C). We also tested the ability of the anti-intersectin 1L antibodies

to immunoprecipitate intersectin 1L from rat brain cytosol. #4199 antiserum and affinity

purified antibody immunoprecipitate intersectin 1L from rat brain cytosol. #4396

antiserum and affinity purified antibody immunoprecipitate both the long and short forms

of intersectin 1 from rat brain cytosol (figure 3.4D). Despite low affinity for full length

intersectin 1L by western blotting, antibody #4199 recognizes isolated DH domain by

western blotting and full length intersectin 1L in its native state.
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Rabbit polyclonal anti-dynamin antibody (#2704) was previously described (Roos

and Kelly, 1998). Rabbit polyclonal anti-N-WASP antibody was a gift from Dr. J.

Taunton (University of California, San Francisco). Antibodies against RhoA (sc-418) and

Cdc42 (sc-8401) were purchased from Santa Cruz Biotechnology, Inc. Antibody against

Rac1 (cat #R56220) was purchased from Transduction Laboratories. Anti 6x His Tag

antibody was purchased from Novagen.

Cell Culture and Immunofluorescence

Cos and HEK293 cells were maintained in DME H-21 supplemented with 10% fetal

bovine serum and Penicillin/Streptomycin at 37°C in 5% CO2. Transfection of DHPH

containing constructs in pCDNA3.1/Myc-His (+) B was done with FuGENETM 6

transfection reagent (Roche) in serum-containing media. 48 hours post transfection cells

were fixed with 4% p-formaldehyde, blocked with 2% BSA and 1% fish skin gelatin and

permeabilized with 0.02% saponin in PBS. Actin filaments were visualized with

rhodamine-phalloidin (Molecular probes). Photos were taken with Kodak EliteChrome

Select Series 100 film on a 35 mm camera on a Zeiss Axioskop microscope through a

100x oil immersion lens. Color slides were developed and scanned into computer files.

Newborn Sprague Dawley rat forebrains were dissected in dissociation solution

(Hank's balanced salt solution, 4.5 g/L glucose, 10 mM HEPES, pH 7.4, Ca”, Mg” free)

with 0.25% trypsin for 30 minutes at 37°C. Trypsin was inactivated by 0.05% soybean

trypsin inhibitor in dissociation medium. 10 mM MgCl, and DNAse I was added in the

buffer to degrade the DNA from lysed cells. Cells were dissociated by tituration through

a fire polished glass Pasteur pipette and plated in NeurobasalTM medium (Gibco/Life
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Technologies), B27 supplement (Gibco/Life Technologies), 0.5 mM glutamine, and

penicillin/streptomycin on rat tail collagen and poly Llysine coated glass coverslips.

GST Pull-downs

Rat brain cytosol was prepared as previously described (Clift-O'Grady, et al., 1998) and

then dialyzed into binding buffer. GST fusion proteins were bound to glutathione agarose

beads (Sigma Chemical Co.) in binding buffer (20 mM tris pH 7.4, 100 mM NaCl, 10

mM EDTA, 1 mM DTT) with 1% triton x-100. MgCl, binding buffer is binding buffer

with 5 mM MgCl, replacing the 10 mM EDTA. Incubation with rat brain cytosol or

recombinant protein was done rotating overnight at 4°C. Proteins pulled down from rat

brain cytosol were eluted with 10 mM reduced glutathione in 50 mM Tris, pH 8.0. Pulled

down recombinant proteins were eluted as above or by boiling in sample buffer. All

eluates were resolved by SDS-PAGE, transferred to Immobilon-PTM PVDF membrane

(Millipore) or Protran(3) nitrocellulose (Schleicher and Schuell), and blocked with blotto

(5% dry milk, 0.05% Tween 20 in PBS). Western blotting was visualized with

horseradish peroxidase conjugated secondary antibodies (Cappel, Jackson Lab.) in

ECLTM western detection reagents (Amersham Pharmacia) on HyperfilmTM ECLTM

(Amersham Pharmacia.) Any alteration of method is noted in the figure legends.

In vitro Exchange Assays

In vitro exchange assays were carried out as described in (Zheng, et al., 1995). GTPase

was pre-loaded with nucleotide by incubating in loading buffer (20 mM Tris-HCl, pH

8.0, 100 mM NaCl, 2 mM EDTA, 0.2 mM DTT, 100 p.M AMP-PNP, and 10 p.M GDP)

for 5 min at RT. MgCl, was added to 5 mM final concentration and incubated at RT for

15 minutes. 20 pil loaded GTPase (final concentration of 0.25 p.m.-1.25 p.M as specified
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in the figure legends) was added to exchange proteins in reaction buffer (20 mM Tris

HCl, pH 8.0, 100 mM NaCl, 10 mM MgCl2, 1000M AMP-PNP, 0.5 mg/ml BSA, and 5

pM [*S]GTPYS (~11,000 cpm/pmol)) in 80 pil total volume. Any recombinant proteins

were pre-incubated with the exchange proteins for 2 hours at 4°C. Reactions were done at

RT with 15 pil reaction aliquots removed at time points, diluted in cold termination buffer

(20 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.0, 100 mM NaCl, 10 mM MgCl2) and filtered through

nitrocellulose filters. When loss of [H] GDP is followed rather than binding of [*S]

GTPYS, -10 p.M [*H] GDP (10 Ci/mmol) replaces cold GDP in the loading buffer and 1

mM GTP replaces [*S]GTPYS in the reaction buffer. The exchange index at 10 minutes

compares extent of exchange at 10 minutes using the exchange catalyzed by GST DHPH

at 10 minutes as 100% and the background binding of [*S]GTP/S in the presence of

GST as 0. The exchange index was calculated by subtracting out the GST control

background counts for each exchange reaction and dividing by the DHPH positive

control counts to determine exchange activity relative to the DHPH domains alone.

RESULTS

Intersectin 1L distribution in neurons

Cytosol made from rat forebrains contains significantly more intersectin 1L, the neuronal

splice variant, than intersectin 18, the ubiquitous splice variant. A previous

immunofluorescence study in a neuron using antibody against the ubiquitous isoform of

intersectin 1 revealed partial co-localization of intersectin with clathrin in the cell body

and all the neurites. Significant Golgi staining is also seen (Hussain, et al., 1999). The

localization of intersectin in neurons is not restricted to synapses as has been seen in
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Drosophila neuromuscular junction preparations (Roos and Kelly, 1999). Since we have

antibodies specific to the long, neuronal isoform of intersectin 1, we looked to see if the

localization of this isoform was different from that of the entire intersectin 1 distribution.

Intersectin 1 staining with antibody #4396, anti-EH domain antibody, reveals punctate

staining distributed throughout all visible neurites and across the cell body of neurons in

culture (figure 3.3A). Staining is also punctate in a structure that resembles a growth cone

(figure 3.3B). Significant staining is seen in a contaminating non-neuron in the neuronal

cultures (figure 3.3C). The distribution of intersectin 1L is similar to the overall

distribution of intersectin 1 in neurons. Intersectin 1L staining by antibody #4199, anti

DH antibody, is also punctate in all visible neurites and in the cell body. However, the

cell body staining is more distinctly localized to a region of the cell body, possibly the

previously seen Golgi staining. Localization of the long form of intersectin is not

localized to the axon, or specifically to synapses as was one possibility (figure 3.3D).

However, staining in neurite growth cone-like structures (figure 3.3E) and neurite

varicosities (figure 3.3F), which may be sites predisposed to becoming synapses, is much

stronger than what is seen along the main parts of neurites and what is seen with antibody

#4396. This could be due to a concentration of intersectin 1L to these points or it could be

due to a concentration of cross-reacting DH domain containing proteins to these sites. A

number of DH domain-containing proteins have been localized to axons and synapses

(Sone, et al., 1997; Steven, et al., 1998; Johnson, et al., 2000). The anti-DH domain

antibody does not stain a contaminating non-neuron in the neuron culture (figure 3.3G).

Since rat brain cytosol is made from whole forebrains, which include many non-neurons,

the intersectin 1S seen in this preparation could be exclusively from these cells and the

:
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neurons themselves may only contain the long isoform. In this case, the long form would

need to participate in all forms of endocytosis in the neurons, including endocytosis not

specifically related to its neuronal role.

The intersectin 1L DH domain interacts with the actin cytoskeleton

Intersectin 1L has both downstream and upstream partners. Since such partners often co

localize, light microscopy can help to identify them. Full-length intersectin 1L normally

associates with clathrin-coated pits at the plasma membrane and not with the actin

cytoskeleton ((Hussain, et al., 1999; Sengar, et al., 1999) and data not shown). In order to

determine if the DH domain can interact with actin structures, we overexpressed DHPH

domain constructs in Cos cells by transient transfection. The localization of

overexpressed DHPH fragments, which lack the N-terminal EH domains that direct

intersectin 1 to sites of endocytosis, is strikingly different from that of the full-length

protein. The DHPH fragment strongly co-localizes with actin particularly in ruffles

(figures 3.4A and 3.4B arrows, focal plane through the cell center) at the cell periphery

and also on the cell surface (figures 3.4C and 3.4D arrows, focal plane on dorsal surface

of cells). The anti-DH domain antibody has no background immunoreactivity in vector

transfected cells (figures 3.4E and 3.4F). These morphological data suggest that

intersectin 1L may link the endocytic machinery to actin turnover perhaps via interaction

with Rac1, which is enriched in plasma membrane ruffles.

We did not see induction of filopodia, as has been reported after microinjection of

the DH domain and full length intersectin 1L into Swiss 3T3 cells (Hussain, et al., 2001).

Expression by transfection may not produce the same effects in cells as acute induction
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by microinjection. More subtle changes in cell morphology may be present, but were not

dramatic in the overall population of transfected cells.

The intersectin 1L DH domain binds a small GTPase from rat brain cytosol

The intersectin 1L DH domain localizes to actin structures in Cos cells (figure 3.4). DH

domains regulate the actin cytoskeleton through activation of Rho family GTPases in the

cell. In order to detect whether the intersectin 1L DH domain is indeed active in exchange

and regulation of actin structures, we conducted GST pull-downs from rat brain cytosol

with the DH domain (figure 3.5A). Eluates of pull-downs with GST fusion proteins were

incubated with [*S] GTPYS and then passed through nitrocellulose filters to measure

[*S]GTPS incorporation into eluates. GST DH, but not GST alone nor GST EHIEH2,

pulls down a protein(s) that binds ■ º S]GTPYS. The GST DH protein itself does not bind

■ º S]GTPYS. Eluates were also run on SDS-PAGE gels and overlaid with ■ º S]GTPYS

(figure 3.5B). A [*S]GTPys incorporating band is revealed at 22-23 Kd in the GST DH

pull-down eluates, but not in the GST alone or GST EH1EH2 eluates. Rat brain cytosol

contains three bands that incorporate ['S]GTPYS, one at 20 Kd that lines up with arfi

control protein, one at 22-23 Kd that lines up with the DH domain pull-down eluate, and

one at 26 Kd. From these experiments, the DH domain interacts with a small GTPase,

presumably of the Rho family.

The intersectin 1L DH domain acts as an exchange factor in vitro specifically for

Cdc42

The intersectin 1L DH domain has been shown to catalyze exchange for one GTPase,

Cdc42 (Hussain, et al., 2001; McGavin, et al., 2001). Since, many DH domains show
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exchange activity on multiple Rho GTPase family members (Hart, et al., 1994; Olson, et

al., 1996), we tested DH domain specificity using recombinant GST fusion proteins in

several complementary assays. As with many DH domains, the intersectin 1L DH domain

showed interactions with several GTPases, in this case Rac1 and Cdc42 (figure 3.6A).

Binding of Rac1 is consistent with the presence of intersectin 1L DH domain at actin

ruffles. However, Cdc42 was far more enriched than Rac1 in the pull-down eluates

relative to rat brain cytosol. No RhoA binding was observed to the intersectin 1L DH

domain. To determine if binding specificity correlated with exchange specificity, the

GST fusion proteins of DHPH (figure 3.6B) and DH (data not shown) were tested for

guanine nucleotide exchange activity in vitro by incorporation of [*S]GTPYS into GST

fusion proteins of RhoA, Rac1 and Cdc42. Surprisingly, GST DHPH and GST DH

exhibited guanine nucleotide exchange activity specifically on Cdc42 and not RhoA or

Rac1 despite having some binding activity towards the latter. In the absence of added

exchange factor activity, GST RhoA, Rac1 and Cdc42 fusion proteins incorporated [*S]

GTPYS to the same degree in binding studies (data not shown). The same specificity for

Cdc42 was found for intersectin 2L using a Pak-Cdc42/Rac interactive-binding domain

assay (McGavin, et al., 2001). We next asked whether the binding of the DH domain to

small GTPases was affected by the remainder of the intersectin 1L protein. GST fusion

proteins of RhoA, Rac1 and Cdc42 were used in pull-downs with rat brain cytosol (figure

3.6C) and bound intersectin 1 was quantified with an antibody against the EH domains

that recognizes both the long and short forms of intersectin 1. GST Cdc42, but not GST

RhoA or GST Rac1 pulled down intersectin 1L but not the shorter, ubiquitous intersectin
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1S, which lacks the DH and other C-terminal domains, indicating that Cdc42 alone is

able to interact with the DH domain in the context of full length intersectin 1L.

The in vitro GEF activity of the intersectin 1L DH domain is negatively regulated by

its adjacent SH3 domains

Like many other GEFs, the intersectin 1L DH domain seems to be in a normally

repressed state and needs to be activated by binding of other cytoplasmic components

(Hussain, et al., 2001). Repression of GEF activity could be due to inhibition by the non

catalytic domains of intersectin 1L. To identify such domains, GST DH constructs

containing adjacent domains, the upstream SH3 domains or the downstream PH and C2

domains, were assayed for exchange activity in vitro by incorporation of [*S] GTPYS

into GST Cdc42. The exchange activity of GST SH3ABCDE-DHPH was inhibited

relative to GST DHPH alone (figure 3.7A). At the 10 minute time point, the extent of

exchange by fusion proteins containing one SH3 domain, SH3E, is reduced relative to the

DHPH domains alone. Additional SH3 domains may increase the inhibition (figure

3.7B). The consistent and reproducible reduction of exchange activity in constructs

containing SH3 domains demonstrates that the SH3 domains are acting to inhibit DH

domain exchange activity.

In order to confirm the inhibition of exchange activity by the SH3 domains in

vivo, we made mammalian expression constructs of SH3CDE-DHPH and SH3ABCDE

DHPH and overexpressed the intersectin 1L fragments in HEK293 cells. While the

heterologous expression of the SH3 domain containing fragments is less than that of the

DHPH domains alone, as assayed by western blotting with the 9E10 monoclonal

antibody against the myc epitope tag, there is significant expression of both SH3CDE
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DHPH and SH3ABCDE-DHPH (figure 3.8A). The intersectin 1L DHPH domains alone,

when immunoprecipitated out of transfected cell extracts, catalyze exchange on added

recombinant Cdc42. However, no exchange activity at all is seen by the

immunoprecipitated SH3CDE-DHPH and SH3ABCDE-DHPH fragments (figure 3.8B)

showing that the SH3 domains are also responsible for the repression of DH domain

activity in vivo. Furthermore, since inhibition is seen when assays were done in vitro with

recombinant proteins, the inhibition caused by the SH3 domains is likely to be direct.

The PH domain stabilizes DH domain exchange activity but does not respond to

phosphatidylinositol phosphates

We next tested the role of the PH domain in exchange reactions in vitro. As has been seen

for other DH domains, the exchange activity of the intersectin 1L DH domain alone is

reduced relative to the exchange activity of the DHPH domains together (figure 3.9A).

Addition of the SH3 domains to the DH domain alone, further inhibits exchange activity

in the absence of the PH domain (figure 3.9B) suggesting that the mechanism for SH3

inhibition of exchange activity is through the DH domain, and not the PH domain.

Phosphatidylinositol phosphates have been shown to bind GEF associated PH domains

and in some instances this binding regulates the DH domain exchange activity (Han, et

al., 1998; Nimnual, et al., 1998; Das, et al., 2000; Russo, et al., 2001; Snyder, et al.,

2001). When exchange assays are done with the intersectin 1L DHPH domains in the

presence of soluble phosphatidylinositol phosphates (figure 3.10A and 3.10B breaks

down the experiment) or phosphatidylinositol-(4,5)-P, (PIP) liposomes (figure 3.11A

and 3.11B breaks down the experiment), no effect is observed on the exchange activity,

consistent with published results (Snyder, et al., 2001).
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The C2 domain does not strongly affect DH domain exchange activity

C2 domains bind Caº” and this binding can regulate C2 domain protein and phospholipid

interactions (reviewed by (Rizo and Sudhof, 1998)). The intersectin 1L C2 domain, when

localized to the synapse is poised to respond to the local increase in Ca" concentration

that occurs during neurotransmission. Therefore, we explored the role of the downstream

C2 domain in regulating DH domain exchange on Cdc42. In contrast to the SH3DHPH

fusion proteins, the exchange activity of GST DHPHC2 is not strongly inhibited relative

to GST DHPH (figure 3.12). Exchange activity may be slightly inhibited initially, but

catches up to the GST DHPH activity by 60 minutes. Addition of Caº to the exchange

reactions has no effect. Since C2 domains can bind phospholipids and membranes, we

tested the exchange activity of the GST DHPHC2 fusion protein in the presence of PIP,

liposomes in the presence and absence of Caº (figure 3.13A and figure 3.13B breaks

down the experiment). Since C2 domains can also act as Ca” dependent protein

interaction domains, we repeated the exchange assays in figures 13A + B, but this time

adding rat brain cytosol as a source of protein interactors. Since rat brain cytosol contains

GTP binding proteins that would bind the [*S]GTPYS used in the exchange reactions, we

followed loss of preloaded [H] GDP from Cdc42 instead. Addition of rat brain cytosol

alone increases the Cdc42 exchange rate slightly (figure 3.14A), but does not change the

relative exchange rate of the GST DHPH fusion protein as compared with GST. PIP,

liposomes in the presence of rat brain cytosol did not alter the exchange activity of the

GST DHPHC2 fusion protein relative to the GST DHPH domain (figure 3.14B and

3.14C breaks down experiment). These results suggest that the role of the C2 domain in

vivo is other than regulation of DH domain exchange activity
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The intersectin 1L SH3 domains inhibit DH domain exchange activity by reducing

Cdc42 binding

We next explored how the SH3 domains inhibit the activity of the DH domain. The SH3

domains could either be preventing Cdc42 binding, and therefore exchange activity, or

they could be inhibiting the enzymatic exchange activity directly. To determine if the

SH3 domains affect Cdc42 binding, we carried out GST pull-downs from rat brain

cytosol with 2.5 p.M GST fusion proteins of the DH and DHPH domains with and

without adjacent SH3 domains (figure 3.15A). Quantification of the western

immunoreactivity shows a 80-95% inhibition of DH domain mediated Cdc42 pull-down

from rat brain cytosol by the SH3CDE domains (figure 3.15B.) In order to see if the

reduction in Cdc42 binding was due to a direct effect of the SH3 domains or was through

some intermediary protein brought down by the SH3 domains from the rat brain cytosol,

we used pure recombinant fusion proteins in an in vitro binding assay, which however,

use much lower concentrations of DH domain. 10 nM GST DH and GST DHPH domains

with and without adjacent SH3 domains were bound to recombinant Cdc42 (figure

3.15C). Normalization of Cdc42 immunoreactivity relative to the GST fusion protein

immunoreactivity (figure 3.15D) shows that the SH3CDE domains inhibit binding of

Cdc42 to the DHPH domains by 70%. The DH domain alone under these conditions also

exhibits less binding to Cdc42 as compared to the DHPH domains. This reduction in

Cdc42 binding to the DH domain alone is consistent with the lower exchange activity of

the DH domain alone relative to the DHPH domains (Figure 3.9A). The inconsistency in

Cdc42 binding to GST DH between figures 3.15A and 3.15C may be due to the DH
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domain alone having an intrinsically lower affinity for Cdc42 than the DHPH domains

together. This difference in affinity may be more strongly evident in the mid nM

concentration range used for the exchange reactions (figure 3.9A) and the binding with

recombinant proteins (figure 3.15C) than in the low plm concentration range that must be

used in the pull-down experiment out of rat brain cytosol (figure 3.15A). Unlike in the

exchange assay, a further reduction in binding activity is not seen with the addition of the

SH3 domains to the DH domain alone (figure 3.9B). Although there are some as yet

unexplained differences between using cytosol and pure proteins, the results show that

the inhibition of Cdc42 binding is likely due to the direct effect of the SH3 domains

blocking the Cdc42 binding site on the DH domain through steric hindrance.

The Intersectin 1 SH3 domains bind to Intersectin 1L DH domain

Since the intersectin 1L SH3 domains are able to directly inhibit the Cdc42 binding and

exchange activity of the DH domain, they might be binding the DH domain itself. We

tested this prediction by asking if the SH3 domains could bind to intersectin 1L itself.

GST SH3 domain containing fusion proteins were used in GST pull-down experiments

out of rat brain cytosol (figure 3.16A). The SH3ABCDE domains in tandem pull-down

intersectin 1L. Fusion protein that contains both the SH3 and DH interaction domains

binds larger amounts of intersectin 1L from rat brain cytosol, implying that both domains

can participate in intermolecular interactions. Longer exposure of the western blot reveals

a small amount of intersectin 1L binding to the GST DHPH and GST SH3CDE-DHPH

fusion proteins (data not shown). Further support for a direct interaction between the

intersectin 1L SH3 domains and the DH domain and a role for this interaction in

regulation of exchange came from in vitro exchange assays with GST DHPH in trans
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with the SH3ABCDE domains (figure 3.16B). Quantification of the extent of exchange at

10 minutes shows that GST DHPH exchange activity is abolished with the addition of

recombinant SH3ABCDE to the exchange reaction (figure 3.16C). These experiments

demonstrate that an intermolecular interaction can occur between intersectin 1L proteins.

However, inhibition of exchange by the SH3 domains in trans (figure 3.16B) as well as

the intermolecular interaction seen with GST pull-downs (figure 3.16A) requires

concentrations of SH3 domains in the low plM range. However, inhibition of exchange

by the SH3 domains in cis to the DH domain is constant down to mid nM concentrations

(figure 3.7A, 3.7B and 3.9B). Since SH3 inhibition of exchange in cis is not

concentration dependent, we favor the idea that the interaction is normally

intramolecular. We further show that recombinant SH3 domains, specifically SH3A, B

and D, directly bind the recombinant DH domain (figure 3.16D). The SH3D domain

binds especially strongly. The PH domain may influence this association, supporting an

interaction with the SH3E domain but possibly inhibiting the DH domain interaction with

other SH3 domains. These results demonstrate a role for a direct interaction between the

adjacent SH3 domains and the DH domain in the repression of exchange activity.

These results demonstrate a role for a direct intramolecular interaction between the

adjacent SH3 domains and the DH domain in the repression of DH domain exchange

activity.

The SH3—PxxP binding pocket is not involved in binding and inhibition of DH

domain exchange activity

The SH3 domain region directly binds to and inhibits the DH domain in vitro. We next

asked whether an SH3 domain interaction with a proline peptide structure (Cicchetti, et
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al., 1992; Ren, et al., 1993) is responsible for the inhibitory activity. While there are no

PxxP consensus sequences in the DH domain, it has been shown that other sequences are

also able to bind the SH3 domain binding pocket (Mongiovi, et al., 1999; Kang, et al.,

2000). We made mutations that disrupt SH3-PxxP binding (Clark, et al., 1992;

Qualmann, et al., 2000) in the SH3 domains of GST SH3E-DHPH and GST SH3DE

DHPH and tested the in vitro exchange activities of the mutant fusion proteins on Cdc42.

The P1 198L mutation in GST SH3E-DHPH and the P1122L, P1198L double SH3

mutation in GST SH3DE-DHPH abolish binding of the fusion proteins to N-WASP

(figure 3.17A) in pull-downs from rat brain cytosol. If the PxxP binding pocket is used

for the inhibitory interaction with the DH domain, then the GST SH3E (P1198L)-DHPH

and the GST SH3DE (P1122L, P1198L)-DHPH mutant proteins should no longer be

inhibited in in vitro exchange assays. Interestingly, the exchange activities of the SH3

domain mutants of the GST SH3E-DHPH and GST SH3DE-DHPH proteins are still

inhibited relative to the GST DHPH domain alone (figure 3.17B). The exchange index at

10 minutes is approximately 50% for both GST SH3E-DHPH and GST SH3E (P1198L)-

DHPH as well as for both GST SH3DE-DHPH and GST SH3DE (P1122L, P1198L)

relative to the DHPH domains alone (figure 3.17C). This suggests that although the SH3

domains are necessary and sufficient for inhibiting exchange activity, it is unlikely that

binding and inhibition is through a DH domain interaction with the PxxP binding pockets

of the SH3 domains.

Binding to SH3 domains does not interfere with the SH3 domain mediated

inhibition of Cdc42 exchange
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The exchange activity of overexpressed intersectin 1L immunoprecipitated from cell

extracts is stimulated by adding proline rich domain fragments of N-WASP (Hussain, et

al., 2001). We asked if dynamin, an endocytic protein, which also binds the intersectin

SH3 domains through a proline peptide interaction, could be playing a similar role in

vitro. Dynamin binds with high affinity specifically to GST constructs containing the

SH3 domains and its binding state is not strongly affected by its nucleotide state or the

presence of the C2 domain (figure 3.18A). Since dynamin is a GTPase and will therefore

bind guanine nucleotides, we altered the exchange reaction assay to follow loss of [H]

GDP from Cdc42 rather than binding of [*S]GTPyS. GST SH3ABCDE-DHPH or

DHPH alone was pre-incubated with recombinant dynamin and then assayed for

exchange activity in the continued presence of dynamin. However, dynamin binding to

the SH3 domains had no effect on the inhibitory activity of the SH3 domains in the

exchange assay (figure 3.18B). Stimulation of exchange activity in vivo used the proline

rich domain of N-WASP, not dynamin (Hussain, et al., 2001). Therefore, we tested the

ability of recombinant N-WASP binding to GST SH3CDE-DHPH to relieve SH3

repression of DH domain exchange activity in vitro. There is strong binding of

recombinant full length N-WASP to the GST SH3CDE-DHPH fusion protein (figure

3.19A). There is also some binding of N-WASP to the DHPH domains in the absence of

the SH3 domains. However, since a longer exposure of the western reveals a faint N

WASP band in the GST alone pull-down eluates, and no N-WASP is pulled down from

rat brain cytosol (data not shown), we feel that this is background binding and not

specific to the DH domain. N-WASP was pre-incubated with GST DHPH and GST

SH3ABCDE-DHPH and exchange activity was assayed in the continued presence of N
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WASP. Under these in vitro conditions, no regulation of exchange activity by binding of

N-WASP to the intersectin 1L SH3 domains is seen (figure 3.19B). This is consistent

with the retention of inhibitory activity by the mutant SH3 domain that cannot bind PRD

containing proteins (figure 3.17). Addition of PIP, to these assays increases the binding

of N-WASP to the SH3 domains, but does not affect the outcome of the exchange

reaction (data not shown). Unlike what has been reported for the N-WASP PRD in vivo

(Hussain, et al., 2001) neither dynamin nor N-WASP binding to SH3 domains in vitro

has any effect on the ability of the SH3 domains to inhibit the exchange activity of the

DH domain. This suggests that some unidentified component in cell extracts may be

necessary for the in vivo derepression of DH domain exchange activity.

Dynamin competes with N-WASP for binding to the intersectin 1L SH3 domains

Since the intersectin 1L SH3 domains are responsible for the repression of exchange

activity, and they bind proteins involved in two processes, endocytosis and actin

cytoskeleton nucleation, we investigated the relationship between these interactions.

Proteins involved in divergent pathways could be binding a separate subset of SH3

domains or they could be competing with each other for association with intersectin 1L.

First we examined the binding specificity of dynamin and N-WASP for each of the SH3

domains. Using recombinant GST fusion proteins of individual SH3 domains, we carried

out pull-downs from rat brain cytosol (figure 3.20A). Neither dynamin nor N-WASP

showed strong specificity for any one SH3 domain. Dynamin bound strongly to the

SH3A, C, and E domains, while N-WASP bound strongly to the SH3A, C and E

domains, but also weakly to the SH3B and D domains. Since dynamin and N-WASP are

capable of binding similar sets of SH3 domains, we wondered whether they would
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compete with each other for binding. We therefore used recombinant dynamin and

recombinant N-WASP in an in vitro binding competition assay for binding to GST

SH3ABCDE-DHPH (figure 3.20B). When equimolar amounts of dynamin and N-WASP

proteins are added to GST SH3ABCDE-DHPH (figure 3.20B, lane 7), dynamin

preferentially binds, despite strong binding of both proteins to the SH3 domains at low

nM concentrations (data not shown). Increasing amounts of dynamin successfully

compete with moderate amounts of N-WASP for binding to the intersectin 1L SH3

domains (figure 3.20B, lanes 1-4). Only at high concentration does N-WASP successfully

compete with dynamin for binding (figure 3.20B, lanes 5-8), suggesting that dynamin is

preferentially binding to the SH3 domains when both proteins are present.

Intersectin 1L fragments increase the formation of the Cdc42-N-WASP complex

The DHPH fragments of intersectin 1L stimulate actin nucleation through the N-WASP

protein in permeabilized neutrophils (Hussain, et al., 2001). One of the ways that the N

WASP actin nucleating activity can be activated is through association with Cdc42-GTP

(Miki, et al., 1998). Since intersectin 1L binds N.-WASP and exhibits exchange activity

on Cdc42, we tested whether intersectin 1L fragments could promote the formation of the

N-WASP-Cdc42 complex. GST Cdc42 protein was used in pull-downs for N-WASP out

of rat brain cytosol. The Cdc42 was pre-loaded with either GDP (D) or GTPyS (T) and

incubated with rat brain cytosol + GTPYS at RT for 10 minutes in the presence or absence

of intersectin 1L fragments, DHPH or SH3CDE-DHPH (figure 3.21). During the 10

minute incubation, much of the Cdc42-GDP should be converted to Cdc42-GTPyS in the

presence of the intersectin 1L fragments. Although GST Cdc42 exchange by the

SH3CDE-DHPH fragments should occur more slowly than by the DHPH fragments, at

} ==

is sº
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the concentration used the absolute amount of exchange by SH3CDE-DHPH should be

significant. GST Cdc42-GTPYS (figure 3.21, lane 8) binds more N-WASP than GST

Cdc42-GDP (figure 21, lane 5) binds under these conditions. In the presence of

intersectin 1L DHPH (figure 3.21, lane 6) or SH3CDE-DHPH (figure 3.21, lane 7), GST

Cdc42 binds more N-WASP than not only GST Cdc42-GDP, but also more than GST

Cdc42-GTPYS (pre-loaded) (figure 3.21, lane 8) suggesting that the intersectin 1L

fragments are acting as scaffolding proteins to promote the formation of the N-WASP

Cdc42 complex.

DISCUSSION

Guanine nucleotide exchange factors are critical regulators of the timing and

localization of the activation of small GTPases. Their complex domain structure enables

them to bind cellular signals that activate their repressed exchange activity (Zheng, 2001;

Hoffman and Cerione, 2002). We have used biochemical techniques to investigate the

repression and activation mechanism of intersectin 1L, a neuronal GEF specific for

Cdc42 that is involved in endocytosis. Here we show by assaying exchange activity in

vitro that one mechanism of inhibition is through the direct binding of the upstream SH3

domains to the DH domain. The binding of the SH3 domains to the DH domain blocks

the binding of the Cdc42 to the catalytic DH domain, and therefore blocks exchange.

While there are five SH3 domains directly upstream of the DH domain, one SH3 domain

is sufficient to partially inhibit exchange and mediate an interaction with the intersectin

1L DH domain. However, additional domains strengthen both the inhibitory activity and

affinity of the interaction with full length intersectin 1L. This inhibitory mechanism is
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similar to the inhibitory mechanism of the Vav proto-oncogene (Bustelo, 2002), whose

DH domain binding and exchange of Rac1 is blocked by the interaction of an upstream a

helix with the Rac1 binding surface of the DH domain (Aghazadeh, et al., 2000).

Surprisingly, the mechanism of the inhibitory activity of the SH3 domains is not through

their PxxP binding pockets. Instead, another conserved element in their structure is likely

to be responsible. Since there is no indication from sequence comparison between the

SH3 domains as to what this conserved structure might be, mutation analysis is needed to

determine the DH domain binding site in the SH3 domains. However, it is possible, given

that all the exchange reactions included the SH3E domain, that an interaction surface in

SH3E is critically responsible for the inhibition and that the SH3E interaction positions

the other domains to provide additional steric hindrance of Cdc42 binding.

The exchange activity of intersectin 1L, immunoprecipitated from transfected cell

extracts, is derepressed by the binding of the proline rich domain of N-WASP (Hussain,

et al., 2001). This is similar to the mechanism of stimulation of Sos exchange activity.

The Sos DH domain is active for Rac1 exchange only when Sos is in a ternary complex

with Eps8 and E3b1 (Scita, et al., 1999; Scita, et al., 2001; Innocenti, et al., 2002). We

investigated whether binding of interacting proteins to the SH3 domains can derepress the

exchange activity in vitro. Surprisingly, neither binding of dynamin nor binding of full

length N-WASP was able to stimulate exchange activity in a fully pure system. This lack

of stimulation shows that simply binding to the SH3 domains is not sufficient to induce

DH domain exchange activity and suggests that an additional alteration to the state of

intersectin 1L in vivo that we are not reproducing in vitro is necessary for exchange

activation. Since intersectin 1L is localized to the neuronal synapse (Roos and Kelly,
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1999), changes that occur during synapse stimulation, such as alterations in

kinase/phosphatase activities, Ca” concentration, and phospholipid content of

membranes, may predispose intersectin 1L to stimulation by N-WASP binding. As in the

case for the Vav GEF, intersectin 1L may need to be phosphorylated in order to derepress

the DH domain (Crespo, et al., 1997; Han, et al., 1997; Schuebel, et al., 1998;

Aghazadeh, et al., 2000). Similarly, binding of an additional protein in vivo may be

necessary, as in the case of activation of Sos Rac1 exchange activity by formation of a

ternary complex (Scita, et al., 1999; Scita, et al., 2001; Innocenti, et al., 2002). Since our

studies have utilized recombinant proteins that are missing the amino-terminal domains, a

third possibility is that a missing amino-terminal component of intersectin 1L is involved

in the regulation of exchange activity.

Although other GEFs have been better characterized biochemically, the

physiological role of intersectin 1L has been characterized better than most. Here we

have shown that the SH3 domains involved in endocytosis are the critical inhibitory

regions of the DH domain exchange activity. This suggests that input from endocytic

pathways is important in determining the regulatory state of the DH domain. Since

control of actin polymerization is downstream of GEF activity, intersectin 1L may act as

a switch that links actin polymerization to an input from the endocytic pathway. Although

we do not yet know the exact role played by actin polymerization during endocytosis

(Qualmann, et al., 2000), there is remarkable co-localization of endocytic events and

actin polymerization at the synapse (Dunaevsky and Connor, 2000), and both are tightly

regulated by phosphatidylinositol biosynthesis (Cremona and De Camilli, 2001).

Intersectin 1L, localized to peri-active zones (Hussain, et al., 1999; Roos and Kelly,
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1999), is thus well positioned to switch on actin polymerization in endocytic regions only

after a burst of exocytosis (figure 3.22). Intersectins promote actin polymerization but are

inhibitors of endocytosis (Sengar, et al., 1999; Simpson, et al., 1999; Pucharcos, et al.,

2000), perhaps because they sequester proteins such as dynamin that are needed for

endocytosis. Since dynamin and N-WASP compete with each other for binding to the

same SH3 domains of intersectin 1L, inhibition of endocytosis through sequestration of

dynamin would be associated with inhibition of N-WASP binding (figure 3.22A). During

endocytosis, dynamin must be released from its sites of sequestration to bind other SH3

containing proteins (Liu, et al., 1994; Slepnev, et al., 1998), and specifically

amphiphysins, in order to productively participate in clathrin-mediated endocytosis

(David, et al., 1996; Shupliakov, et al., 1997; Wigge, et al., 1997) (figure 3.22B). This

would allow N-WASP to bind to the newly available SH3 domains and therefore to

stimulate GEF activity specifically when required to promote endocytosis of synaptic

vesicles by an actin mediated process (figure 3.22C+ D).

An alternative model for GEF regulation that also fits the data described here is

based on intersectin 1L acting as a scaffolding protein that brings proteins that need to

interact in close proximity with one another. We have shown that the SH3 domains

physically interact with the catalytic region so closely that they partially inhibit Cdc42

binding and activation by steric hindrance. The inhibition of GEF activity could be a

Secondary consequence of the need to promote actin filament nucleation by localizing the

Cdc42 target, N-WASP to a site of Cdc42 activation. The intersectin 1L DHPH

fragments have been shown to stimulate actin nucleation through N-WASP dependent

activation of the Arp2/3 complex in vitro (Hussain, et al., 2001). Here we show that these
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same fragments promote the formation of the Cdc42-GTP-N-WASP complex.

Presumably the actin nucleation effect is due to intersectin 1L acting as a scaffolding

protein to promote the formation of the active complex. This is important because

binding of N-WASP alone to the SH3 domains is not sufficient to promote filopodia

extension in vivo. Instead, binding of both N-WASP and localized formation of Cdc42

GTP, by the presence of the DH domain, is required for the effect (Hussain, et al., 2001).

In this model, the SH3 domains are used specifically to bring N-WASP and Cdc42 in

close proximity and not for derepression. Our results that the PxxP interaction site in SH3

domain is not required for DH domain inhibition and that the binding of N-WASP or

dynamin alone is not sufficient to derepress the inhibition are consistent with this model.

Intersectin 1L could still be a regulatory switch, but one dependent on replacing a non

substrate, dynamin, with a substrate for Cdc42 binding, N-WASP. The N-WASP PRD

stimulation previously described could be due to changing the binding state of other

unknown proteins brought down by immunoprecipitation. Intersectin 1L, by acting as a

scaffolding protein that localizes both N-WASP and Cdc42-GTP only when needed,

would exert precise control over the timing and localization of actin cytoskeletal

rearrangements in response to the cellular stimulus of endocytosis. Intersectin 1L helps

reveal therefore the intricate role played by complex GEFs in cell switching behavior.
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Figure 3.1

A. Intersectin 1L Domain Structure and Interactions
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Figure 3.2
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Figure 3.2: Intersectin 1L antibody characterization.
(A) Characterization of #4396, anti-EH domain antibody against 25 pig of rat brain
cytosol. The affinity pure antibody recognizes both the long and short forms of
intersectin. (B) Characterization of #4199, anti-DH domain antibody against 30 pig
of rat brain cytosol. The affinity purified antibody does not recognize the full length
intersectin proteins. It either recognizes breakdown products, splice variants or
unrelated DH domain containing proteins. (C) Characterization of #4199, anti-DH
domain antibody against 0.2-0.4 pug of GST fusion proteins. Affinity purified
anti-GST antibody recognizes GST fusion proteins of GST alone, GST drosophila
syndapin amino-terminus (GST DSNA), and GST intersectin DH domain.
Affinity purified #4199, anti-DH, anitibody recognizes the GST DH fusion protein,
but not GST DSNA. There is some cross reactivity to GST alone indicating that not
all of the GST reactive antibodies were adsorbed out of the serum.
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Figure 3.2
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Figure 3.2: Intersectin 1L antibody characterization.
(D) Immunopreciptations of intersectins from rat brain cytosol with anti-intersectin 1
antibodies. Immunoprecipitates eluted from the beads by boiling in sample buffer.
Eluates were resolved by SDS-PAGE and blotted for intersectin 1 with #4396,
anti-EH antibody which reocognizes both the long and short forms of the protein.
Antibody #4199, anti-DH domain antibody immunoprecipitates intersectin 1L, but
not intersectin 18, which lacks the DH and other carboxyl-terminal domains.
Antibody #4396, anti-EH domain antibody, immunoprecipitates intersectin 1L and 1S.
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Figure 3.3

A. 4396 (anti-EH, B. growth cone enlargment
ubiquitous splice variant)
1162UITOIn

C. 4396 non-neuron

Figure 3.3: Characterization of intersectin antibodies in neurons.
Neurons were grown in Neurobasal medium + B27 supplement on glass coverslips
coated with collagen and poly Llysine for 6 days. (A) #4396, anti-EH domain
antibody in neurons yields a punctate staining throughout the neuritis and the cell
body. There more uniform staining on the surface of the cell body than for the
anti-DH domain antibody that will only recognize the long form. (B) computer
enlargement of a growth cone. Unlike antibody #4199, antibody #4396 yields a punctate
staining in the growth cone. (C) anti-EH antibody in a contaminating non-neuron yields
a punctate staining.
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Figure 3.3

D. 4199 (anti-DH, E. growth cone enlargment
neuronal splice variant)
IneurOn

F. Varicosities G. 4199 non-neuron

Figure 3.3: Characterization of intersectin antibodies in neurons.
Neurons were grown in Neurobasal medium + B27 supplement on glass coverslips
coated with collagen and poly Llysine for 6 days. (D) #4199, anti-DH domain
antibody in neuron yields a punctate staining throughout all the neurites and internal
to the cell body. (E) #4199, computer enlargement of a growth cone. Immunoreactivity
is not punctate in growth cone, but is instead strong throughout the structure. If #4199
is reacting with other DH domains, the presence of other GEFs, such as trio, could be
increasing the signal. (F) #4199, magnified view of the varicosities. (G) There is
only background staining in a contaminating non-neuron with anti-DH antibody.
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Figure 3.4

A. DHPH B. Actin

C. DHPH - Dorsal Surface D. Actin - Dorsal surface

E. Vector F. Vector – Actin

Figure 3.4: The DHPH domains of intersectin 1L localizes to actin ruffles.
The DHPH domains of intersectin 1L are overexpressed in Cos cells and visualized
with antibody #4199, anti-intersectin DH domain, and FITC conjugated secondary
antibody (A, C and E) Filamentous actin is visualized with rhodamine-phalloidin (B, D
and F). While much of the DHPH expression is cytosolic, there is co-localization with
actin ruffles at the periphery (arrows in A and B) and on the dorsal surface (arrows in C
and D) of the cells. (E) The anti-intersectin DH domain antibody has little background
staining in vector-transfected Cos cells at the same photographic exposure.
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Figure 3.5
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Figure 3.5: The intersectin 1D DH domain pulls down a small GTP-binding protein.
(A) Filter binding assay for incorporation of [35S]GTPYS into GST pull-downs from rat
brain cytosol in binding buffer + 0.1% tritonx-100. Eluates were loaded with 43.2 mM
[*S]GTPYS (2.7 p.GI/50 ul) in loading buffer (60 mM Tris, pH 8.0, 50 mM NaCl, 3 mM
MgCl2, 0.1 mM EDTA, 0.1 mM DTT 20 mM reduced glutathione + 10 mM AMP-PNP
for 25 minutes. Incorporation of [35S] GTPS into the eluates was assayed by filter
binding followed by liquid scintillation. The GST DH fusion protein pulls down a protein
which can bind [*S] GTPYS. GST alone, GST EH1EH2 does not. Buffer or GST DH
alone does not bind [*S]GTPYS. Rat brain cytosol control contains 45 ug of protein.
(B) [35S] GTPYS overlay of GST pull-down eluates from rat brain cytosol in binding
buffer + 0.1% triton x-100. Eluates were resolved on 12% SDS-PAGE, transferred to
nitrocellulose (does not work on PVDF membrane), and renatured in PBS, 1% BSA,
5 mM DTT, 0.5 mM MgCl2, 0.1 % triton x-100, 0.1 mM AMP-PNP for 1 hour at RT.
Membrane was overlayed with 10 nM [*S]GTPS (62.5 ACi) in 50 mM Tris pH 7.4,
0.3% Tween 20, 2 mM MgCl2, 0.2 mM AMP-PNP for 1.5 hours at RT. Membrane was
washed and dried and developed on a phosphorimager. GST DH, but not GST alone or
GST EHIEH2 pulls down a 24Kd protein that can bind [*S]GTPS. Rat brain cytosol
(15 ug) control lane contains three (sets of) proteins that can bind [*SIGTPYS. 1 ug of
arfl binding of [*S]GTPS as control.
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Figure 3.6
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Figure 3.6: The intersectin 1L DH domain can associate with Cdc42 and Rac1, but
its exchange activity is focused on Cdc42.
(A) GST pull-downs of small GTPases by the DH domain from rat brain cytosol. 6 nM
GST, GST DH and GST DHPH in 5 mg rat brain cytosol in binding buffer. GST alone
does not pull-down any small GTPase. GST fusion proteins containing the DH domain
pull-down Rac1 and Cdc42, but not RhoA. Overexposure of the Cdc42 samples allows
normalization to the starting material and reveals that Cdc42 recovery is significantly
higher than that of Rac1. (B) In vitro exchange reaction time course. 750 nM GST and
GST DHPH fusion protein were assayed for exchange activity using 250 nM GST
RhoA, GST Rac1 and GST Cdc42. [35S] GTPS loading by GST on GST RhoA (-[]-),
GST DHPH on GST RhoA (---), GST on GST Rac1 (-O-), GST DHPH on GST Rac1
(-e-), GST on GST Cdc42 (-A-), and GST DHPH on GST Cdc42 (-A-) as shown. The
intersectin 1L DH domain exchange activity is specific for Cdc42.
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Figure 3.6
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Figure 3.6: The intersectin 1L DH domain can associate with Cdc42 and Rac1,
but its exchange activity is focused on Colc42.
(C) GST pull-downs of intersectin L from rat brain cytosol by GST
small GTPases. 2.3 p. M GST, GST RhoA, GST Rac1, and GST Cdc42 was rotated
overnight in 5 mg rat brain cytosol at 4°C in binding buffer. After elution from
glutathione agarose, the samples were blotted with antibody #4396 which recognizes
both the long and short forms of intersectin 1. GST Cdc42 pulls down intersectin L,
but not intersectin S. GST RhoA and GST Rac1 do not pull down any intersectin.
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Figure 3.7
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Figure 3.7: The upstream SH3 domains inhibit the DH domain exchange activity
in vitro. Incorporation of [35S] GTPYS into Cdc42 was measured. (A) In vitro
exchange reaction kinetics were measured in experiments using 50 or 75 nM of
GST (-D-), GST DHPH (-O-), or GST SH3ABCDE-DHPH (-A-) and 500 nM
recombinant GST Colc42. The SH3ABCDE domains added in cis with the DHPH

domains inhibit the exchange activity of the DH domain. (B) Exchange index at
10 minutes (see materials and methods) compares the exchange activity of the DHPH
domains alone with the exchange activity with the SH3ABCDE, SH3CDE and SH3E
domains added in cis. The SH3E domain singly inhibits (50%) the DH exchange
activity, but additional SH3 may domains increase the inhibitory activity.
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Figure 3.8
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Figure 3.8: The SH3 domains inhibit exchange activity in immunoprecipitates
from transfected cell extracts.

(A) Western blot of overexpressed proteins. The DHPH domain is most strongly
expressed, but significant amounts of the SH3ABCDE-DHPH and especially SH3CDE
DHPH are expressed as well.(B) Overexpressed proteins were immunoprecipitated
with 5 pug of the 9E10 antibody that recognizes the myc epitope tag and
immunoprecipitates wee used in in vitro exchange reactions following incorporation
of [*S]GTPYS into 533 nM Cdc42, pCDNA3.1 vector alone (-D-), DHPH (-O-),
SH3ABCDE-DHPH (-A-), and SH3CDE-DHPH (-V-) as shown.
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Figure 3.9
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Figure 3.9: Regulation of DH domain activity by the carboxyl-terminal PH
domain.
(A) In vitro exchange reaction kinetics following incorporation of [*S]GTPYS into
Cdc42 were measured using 75 nM GST (-D-), GST DH (-A-), or GST DHPH (-O-)
on 1 puM Cdc42. The exchange activity of the DH domain alone is reduced relative to
the DHPH domain. (B) In vitro exchange reaction kinetics were measured using
25GST (-D-), GST DH (-A-), or GST SH3CDE-DH (-O-) on 533 nM GST Cdc42.
Exchange activity is further reduced by the addition of the SH3CDE domains in cis.
The inhibition exchange by the SH3 domains is mediated through the DH domain and
not the PH domain.



Figure 3.10
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Figure 3.10: Regulation of DH domain exchange activity by soluble
phosphatidylinositol phosphates.
(A+B) In vitro exchange reactions following incorporation of [35S] GTPYS into 1 MM
Cdc42 in the presence of 5 AM phosphoinositol phosphates by 75 nM GST (---), GST
+ PI(4,5)P2 (---), GST + PI(3,4)P2 (---). GST + PI(3,4,5)P3 (-m-), GST DH (-e-),
GST DH + PI(4,5)P2 (-e-), GST DH + PI(3,4)P2 (-e-), GST DH + PI(3,4,5)P3 (-e-),
GST DHPH (-A-), GST DHPH + PI(4,5)P2 (-A-), GST DHPH + PI(3,4)P2 (-A-), GST
DHPH + PI(3,4,5)P3 (-A-). Soluble phosphatidylinositol phosphates have no effect on
DHPH domain activity.
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Figure 3.10
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Figure 3.10: Regulation of DH domain exchange activity by soluble
phosphatidylinositol phosphates.
(A+B) In vitro exchange reactions following incorporation of [*S]GTPYS into 1 puM
Cdc42 in the presence of 5 p. M phosphoinositol phosphates by 75 nM GST (---), GST
+ PI(4,5)P2 (-n-), GST + PI(3,4)P2 (---). GST + PI(3,4,5)P3 (---), GST DH (-e-),
GST DH + PI(4,5)P2 (-e-), GST DH + PI(3,4)P2 (-e-), GST DH + PI(3,4,5)P3 (-e-),
GST DHPH (-A-), GST DHPH + PI(4,5)P2 (-A-), GST DHPH + PI(3,4)P2 (-A-), GST
DHPH + PI(3,4,5)P3 (-A-). Soluble phosphatidylinositol phosphates have no effect on
DHPH domain activity.
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Figure 3.11
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Figure 3.11: Regulation of DH domain exchange activity by phosphatidylinositol
(4,5)P2 liposomes.
(A+B) In vitro exchange reactions following incorporation of [*S]GTPYS into 1 HM
Cdc42 in the presence of PI(4,5)P2 in 100 puM phosphatidylcholine (PC) liposomes.
Exchange by 75 nM GST + PC liposomes (---), GST + 1 um PI(4,5)P2 liposomes
(-º-), GST +5 nM PI(4,5)P2 liposomes (---). GST + 10 MM PI(4,5)P2 liposomes
(---), GST DH + PC liposomes (-e-), GST DH + 1 um PI(4,5)P2 liposomes (-e-),
GST DH + 5 um PI(4,5)P2 liposomes (-e-), GST DH + 10 um PI(4,5)P2 liposomes
(-e-), GST DHPH + PC liposomes (-A-), GST DHPH + 1 p.M PI(4,5)P2 liposomes
(-A-), GST DHPH + 5 p.M PI(4,5)P2 liposomes (-A-), GST DHPH + 10 MM PI(4,5)P2
liposomes (-A-). Phosphatidylinositol (4,5)P2 liposomes have no effect on DHPH
domain activity.
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Figure 3.1
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Figure 3.11: Regulation of DH domain exchange activity by phosphatidylinositol
(4,5)P2 liposomes. (A+B) In vitro exchange reactions following incorporation of [35S]
GTPYS into 1 p. M Cdc42 in the presence of PI(4,5)P2 in 100 mM phosphatidylcholine
(PC) liposomes. Exchange by 75 nM GST + PC liposomes (---), GST + 1 uM
PI(4,5)P2 liposomes (---), GST +5 puM PI(4,5)P2 liposomes (---). GST + 10 pm
PI(4,5)P2 liposomes (---), GST DH + PC liposomes (-e-), GST DH + 1 um PI(4,5)P2
liposomes (-e-), GST DH +5 nM PI(4,5)P2 liposomes (-e-), GST DH + 10 MM
PI(4,5)P2 liposomes (-e-), GST DHPH + PC liposomes (-A-), GST DHPH + 1 p.M
PI(4,5)P2 liposomes (-A-), GST DHPH + 5 pm PI(4,5)P2 liposomes (-A-), GST
DHPH + 10 MM PI(4,5)P2 liposomes (-A-). Phosphatidylinositol (4,5)P2 liposomes
have no effect on DHPH domain activity.
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Figure 3.12
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Figure 3.12: Regulation of DH domain exchange activity by the carboxyl-terminal
C2 domain and Ca”.
(C) In vitro exchange reaction time course. 75 nM fusion proteins were assayed for
exchange activity on 1.25 puM Cdc42 in the presence or absence of 640 HM Ca2+. GST
(-D-), GST + Ca” (-m-), GST DHPH (-O-), GST DHPH + Ca” (-e), GST DHPHC2
(-A-), and GST DHPHC2 + Ca2+ (-A-). The C2 domain added in cis does not strongly
affect the DH domain activity in either the presence or the absence of added Ca”.
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Figure 3.13
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Figure 3.13: Regulation of DH domain exchange activity by phosphatidylinositol
(4,5)P2 liposomes in the presence of the C2 domain.
(A+B) In vitro exchange reactions following incorporation of [35S] GTPYS into 1 p. M
Cdc42 in the presence of 5 um PI(4,5)P2 in 100 uM PC liposomes. Exchange proteins
at 75 nM. GST + PC liposomes (---), GST + PC liposomes + 600 um Ca” (-in-), GST
+ PI(4,5)P2 liposomes (---), GST + PI(4,5)P2 liposomes + 600 pm Ca2+ (---), GST
DHPH + PC liposomes (-e-), GST DHPH + PC liposomes + 600 p.M Ca2+ (-e-), GST
DHPH + PI(4,5)P2 liposomes (-e-), GST DHPH + PI(4,5)P2 liposomes + 600 p.M Ca2+
(-e-), GST DHPHC2 + PC liposomes (-A-), GST DHPHC2+ PC liposomes + 600 uM
Ca” (-A-), GST DHPHC2 + PI(4,5)P2 liposomes (-A-), GST DHPHC2 + PI(4,5)P2
liposomes + 600 um Ca” (-A-). Phosphatidylinositol (4,5)P2 liposomes have no effect
on DHPHC2 domain activity.
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Figure 3.13
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Figure 3.13: Regulation of DH domain exchange activity by phosphatidylinositol
(4,5)P2 liposomes in the presence of the C2 domain.
(A+B) In vitro exchange reactions following incorporation of [*S]GTPYS into 1 uM
Cdc42 in the presence of 5 uM PI(4,5)P2 in 100 um PC liposomes. Exchange proteins
at 75 nM. GST + PC liposomes (---), GST + PC liposomes + 600 pm Ca2+ (-a-), GST
+ PI(4,5)P2 liposomes (---), GST + PI(4,5)P2 liposomes + 600 pm Ca2+ (-m-), GST
DHPH + PC liposomes (-e-), GST DHPH + PC liposomes + 600 pm Ca2+ (-e-), GST
DHPH + PI(4,5)P2 liposomes (-e-), GST DHPH + PI(4,5)P2 liposomes + 600 pm Ca2+
(-e-), GST DHPHC2 + PC liposomes (-A-), GST DHPHC2 + PC liposomes + 600 um
Ca” (-A), GST DHPHC2 + PI(4,5)P2 liposomes (-A-), GST DHPHC2 + PI(4,5)P2
liposomes + 600 puM Ca” (-A-). Phosphatidylinositol (4,5)P2 liposomes have no effect
on DHPHC2 domain activity.
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Figure 3.14
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Figure 3.14: Regulation of DH domain exchange activity in the presence of rat
brain cytosol.
(A) In vitro exchange reaction time course following loss of [3H] GDP from 1.25 puM
Cdc42 by 75 nM GST (-D-), GST + 700 ug RBC (---), GST DHPH (-O-), GST
DHPH + 700 pig rat brain cytosol (-e-). Binding of proteins from rat brain cytosol
does not effect the exchange reaction.
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Figure 3.14
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Figure 3.14: Regulation of DH domain exchange activity by phosphatidylinositol
(4,5)P2 liposomes and 450 pug rat brain cytosol in the presence of the C2 domain.
(B) In vitro exchange reactions following loss of [3H] GDP from 1 HM Cdc42 in
the presence of 5 p. M PI(4,5)P2 in 100 pm PC liposomes. Exchange proteins at 75 nM.
GST + PC liposomes (---), GST + PC liposomes + 600 um Ca” (in ), GST +
PI(4,5)P2 liposomes (---), GST + PI(4,5)P2 liposomes + 600 pm Ca2+ (-m-), GST
DHPH + PC liposomes (-e-), GST DHPH + PC liposomes + 600 um Ca” (-e-), GST
DHPH + PI(4,5)P2 liposomes (-e-), GST DHPH + PI(4,5)P2 liposomes + 600 pm Ca2+
(-e-), GST DHPHC2 + PC liposomes (-A-), GST DHPHC2 + PC liposomes + 600 pm
Ca” (-A-), GST DHPHC2 + PI(4,5)P2 liposomes (-A-), GST DHPHC2 + PI(4,5)P2
liposomes + 600 um Ca” (-A-). Phosphatidylinositol (4,5)P2 liposomes have no effect
on DHPHC2 domain activity in the presence of rat brain cytosol
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Figure 3.14
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Figure 3.14: Regulation of DH domain exchange activity by phosphatidylinositol
(4,5)P2 liposomes and 450 pig rat brain cytosol in the presence of the C2 domain.
(C) In vitro exchange reactions following loss of [3H] GDP from 1 HM Cdc42 in
the presence of 5 p. M PI(4,5)P2 in 100 HM PC liposomes. Exchange proteins at 75 nM.
GST + PC liposomes (---), GST + PC liposomes + 600 um Ca” (-a-), GST +
PI(4,5)P2 liposomes (---), GST + PI(4,5)P2 liposomes + 600 p.M Ca2+ (-m-), GST
DHPH + PC liposomes (-e-), GST DHPH + PC liposomes + 600 um Ca” (-e), GST
DHPH + PI(4,5)P2 liposomes (-e-), GST DHPH + PI(4,5)P2 liposomes + 600 um Ca2+
(-e-), GST DHPHC2 + PC liposomes (-A-), GST DHPHC2 + PC liposomes + 600 um
Ca” (-A-), GST DHPHC2 + PI(4,5)P2 liposomes (-A-), GST DHPHC2 + PI(4,5)P2
liposomes + 600 uM Ca” (-A-). Phosphatidylinositol (4,5)P2 liposomes have no effect
on DHPHC2 domain activity in the presence of rat brain cytosol
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Figure 3.15
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Figure 3.15: The SH3 domains directly inhibit the binding of Cdc42 to the DH
domain. (A) GST pull-downs of Cdc42 from rat brain cytosol by GST DH domain
fusion proteins. 2.5 puM GST fusion proteins containing the DH were incubated in
1.5 mg rat brain cytosol in binding buffer. Glutathione agarose beads were added to
pull-down the protein after overnight incubation. Cdc42 is pulled down by all the DH
domain containing proteins. However, the SH3CDE domains in cis strongly inhibit the
bindingof Cdc42 to the DH domain. (B) Quantification of Cdc42 pull-down results.
The western blot in (A) was quantified using the NIH Image 1.61 program. The
SH3CDE domains inhibit Cdc42 binding from rat brain cytosol by 80-95%.
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Figure 3.15
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Figure 3.15: The SH3 domains directly inhibit the binding of Cdc42 to the DH
domain. (C) GST pull-down using recombinant Cdc42 instead of cytosol. 10 nM GST
DH domain containing fusion proteins and 160 nM Cdc42 was incubated in binding
buffer + 0.1% triton x-100. Recombinant Cdc42 bound to all the DH domain
containing fusion proteins. The SH3CDE domains again inhibit binding to DHPH
domains. (D) To quantify Cdc42 binding, the amount of fusion protein in each sample
was measured using anti-GST antibodies and the NIH Image 1.6 program. The ratio of
Cdc42 binding to GST fusion protein expressed in arbitrary units. Binding of Cdc42 to
the DHPH domains is inhibited 70% by the SH3CDE domains.
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Figure 3.16
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Figure 3.16: Evidence for intramolecular interaction between the intersectin 1D
SH3 and DH domains.

(A) GST pull-downs of intersectin from rat brain cytosol by the intersectin 1L SH3
domains. 5 uM GST SH3 containing fusion in 1.5 mg rat brain cytosol in MgCl2
binding buffer. Western blotting of glutathione agarose eluates was done with antibody
#4396. The GST SH3ABCDE fusion protein binds intersectin 1L protein. The
SH3ABCDE-DHPH fusion protein pulls down larger amounts of intersectin 1L.

:

(B) Time course in vitro exchange reaction, where SH3 domains are added in trans.
Incorporation of [*S]GTPgS into Cdc42 was followed. Data compiled from several
experiments using 25 nM GST + 10-20 um GST (-D-), 25 nM GST DHPH + 10-20 HM
GST (-O-), or 25 nM GST DHPH + 10-20 um (depending on the experiment)
recombinant SH3ABCDE in trans (-A-) were assayed for exchange activity on 1.25 pm
Cdc42. The SH3ABCDE domains in trans inhibit the activity of the DHPH domains
using pure recombinant proteins. (C) Exchange index at 10 minutes compares activity
of the DHPH domains alone. The SH3ABCDE domains in trans completely inhibited
the exchange activity of the DHPH domains.
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Figure 3.16
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Figure 3.16: Evidence for intramolecular interaction between the intersectin 1L
SH3 and DH domains.

(D) The SH3 domains bind the DH domain. Binding of recombinant 6x His DH (5 AM)
and 6x His DHPH (5 AM) domains by individual and tandem GST SH3 domains
(15 AM) in MgCl2 binding buffer. Western blotting of glutathione agarose eluates was
done with anti-6x His Tag antibody. The individual SH3A, C and D domains and the
SH3ABCDE domains in tandem bind the DH domain. The SH3E domain binds to the
DHPH domains.
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Figure 3.17
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Figure 3.17: The SH3 domains do not interact and inhibit the DH the domain
through their PxxP binding pocket.
(A) Inhibition of SH3 domain pull-down of N-WASP from rat brain cytosol by PxxP
binding pocket mutations. 5 MM GST fusion proteins in 1.5 mg rat brain cytosol in
MgCl2 binding buffer. The GST SH3E-DHPH and GST SH3DE-DHPH fusion proteins
pull down dynamin and N-WASP The binding pocket mutants in the SH3D and SH3E
domains abolish binding to N-WASP Note that the GST SH3E DHPH fusion protein
distorts the N-WASP band by running on top of it.
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Figure 3.17
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Figure 3.17: The SH3 domains do not interact and inhibit the DH the domain
through their PxxP binding pocket.
(B) Time course in vitro exchange reaction with the SH3 mutants. 75 nM GST (-D-),
GST DHPH (-0-), GST SH3E-DHPH (-O-) and GST SH3E (P1198L)-DHPH (-A-)
were assayed for exchange activity on 1.25 mM Cdc42. (C) Exchange index at 10
minutes compares exchange activity with the DHPH domains. The GST SH3E-DHPH
and GST SH3DE-DHPH fusion protein exchange activities are inhibited 50% relative
to GST DHPH alone. The P1122L and P1198L mutations in the SH3D and SH3E
domains respectively that abolish binding to N-WASP do not effect this inhibition.
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Figure 3.18
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Figure 3.18: Binding of dynamin to the SH3 domains does not relieve the
inhibition of the DH domain in vitro. (A) GST pull-down of recombinant dynamin
with DH domain containing fusion proteins is independent of GTP 50 nM GST fusion
proteins containing the DH domain in MgCl2 binding buffer + 1 uM BSA or 1 um
dynamin rotating 4 hours at 4°C. Approximately half of the GST SH3ABCDE-DHPH
protein is bound by dynamin as quantified by western blotting signal relative to known
dynamin using NIH Image 1.61. The addition of guanine nucleotides had no effect on
dynamin binding. (B) Time course in vitro exchange reactions with dynamin. 75 nM
GST + 2.5 p.M BSA (-D-), 75 nM GST + 1.5 p.M dynamin (---), GST DHPH 75 nM
+ 2.5 p.M BSA (-O-), 75 nM GST DHPH + 1.5 mM dynamin (-e-), 75 M GST
SH3ABCDE-DHPH + 2.5 p.M BSA (-A-) and 75 nM GST SH3ABCDE-DHPH
+ 1.5 puM dynamin (-A-) were assayed for exchange activity on 750 nM GST Cdc42
following loss of [*H] GDP from Cdc42. Addition of dynamin to the exchange reaction
does not effect the inhibition by the SH3 domains.
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Figure 3.19
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Figure 3.19: Binding of N-WASP to the SH3 domains does not relieve the
inhibition of the DH domain in vitro. (A) GST pull-downs of recombinant N-WASP
with DH domain containing fusion proteins. 50 nM GST, GST DHPH and GST
SH3ABCDE-DHPH in MgCl2 binding buffer +0.5 mg/ml BSA and 450 nM N-WASP
was rotated at 4°C for 4 hours. Under these conditions approximately half of the GST
SH3ABCDE-DHPH is bound to N-WASP as quantified by comparing the western
blotting signal to known N-WASP using NIH Image 1.61. (B) Time course in vitro
exchange reactions with N-WASP 75 nM GST + BSA (-D-), GST +4.5 pm N-WASP
(---), GST DHPH + BSA (-O-), GST DHPH +4.5 um N-WASP (-e-), GST
SH3ABCDE-DHPH + BSA (-A-) and GST SH3ABCDE-DHPH +4.5 um N-WASP
(-A-) were assayed for exchange of cold GTP on 1.25 p.m. Cdc42 for [3H] GDP
Addition of N-WASP to the exchange reaction does not effect the inhibition by the
SH3 domains.
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Figure 3.20
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Figure 3.20: Dynamin and N-WASP compete for binding to the intersectin 1L
SH3 domains. (A) GST pull-downs of dynamin and N-WASP from rat brain cytosol
by SH3 domains. 5 MM GST SH3 domains in 1.5 mg rat brain cytosol in MgCl2
binding buffer. Dynamin binds to the SH3A, SH3C, and SH3E domains. N-WASP
also binds to these domains, but also has some binding to SH3B and SH3D.
(B) Dynamin competes with N-WASP for binding to the SH3 domains. 75 nM GST
SH3ABCDE-DHPH in MgCl2 binding buffer. In lanes 1-4, 300 nM N-WASP binding
in the presence of 55 nM, 113 nM, 750 nM and 4.5 mM dynamin. In lanes 5-8,
450 nM dynamin binding in the presence of 37.5 nM, 75 nM, 500 nM, and 3 MM
N-WASP. Lane 9 contains 3.75 pmol N-WASP. Lane 10 contains 5.6 pmol dynamin
protein. When both dynamin an N-WASP are present, lane 7,450 nM dynamin and
500 nM N-WASP, dynamin preferentially binds. Increasing amounts of dynamin
compete with N-WASP binding to the SH3 domains. Only at very high
concentrations does N.-WASP compete with dynamin for binding to the SH3 domains.
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Figure 3.21
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Figure 3.21: Intersectin 1L fragments promote the formation of the Cdc42-GTP
N-WASP complex.
1 MM GST and GST Cdc42 were preloaded with either GDP (D) or GTPgS (T) by
washing with binding buffer (with EDTA) for 10 minutes at room temperature and
then in MgCl2 binding with 10 puM guanine nucleotide for 20 minutes at RT. 1.5 mg
rat brain cytosol with GTPgS that had been pre-incubated with DHPH,
SH3CDE-DHPH or no recombinant protein was added to the preloaded GST CDC42
on beads for 10 minutes at RT. Beads were washed in MgCl2 binding buffer +
1% triton x-100 with GTPgS at 4°C. Both the SH3CDE DHPH and DHPH alone
recombinant proteins increased the pull-down of N-WASP by GST CDC42
suggesting that intersectin 1L is acting as a scaffolding protein on which the Cdc42
N-WASP complex forms in the cell.
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Discussion of the SV biogenesis experiments

Formation of SVs through endosomes

My work has shown that forebrain neurons, unlike PC12 cells, do not primarily

use an arf/AP-3-dependent endosomal budding mechanism to form SVs. This result fits

well with more recent work focusing in on formation of SVs directly from the plasma

membrane. Despite electron micrographs showing endosomal structures in nerve

terminals (Heuser and Reese, 1973; Heuser, et al., 1974; Leenders, et al., 2002), there is

very little molecular evidence supporting the use of an endosomal intermediate in SV

formation, but there is a vast amount of data supporting SV formation directly from the

plasma membrane (reviewed in (Slepnev and De Camilli, 2000)). Mutation and knock

out studies of clathrin-associated endocytic proteins that are used in vesicle formation

directly from the plasma membrane cause severe inhibition of SV biogenesis in flies

(Chen, et al., 1991; van der Bliek and Meyerowitz, 1991; Gonzalez-Gaitan and Jackle,

1997; Guichet, et al., 2002; Verstreken, et al., 2002), worms (Nonet, et al., 1999; Harris,

et al., 2000) and mice (Cremona, et al., 1999). The amount of dye taken up into one

newly formed SV under low intensity stimulation, during which few SVs cycle, is equal

to the amount of dye released by one SV during exocytosis (Murthy and Stevens, 1998),

strongly suggesting that SVs form directly from the plasma membrane. This does not

allow us to completely dismiss the use of endosomal pathways for SV biogenesis in

general. Endosomes are very dynamic structures in the synapse. They are affected by

stimulation of nerve terminals (Leenders, et al., 2002); they have been implicated in

trafficking of neurotrophin receptors (Grimes, et al., 1996; Beattie, et al., 2000). The

failure of our studies to implicate a role for endosomes in SV biogenesis could come
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from several possibilities. Budding of SVs from endosomes could be through another

mechanism not involving arfl and AP-3. Our treatments only address the involvement of

an arf 1/AP-3 mechanism that is sensitive to low temperature and BFA. Budding of SVs

using the Copl coatamer (Whitney, et al., 1995; Aniento, et al., 1996; Daro, et al., 1997;

Gu, et al., 1997), the AP-1 adaptor complex (Mallard, et al., 1998) and clathrin

(Stoorvogel, et al., 1996; Sachse, et al., 2002) or other potential endosomal coat proteins

(Seaman, et al., 1997; Seaman, et al., 1998; Peters, et al., 2001) could be occurring from

nerve terminal endosomes. Formation of SVs could be through an AP-2 and clathrin

dependent budding of internalized plasma membrane cisternae (Takei, et al., 1996).

Additional inhibitors need to be developed in order to address the involvement of other

coats in SV biogenesis from endosomes.

Our studies also do not exclude use of the arf 1/AP-3-dependent endosomal

budding mechanism under certain physiological or developmental conditions or in

specific cell types. The restricted expression of the neuronal AP-3 subunits in the

different brain regions (Newman, et al., 1995; Blumstein, et al., 2001) suggests that AP-3

has varying relative importance in specific neuron types. SVs seem to have distinct

protein composition in different neuron subtypes. Neurons need to sort distinct

neurotransmitter uptake pumps into SVs in order to load the appropriate neurotransmitter

into their SVs (Liu, et al., 1999). The ZnT-3 Zn” transporter is enriched in SVs in mossy

fiber axons of granule cell axons (Kantheti, et al., 1998). Our need for large quantities of

neurons to conduct biochemical experiments required us to use whole forebrain cultures

for our studies. Had we dissected out regions of the brain in which the neuronal subunits

:
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of AP-3 are enriched, we may have seen evidence for the arf/AP-3-dependent endosomal

pathway of SV formation.

Altered characteristics of SVs formed at 15°C

My finding that low temperature alters the sedimentation properties of the SVs

formed in neurons could lead to greater understanding of the molecular mechanism of SV

formation. SVs made at 15°C sediment 5-10% faster on the glycerol gradients than SVs

formed at 37°C. This increase could either be due to an increase in SV Size or an

enhanced SV protein content. Since enhanced protein content usually gives rise to an

increase in density whereas an increase in size does not, this issue could be resolved by

equilibrium density centrifugation of SVs made at 37°C and 15°C. If the faster

sedimentation is due to increased size, then the 15°C SVs will have the same buoyant

density as the 37°C SVs.

If the 15°C SVs are shown to have increased size, low temperature is likely to be

disrupting the curvature of the membrane during SV biogenesis either at the lipid level or

through disruption of protein activity. The biophysical properties of the plasma

membrane at 15°C, including the formation of cholesterol-rich rafts (Thiele, et al., 2000),

may prevent the curvature necessary to form the 50 nm SVs. At the protein level, a

temperature-sensitive enzymatic or coating activity may be necessary to ensure the size

homogeneity of the SVs. For instance, the activity of membrane lipid modifying enzymes

may be compromised at 15°C (McPherson, et al., 1996; Schmidt, et al., 1999; Kooijman,

et al., 2003), resulting in SVs with altered lipid content, and therefore altered membrane

curvature. Mutations in the AP180 (Ye and Lafer, 1995b; Zhang, et al., 1998; Nonet, et

al., 1999) and stonin proteins (Stimson, et al., 2001) both result in larger and more

.
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heterogeneous size SVs. Isolation and characterization of the larger SVs that accumulate

at 15° C could lead to insights in the role of these proteins in SV biogenesis.

If the 15°C SVs are shown to have increased protein content, stripping the SVs

with high salt would determine whether the SVs contain increased amounts of peripheral

membrane proteins. Increased peripheral membrane content would suggest that low

temperature may be disrupting release of coat proteins from the SVs. Release of coat

proteins from budded vesicles can require hydrolysis of GTP from small GTPases similar

to the arf1 small GTPase used by the AP-3 coat (Tanigawa, et al., 1993). This sort of

enzymatic reaction would be compromised at low temperature and could lead to partial

retention of coat proteins on the SV surface. Reduction of activity of membrane lipid

modifying enzymes could also lead to retention of coat proteins on the SV surface.

Mutation of the phosphatidylinositol phosphatase, synaptojanin, leads to increased

numbers of budded, but coated SVs in mice (Cremona, et al., 1999). Western blotting and

immunoisolation of the 15°C SVs with antibodies against candidate coat proteins,

including clathrin and AP-2, could lead to determination of any coat proteins still

associated with SVs in our antibody uptake assay at 15°C.

The antibody uptake assay in cultured neurons could be used for other cell

biological studies of SV biogenesis in neurons. Although treatment with BFA had no

effect on SV recycling, treatment with other reagents could lead to insight about the

pathway. Treatment with kinase inhibitors and stimulators as well as phosphatase

inhibitors would allow us to determine regulatory proteins of the SV cycle. Use of a large

Scale cell biological assay allows for biochemical characterization of SVs produced under

various conditions. It would allow us to look at protein interactions in SVs and other

;º
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subcellular compartments as well as neurons in general after treatments that have

disrupted or stimulated the SV cycle.

Discussion of the intersectin 1L experiments

The cell biology of intersectin 1L exchange activity

My work on the intersectin 1L protein has given insight into the intramolecular

inhibitory mechanism used to regulate of the guanine nucleotide exchange activity of the

intersectin 1L protein. My work also suggests how an endocytosis pathway, SV

biogenesis, could be coordinately regulated with actin cytoskeleton dynamics. The

intersectin 1L protein is at a crossroad between these two processes at the synapse. Why

might SV endocytosis and actin cytoskeleton regulation need to be linked? Actin is used

extensively at the synapse as a structural protein. It exists in a high state of flux as the

synapse is developing. Once the synapse structure is established, the actin cytoskeleton

becomes more stable and may serve to stabilize synapse structure (Zhang and Benson,

2001; Zhang and Benson, 2002). In order to replenish the SV pool after exocytosis, the

stable actin structure may need to be loosened for the SVs to be budded from the plasma

membrane. I suggest that intersectin 1L may act as a scaffolding protein, binding

dynamin and other endocytic proteins in preference to N-WASP and Cdc42. In my

model, only when dynamin and other endocytic proteins are released from intersectin 1L

in order to participate in endocytosis, can N-WASP bind, triggering Cdc42 exchange.

Actin polymerization would then occur only when endocytosis is occurring. If intersectin

1L exchange activity and therefore stimulation of actin polymerization are only active

.
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during SV endocytosis, then the synapse's actin cytoskeleton would be unstable and

therefore penetrable by the endocytic machinery only when SV formation is needed.

Actin may also be used in the process of SV recruitment from the reserve pool to

the readily releasable pool. The readily releasable pool comprises the SVs that are docked

at the active zone and primed for neurotransmitter release. When a nerve terminal is

strongly stimulated, this pool of SVs can be exhausted requiring SVs be recruited from

the reserve pool to the active zone (Rosenmund and Stevens, 1996; Richards, et al.,

2000). Clusters of SVs are held together by synapsins (De Camilli, et al., 1983; Huttner,

et al., 1983; Pieribone, et al., 1995), SV proteins that bind actin. When nerve terminals

are stimulated, synapsins become phosphorylated thereby preventing their binding to

actin (Bahler and Greengard, 1987; Petrucci and Morrow, 1987). Thus reserve pool SVs

can be mobilized in response to nerve terminal stimulation. Actin polymerization, either

to restablilize the actin structures or to allow incorporation of newly formed SVs into the

SV clusters, may be needed. My data on the affects of latrunculin on the recovery of SVs

from neuron lysates after biogenesis is consistent with an actin-based tethering system for

SVs. The intersectin 1L GEF activity is well-positioned to participate in these processes,

thereby coupling SV mobilization or SV incorporation into the reserve pool with

endocytosis.

Intersectin 1L also has a C2 domain and therefore potentially has a way to

respond directly to changes in Ca" concentration (reviewed by (Rizo and Sudhof, 1998)).

Intersectin 1L exchange activity may be regulated not only indirectly by endocytosis but

also directly by nerve terminal stimulation. I did not find any evidence for regulation of

exchange activity by the C2 domain even in the presence of Ca”. My experiments,

.
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however, were not done in the context of the nerve terminal membranes. The C2 domain

may be binding membranes, and thereby altering the localization of intersectin 1L or its

position relative to the plasma membrane in response to nerve terminal activity. The C2

domain may also be facilitating association of intersectin 1L with another protein in

response to nerve terminal activity. Thus intersectin 1L exchange activity may be

responsive directly to nerve terminal stimulation and not just indirectly through

stimulation of compensatory endocytosis.

Actin structures are stable in the mature synapse. They are, however, quite

dynamic during growth cone advance and synapse development (Zhang and Benson,

2001; Zhang and Benson, 2002). There is much speculation about the relation between

late-stage synapse development and what occurs at the cell biological level during

learning and memory and long term potentiation. Post-synaptic structures have been

studied morphologically during these processes. Actin-rich dendritic structures grow out

and stabilize during periods of synapse formation in developing mammals; similar

synapse growth, strengthening, and stabilization may also be important during learning in

adult mammals (Colicos, et al., 2001a). A previously stable synapse may strengthen by

expanding or splitting and regrowing. One of the ways neuromuscular synaptic boutons

in Drosophila were shown to form was through splitting of preexisting synaptic boutons

(Zito, et al., 1999). Actin structures would need to revert into their more dynamic state in

order for this to happen. Intersectin 1L is well positioned to play a role in this possible

process. Its exchange activity and therefore its ability to stimulate actin polymerization

could be up-regulated when the synapse is strengthening. Intersectin 1L could be directly

responsible for changes in actin structures required during synapse strengthening.

.
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Although the Drosophila intersectin homologue, Dap160, is greatly enriched in

and possibly restricted to the synaptic boutons (Roos and Kelly, 1998; Roos and Kelly,

1999), mammalian intersectin 1L is not restricted to the pre-synaptic plasma membrane.

In fact, it is evenly distributed in puncta throughout the neurites and cell body plasma

membrane, where presumably it participates in all the forms of endocytosis necessary in

the neurons, such as nutrient uptake and trafficking of signal transduction receptors. The

potential post-synaptic localization of intersectin 1L suggests that it may play a role in the

post-synaptic structures as well. The endocytosis of and reinsertion of glutamate

receptors into the post-synaptic plasma membrane is crucial for synaptic plasticity and is

also regulated by synaptic activity (reviewed by (Carroll, et al., 2001)). Intersectin 1L

with its ability to respond to endocytic cues and also to Caº” makes it possible to be a

player in these processes.

Intersectin 1L binds to ephB receptor and this binding participates in regulation of

intersectin 1L exchange activity (Irie and Yamaguchi, 2002), thus demonstrating, as my

data had suggested, that another cellular factor is involved in regulation of intersectin 1L .
exchange activity in addition to N-WASP (Hussain, et al., 2001). This interaction is

intriguing because ephB receptors are directly involved in forming cell-cell contacts

during axon pathfinding and synapse formation (reviewed in (Kullander and Klein,

2002)). Intersectin 1L may have a role not only in mature synapses that have been

activated, but also in the formation of nascent synapses. Given that intersectin 2L, an

intersectin homologue that also has the Cdc42 exchange factor domains but is more

ubiquitously expressed than the neuronally expressed intersectin 1L (Pucharcos, et al.,

2000), is involved in T-cell receptor endocytosis (McGavin, et al., 2001), it is interesting
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to speculate that intersectin’s control over the actin cytoskeleton could be involved more

generally in either the endocytosis of regulated cell surface receptors or the response of

the actin cytoskeleton to activation of these cell surface receptors. Such control may be

especially important in regions where membranes are tightly apposed by actin-rich

adhesion complexes such as are found at the neuron and dendritic cell synapses.

Restructuring of the stable actin network may be more necessary at adhesion sites after

physiological input. Even in less specialized cells, actin does seem to restrict the

localization of clathrin coated pits, which become more mobile when actin structures are

depolymerized (Gaidarov, et al., 1999). Intersectin 1L is potentially involved in the

remodeling of these structures.

Many questions remain about the biological use of the intersectin 1L GEF

activity. Is its role in the process of endocytosis, permissive, regulatory, or active?

Constitutively active and constitutively inactive intersectin 1L mutants could be used to

study endocytosis of SVs and neurotrophin receptors in the pre-synaptic synapse and

neurotransmitter receptors in the postsynaptic synapse. RNAi technology could be used

to remove the endogenous intersectin 1L from neurons in culture and the above studies

could be repeated. Endocytic proteins have previously been shown to be necessary for

neuritic outgrowth (Torre, et al., 1994; Mundigl, et al., 1998). A requirement for

intersectin 1L could be determined through use of RNAi and overexpression of

intersectin 1L containing GEF mutations. Given that Cdc42 and other small GTPases

have been shown to influence neuritic outgrowth, we might expect that intersectin 1L

GEF activity is necessary for neuritic outgrowth. Recently, studies with GFP-actin have

shown that disruption of actin has no effect on the SV cycle (Sankaranarayanan, et al.,

.
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2003). However, intersectin 1L GEF overexpression, mutant overexpression and

endogenous disruption may, for example, alter the kinetics of SV recycling or the

synapse ultrastructure in neurons. It would also be informative to look at intersectin 1L

GEF activity’s effect on the general stability of actin at the synapse and ability to

strengthen and build synapses. Finally, an intersectin 1L knockout mouse could be

informative in determining intersectin’s role in formation of synapses.

Regulation of intersectin 1L GEF by endocytosis or signaling or other processes

could be studied in a non-neuronal cell line using formation of actin structures as an

assay for derepression of GEF activity. Acute overexpression of full-length intersectin 1L

or isolated GEF domains by microinjection leads to significant filopodia induction

(Hussain, et al., 2001). However, when expression levels increase more slowly, such as

through transient transfection techniques, overexpression does not produce the same

effects, possibly due to compensation by the cell. Furthermore, when intersectin 1L is

immunoprecipitated out of transfected cell extracts, its Cd42 exchange activity is in a

repressed state and needs to be activated by binding of N-WASP (Hussain, et al., 2001)

and most likely other proteins. We could use this inherently repressed state to develop an

in vivo assay for GEF activation. Should intersectin 1L become acutely derepressed in a

non-neuronal cell line, filopodia is likely to be induced short term. Stimulation of

regulated endocytosis, stimulation of signal transduction by growth factors and direct

influx of Ca"could be induced and the production of filopodia could be followed. Since

intersectin 1L is known to co-localize with clathrin (Hussain, et al., 1999) and to form a

functional interaction with the ephB receptor (Irie and Yamaguchi, 2002) such responses

would not be unexpected. While these studies would not demonstrate exactly how
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intersectin 1L GEF activity is activated in the synapse, it would allow us to test our

model of GEF regulation by endocytosis.

The intramolecular regulation of intersectin 1L exchange activity

My work also gives insight into the intramolecular regulation of intersectin 1L, a protein

tightly associated with the cellular processes of endocytosis, actin polymerization and

signal transduction. Input signals from these processes can lead to the regulation of

intersectin 1L exchange activity, which produces output effects in the form of actin

polymerization. Intersectin 1L, which seems to act as a scaffolding protein on which

other complexes can form, is at an intersection of these three processes, and may account,

at least in part, for their coordinate regulation. Activation of many receptors can lead to

classic signal transduction (kinase stimulation) events, actin rearrangement or orientation

effects, and down-regulation of cell surface receptors by endocytosis. Linkage of the last

two events might be expected since the actin cytoskeleton exerts control over the

availability of membrane for internalization into the cell. Intersectin 1L is not the only

protein that exhibits these properties, but understanding the regulation of intersectin 1L

could lead to insights into how the cell coordinately regulates multiple cellular processes

to optimize use of resources and minimize antagonistic activity.

I have determined that the SH3 domain region of intersectin inhibits its guanine

nucleotide exchange activity by directly interacting with the DH catalytic exchange

domain. The precise mechanism by which this is accomplished could lead to insight into

how intersectin in regulated. A structural study that complemented the biochemical

studies on the vav proto-oncogene was fruitful in characterizing an inhibitory interaction

between an upstream inhibitory region and its DH domain (Aghazadeh, et al., 2000). This

|
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both confirmed and expanded on the inhibitory/activation model for the vav GEF

exchange activity. A structure-function study of the intersectin 1L inhibitory

intramolecular interaction could clarify the role of the SH3 domains in the DH domain

regulation. It could provide a possible explanation for the presence of not one, but five

SH3 domains in protein. Note that Dap160, which does not have the associated GEF

domains, has only four SH3 domains (Roos and Kelly, 1998). Acquisition of the fifth

SH3 domain may be related to the acquisition of the C-terminal DH, PH and C2 domains.

Given that the SH3 domain’s PxxP binding pocket is not needed for the inhibitory

interaction and simply binding of a protein to the SH3 domain does not relieve the i

inhibitory interaction, the interaction between the SH3 domains and the DH may be a

novel interaction, structurally. How PxxP binding to the SH3 domain may contribute to

GEF activation could be elucidated. Therefore, I propose that a structure-function study

would contribute greatly to the understanding of intersectin 1L GEF regulation and

ultimately to the coordinate regulation of cell biological processes.

In order to elucidate the mechanism of inhibition by the SH3 domains, the relative

contributions of each for the SH3 domains to the inhibited State of intersectin 1L needs to

be determined. A single SH3 domain, SH3E is capable of causing the inhibition.

However, additional domains may strengthen the inhibition. I have seen some variation in

how much the SH3 domains bind to the DH domain and how much the SH3 domains

inhibit the DH domain exchange activity when I varied the specific SH3 domains used as

well as their concentrations. A precise calculation of relative affinities of the individual

SH3 domains for the DH domain could determine which SH3 domain is most commonly

carrying out the inhibition. The nature of the inhibitory interaction could be determined
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through use of mutational analysis in the SH3 domain with the highest affinity for the DH

domain and conversely in the DH domain itself. A complementary structural study of the

inhibitory interaction of the minimal inhibitory fragment would support the protein

interaction and exchange activity data from the mutant study. Ideally we would also

determine the relative affinities of the SH3 domains for their multiple PxxP containing

partners, including dynamin and N-WASP. I have seen that dynamin and N-WASP

compete for SH3 domain binding to the entire SH3 domain region. Determining relative

affinities for the SH3 domains combined with insights from the structural and mutational

studies should give insight into how endocytosis and actin cytoskeleton regulation are

coordinately regulated by intersectin 1L.
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Appendix

Synaptic vesicle-like vesicle dynamics in brefeldin A treated PC12 cells
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ABSTRACT

Synaptic vesicle-like vesicle (SVLV) formation in PC12 cells occurs through an

endosomal intermediate using an arfl and adaptor complex-3 dependent budding

mechanism that is blocked by the fungal metabolite brefeldin A (BFA). In PC12 cells,

SVLVs can be labeled during biogenesis by uptake of a radiolabeled antibody that binds

to an epitope-tagged synaptic vesicle protein. In BFA treated PC12 cells, since SVLV

formation is blocked, SVLV turnover depletes the cells of the previously formed

radiolabeled SVLVs as they fuse with target membranes. While this depletion was

presumed to be due to fusion of SVLVs with the plasma membrane, we find that the

disappearance of the labeled SVLVs is not stimulated by treatments that stimulate

synaptic vesicle exocytosis even when PC12 cells are differentiated into a more neuronal

state. Interestingly, not all the labeled SVLVs deplete in BFA-treated PC12 cells. The

BFA resistant proportion of the population becomes larger the longer the labeled SVLVs

are allowed to recycle before BFA treatment. Additionally, a slightly faster sedimenting

form of labeled SVLV forms during long periods in BFA. This faster sedimenting SVLV

is present in the overall SVLV population (as opposed to the newly formed radiolabeled

population), which only modestly depletes and shows increased vesicle size in BFA.

Taken together these results suggest that synaptic vesicle proteins can utilize an

alternative, BFA insensitive SVLV formation pathway in PC12 cells when the major

BFA sensitive endosomal pathway is blocked and that SVLVs formed by this pathway

are sediment slightly faster and have a longer half life within the cell.
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INTRODUCTION º

The synaptic vesicle (SV) cycle consists of two complementary membrane –
-

* ,

trafficking routes, exocytosis, in which SVs fuse with the plasma membrane to release !-y ■

neurotransmitter in response to stimulus, and endocytosis, in which SVs are reformed at 5
the synapse for another round of exocytosis (reviewed by (Hannah, et al., 1999)). The

-

relative rate of these two arms of the SV cycle determines the relative abundance of SVs * -

at each synapse. However, stimulation of one arm of the SV cycle can stimulate the other. - r

When exocytosis is stimulated, compensatory SV endocytosis is up regulated. y
*

Stimulation of compensatory endocytosis allows for faster replenishment of the SV 7.

population and may be necessary to prevent depression of synaptic transmission due to s * |
*

lack of SVs. When carrying out biochemical studies, this regulatory interdependence can ** *

lead to difficulty in assessing the contribution of each arm of the SV cycle on the
-

perturbation of the SV population. However, blockage of either arm of the pathway

causes SV dynamics at the synapse to be entirely dependent on the other arm and would

allow for study of the regulation of that arm of the SV cycle in isolation.
}

In the neuronal model cell line, PC12, SVLVs are primarily made through an

endosomal intermediate using an arfl and adaptor protein complex-3 mediated budding

mechanism (Faundez, et al., 1997; Faundez, et al., 1998). This pathway can be studied

using uptake of radiolabeled antibody against an epitope-tagged SVLV protein, N49A

VAMP2-Tag (Desnos, et al., 1995; Grote, et al., 1995; Grote and Kelly, 1996; Clift- –

O'Grady, et al., 1998). Antibody applied to the cell surface is taken up into endosomes at *.

15°C and then trafficked into SVLVs at 37°C (Desnos, et al., 1995; Clift-O'Grady, et al.,

1998; Lichtenstein, et al., 1998). The endosome to SVLV budding step is sensitive to the
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fungal metabolite, brefeldin A (BFA) (Faundez, et al., 1997), due to inhibition of the

exchange factor for arf1, a small GTPase involved in vesicle budding (Donaldson, et al.,

1992; Helms and Rothman, 1992). To determine the extent of SVLV formation in the

assay, SVLVs are isolated by subcellular fractionation of the labeled PC12 cell

homogenate and centrifuged through a velocity glycerol gradient to isolate the labeled SV

peak (Carlson, et al., 1978). The amount of radioactivity in the SVLV peak determines

the extent of SVLV formation (Desnos, et al., 1995; Clift-O'Grady, et al., 1998).

When labeled SVLVs are formed through the endosomal pathway and then placed

in BFA, the labeled SVLVs disappear over time (Faundez, et al., 1997). It is unclear

whether this disappearance is due to SVLV exocytosis in conjunction with blockage of

SVLV reformation by BFA or through some other membrane trafficking route. If

SVLVs are depleting through exocytosis, stimulation of exocytosis should stimulate their

depletion. This could allow for development of a biochemical assay for exocytosis of

synaptic vesicles that could enable discovery of accessory factors required from the

cytosol for the process of synaptic vesicle fusion with the plasma membrane. Such factors

could be involved in regulating the activity of the SNARE fusion complex, which carries

out the actual fusion process, or be involved in the response to Caº influx. The use of

such an in vitro exocytosis assay for the study of dense core secretory vesicle (DCV)

exocytosis in PC12 cells has been fruitful in identifying several factors from cytosol that

have been determined to be important for DCV fusion with the plasma membrane (Hay

and Martin, 1992; Walent, et al., 1992; Hay, et al., 1995; Ann, et al., 1997).

In this study we look at the dynamics of SVLVs in BFA. We were unable to

stimulate depletion of labeled SVLV using treatments that should stimulate SVLV

º
*

--º
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exocytosis. We do, however, notice some alterations in the SVLV population in PC12

cells under treatment of BFA. The overall population of SVLVs in BFA initially

decreases and then subsequently stabilizes. Additionally, the position of the SVLVs on

the glycerol gradient in BFA changes slightly suggesting that when SVLV formation by

the BFA sensitive pathway is blocked, an alternative pathway that forms SVLVs with

slightly altered physical characteristics can be utilized. This idea is supported by the

formation from the cell surface in BFA-treated PC12 cells of a small peak of labeled

SVLVs with faster sedimentation properties. Furthermore, we see that the ability of the

SVLVs to be depleted in BFA decreases over time. Shortly after labeling, the SVLVs

readily deplete in BFA. However, after prolonged incubation at 37°C, they become more

stable and resistant to depletion suggesting that after their formation PC12 SVLVs can

mature into a more stable state. These studies give insight into the dynamics of SVLVs in

PC12 cells when the main endosomal pathway for SVLV formation has been blocked.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Preparation of radiolabeled [*I] KT3 antibody

The KT3 antibody was purified from mouse ascites against protein G sepharose. The

antibody was iodinated with [*I]NaI (105 m.Ci/ml, 17.4 Ci/mg, Amersham Pharmacia

biotech) with IODO-GEN” iodinating reagent (Pierce) following the manufacturer's

protocol.

N49A VAMP2-Tag PC12 cell culture

The N49A VAMP2-Tag stably transfected PC12 cell line has been previously described

(Grote, et al., 1995; Faundez, et al., 1997). PC12 cells were maintained in DME H-21

*
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supplemented with 10% horse serum, 5% fetal bovine serum, penicillin/streptomycin and

0.2 mg/ml geneticin” (Gibco/BRL). PC12 cells were grown on 10 cm dishes at 37°C and

10% CO, in a humidified water jacketed incubator. Cells were split 1 to 3 every 3 days,

triturating through a pipette tip and using 0.05% trypsin as needed. For experiments,

PC12 cells were grown to 50-70% confluency and treated with 6 mM n-butyric acid for

18-22 hours before use to induce expression of N49A VAMP2 Tag. For differentiation,

PC12 cells were treated with 50 ng/ml 2.5S nerve growth factor (NGF) grade II (Roche)

for 2.5 days before treatment with n-butyric acid.

Labeling of synaptic vesicle-like vesicles with [*I] KT3

~100pg of [*I] KT3 was diluted into 30 mls (0.33 pg/ml KT3) uptake buffer (3%

Bovine serum albumin, phosphate buffered saline, 0.1% glucose, 300 p.M CaCl2, 300 p.M

MgCl2). Butyrated N49A VAMP2-Tag PC12 cells were rinsed with uptake buffer at 4°C

and then incubated with diluted [*I] KT3 in uptake buffer for 15 minutes on ice. Uptake

of antibody was either done by incubation of PC12 cells at 15°C for 40 minutes followed

by 4 x 15 minute washes with uptake buffer on ice and then incubation at 37°C for 15

minutes or by uptake of antibody for 30 minutes at 37°C followed by 4 x 15 minutes

washes with uptake buffer.

Depletion of synaptic vesicle-like vesicles in BFA

Cells are pretreated with 5 pg/ml BFA (Epicentre Technologies) in methanol or methanol

alone for 20 min at 4°C (to allow BFA to inhibit budding) and then to 37°C for

depletions. Vesicles are depleted in resting (low K') buffer (3.1 mM KCl, 122 mM NaCl,

1.5 mM MgSO, 0.4 mM KH.PO, 5 mM NaHCO, 20 mM NaTES, 10 mM glucose, 2

mM CaCl2, pH to 7.3 with concentrated HCl) or depolarizing (high K') buffer (same as

■
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resting buffer except 55 mM KCl and 70.1 mM NaCl). The muscarinic agonist,

carbamylcholine (carbachol) (Sigma Chemical Co.), and A23.187 (Calbiochem) were

added at 4°C with the BFA pretreatment when used.

Recovery of synaptic vesicle-like vesicles by subcellular fractionation

After the depletions, PC12 cells were returned to ice and rinsed with DME H-21 + 10

mM Hepes pH 7.4 at 4°C. Cells were gently scraped with cell lifters, pelleted (800 x g, 5

min) and resuspended in Bud buffer (38 mM Kaspartate (DL), 38 mM Kglutamate (L),

38 mM Kgluconate, 20 mM KMOPS, pH 7.2, 5 mM NaCO, 2 mM EGTA, pH to 7.2

with KOH). PC12 cells were homogenized by passage (8 passes) through a ball bearing

homogenizer (Cell Cracker) (European Molecular Biological Laboratory), at 12 pm

clearance. Homogenates were normalized by quantification of protein and fractionated by

centrifugation. Centrifugation at 3000 RPM for 5 min in SS34 rotor creates the soluble

supernatant, S1 fraction. Centrifugation at 15000 RPM for 35 min in SS34 rotor creates

the soluble supernatant, S2 fraction. 200 pil of the S2 fraction was loaded onto 5-25%

glycerol gradient in bud buffer with a 400 pil pad of 50% sucrose in bud buffer at the

bottom. Gradients were centrifuged at 48000 RPM for 75 minutes in an SW55 rotor and

fractions were collected from the bottom of the gradient. Counting the [*I] KT3 in the

fractions using a gamma counter quantifies the amount of radiolabeled SVLVs as

revealed by a peak in the center of the gradients.

Noradrenaline uptake and secretion

PC12 cells, on 6 well plates, were grown for 4 hours in medium with 0.5-2.5 p.Gi/ml l-[7,

8-'H] Noradrenaline (40 Ci/mmol, 233 mCi/mg, Amersham Pharmacia biotech), 0.1

mg/ml pargyline, and 0.5 mM sodium ascorbate. PC12 cells were washed 3 times with
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DME H21 and 10 mM Hepes, pH 7.4 on ice. Cells were then incubated in resting buffer,

resting buffer with 10 mM carbachol, or depolarizing buffer at 37°C. Media was removed

and cells were washed and lysed. 1-[7, 8-'H] noradrenaline in the media supernatant and

the lysed cells was assayed for [H] in a liquid scintillation counter. 4°C controls were

done in triplicate. 37°C conditions were done in quadruplicate. Average % l-[7, 8-'H]

noradrenaline release was determined from each condition with background subtracted

Out.

RESULTS

Labeled synaptic vesicle-like vesicles are depleted over time in Brefeldin A

PC12 cell SVLVs can be labeled in vivo by uptake of radiolabeled [*I] KT3 anti-Tag

antibody into PC12 cells stably transfected with N49A VAMP2-Tag (Clift-O'Grady, et

al., 1998). When PC12 cells have been labeled at 15°C, application of BFA to the cells

prevents formation of labeled SVLVs ((Faundez, et al., 1997) and figure 1A). With

biogenesis blocked, the dynamics of the labeled SVLV population become entirely

dependent on the exocytic arm of the SVLV cycle. Depletion of labeled SVLVs in BFA

could be developed into a biochemical assay to study the regulation of SVLV exocytosis.

Therefore, we tested the dynamics of the labeled SVLVs in PC12 cells treated with BFA.

PC12 cells containing [*I] KT3 labeled SVLVs were incubated in BFA for 0 to 60

minutes at 37°C. High speed supernatants (S2) were fractionated over a glycerol

gradients to separate out the SVLV peaks (figure 1B). PC12 cells which had not been

warmed to 37°C (0 minutes in low K" buffer) retain their labeled SVLVs. Over time at

37°C, PC12 cells are depleted of labeled SVLVs. Maximal depletion of SVLVs of 70%
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occurs over 60 minutes. The T12 for the depletion is 25 minutes (figure 1C). Labeled

SVLVs in BFA-treated PC12 cells deplete over time even in the absence of any stimulus

of exocytosis.

Biogenesis of synaptic vesicle-like vesicles in PC12 cells from the surface is blocked

by BFA

In BFA-treated PC12 cells, [*I] KT3 cannot be sorted to the SVLVs through the

endosomal pathway. However, if previously labeled SVLVs undergo exocytosis, then

[*I] KT3 will be trafficked to plasma membrane along with the N49A VAMP2-Tag.

There is some evidence for formation of SVLVs directly from the plasma membrane in

PC12 cells using synaptophysin I as a marker (Schmidt, et al., 1997) and also in an in

vitro budding assay using N49A VAMP2-Tag (Shi, et al., 1998). If SVLV formation in

vivo using N49A VAMP2-Tag from the PC12 cell surface is not sensitive to BFA

treatment, then [*I] KT3 may be trafficked back to SVLVs directly from the plasma

membrane. We therefore tested the BFA sensitivity of SVLV formation from the plasma

membrane. PC12 cells were labeled with [*I] KT3 at 4°C and then incubated at 37°C in

the presence of BFA. Formation of labeled SVLVs was measured by fractionating

labeled PC12 cell homogenate by differential centrifugation followed by fractionation

over glycerol gradients to isolate the SVLV peaks (figure 2A). Biogenesis of SVLVs is

blocked from the plasma membrane in the presence of BFA at 30 minutes incubation

time. However, during longer incubations of 60 minutes at 37°C a small broad peak of

labeled SVLVs that sediment slightly faster than the endosomal pathway SVLVs begins

to appear.
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We investigated the composition of this additional peak by conducting ELISA

assays on the gradient fractions using an antibody to synaptophysin I, a synaptic vesicle
* . . .

protein, whose immunoreactivity reveals the entire SVLV population rather than the *_ 2.

newly formed subset of radiolabeled SVLVs (figure 2B). Although the immunoreactive ),

peak of entire SVLV population strongly overlaps with the radiolabeled SVLV peak, the º
labeled SVLVs are one fraction lighter. Upon treatment of the PC12 cells with BFA, and º

-

even before the faster sedimenting labeled SVLV peak appears, there is an increase in the ...]

vesicle sedimentation property of part of the SVLV population, creating a shoulder in the ■ c
SVLV anti-synaptophysin I peaks. This suggests that in BFA, the N49A VAMP2-Tag is 7.

º

being trafficked into either small non-SVLV vesicles that contain synaptophysin I or into s
SVLVs that are being produced by a less efficient non-endosomal pathway that creates a "a

altered form of SVLVs. However, in either case, return of [*I] KT3 back to small º º

vesicles in BFA is inhibited at time points under 30 minutes and therefore trafficking of
`... .

[*I] KT3 back into SVLVs does not contribute to the SVLV peaks followed in the

depletion assay.

Depletion of the synaptic vesicle-like vesicle population occurs in BFA

While performing ELISA assays of the total SVLV population as controls for our

experiments, we noticed that in PC12 cells that had been treated with BFA, the total

SVLV population seemed to be reduced. Therefore, we followed the total SVLV

population over time in PC12 cells treated with BFA (figure 3C) and compared it with -

the total SVLV population in PC12 cells treated with hyperosmotic sucrose (0.45M *.

sucrose in resting buffer) (figure 3A), a treatment which should stimulate the fusion of

SVLVs with the plasma membrane as well as prevent reformation of SVLVs by
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endocytosis (Fatt and Katz, 1952). Treatment with both reagents decreased the total

SVLV population as assayed by ELISAs of glycerol gradients using anti-synaptophysin I

immunoreactivity (figures 3A and 3C). Treatment with hyperosmotic sucrose stimulated

complete depletion of SVLVs with a T12 of 25 minutes (figure 3B) indicating that all the

SVLVs are able to undergo fusion with the plasma membrane. In contrast, BFA treatment

reduced total SVLV population by only 50% over an hour and a half (figure 3D). Either

not all SVLVs fuse with the plasma membrane in the absence of stimulation and are

therefore relatively stable, or some SVLVs can reform over time by the BFA insensitive

pathway as demonstrated in figure 2A. Alternatively, sytl and N49A VAMP2 coexist in

an overlapping, but not entirely identical, population of SVLVs and the sytl-specific

population of SVLVs is more stable in PC12 cells. While BFA treatment supports

depletion of SVLVs, there is some compensation by the PC12 cells to replenish or sustain

their SVLV population.

Depletion of synaptic vesicle-like vesicles in PC12 cells is not increased by

stimulation of regulated exocytosis

The PC12 cell labeled SVLV peak depletes over time in BFA probably due to fusion of

SVLVs vesicles with the plasma membrane and exocytosis of the SVLV’s acetylcholine

contents. We investigated whether depletion could be regulated by agents that should

stimulate SV exocytosis. First we tried to stimulate labeled SVLV depletion using high

K’ buffer. High K’ buffer depolarizes the PC12 cell membrane opening Ca" channels

and causing an increase in Caº concentration that should stimulate SVLV exocytosis.

PC12 cells with labeled SVLVs were incubated in low K' and high K’ buffers and

depletion of SVLVs was followed by differential centrifugation of homogenates followed
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by fractionation of the high speed supernatant over glycerol gradients (figure 4A). High

K’ buffer did not stimulate depletion of the labeled SVLV peak. At 25 minutes, depletion

in low K’ buffer is identical to depletion in high K’ buffer. At 15 minutes, depletion in

high K’ buffer is even slightly less than that seen in low K’ buffer. Next we looked at

depletion in cells treated with the Caº” ionophore, A23187. Treatment with A23187

increases Caº levels directly, bypassing the Ca" channels. As with depolarization,

A23.187 treatment of labeled PC12 cells did not stimulate depletion of the labeled SVLV

peak (figure 4B). Finally we tested the depletion of labeled SVLVs in carbachol, an

agonist for muscarinic receptors that should stimulate exocytosis of SVLVs. Likewise,

treatment of PC12 cells with carbachol did not stimulate depletion of SVLVs (figure 4C).

Depletion of the overall population of SVLVs in BFA was also not stimulated by either

depolarization or carbachol (data not shown). A complement of standard treatments that

stimulate SV exocytosis did not stimulate depletion of labeled SVLVs in our BFA

depletion assay.

Depletion of synaptic vesicle-like vesicles in nerve growth factor treated PC12 cells

is not regulated by stimulation of regulated exocytosis

Depletion of labeled SVLVs in PC12 cells is not stimulated under conditions that should

stimulate SV exocytosis. Lack of regulation may be due to lack of competency for

stimulated exocytosis by SVLVs of the relatively undifferentiated PC12 cells. NGF

treatment differentiates PC12 cells into a more neuronal state, inducing outgrowth of

neurites and clustering of SVLVs (Greene and Tischler, 1976). Therefore, we treated the

PC12 cells with NGF for 2.5 days in order to test regulation of depletion under more

differentiated conditions. Over 2.5 days treatment with NGF, the PC12 cell cultures grow
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neurites. However, at the density of the PC12 cell cultures needed for performing the

biochemical assay, not all the cells arrest and differentiate; some continue to divide.

Furthermore, butyration of the cells to increase N49A VAMP expression reduces the

differentiated morphology. Since an increase in differentiation may cause a decrease in

the constitutive synaptic vesicle exo/endocytic cycle as SVLVs start to cluster, we first

determined whether the SVLVs in differentiated PC12 cells could be labeled through

endocytosis of [*I] KT3. We measured uptake of [*I] KT3 into the SVLVs of

differentiated PC12 cells in low K' and high K’ buffers (figure 5A). If the SVLVs have

acquired regulation in response to differentiation, the high K” would stimulate exocytosis

and therefore compensatory endocytosis and would increase uptake of antibody. We find

that not only does [*I] KT3 uptake into SVLVs continue to occur in low K’ buffer, but

also that high K’ buffer may actually inhibit uptake of [*I] KT3 into SVLVs. We next

tested whether depletion of labeled SVLVs in differentiated PC12 cells has acquired

regulation. Depletion of labeled SVLVs in differentiated PC12 cells was tested in low K”

and high K" buffers (figure 5B). As seen in undifferentiated PC12 cells, high K’ buffer

does not stimulate depletion of labeled SVLVs. We also tested stimulation by directly

increasing the internal Ca” concentration using the Caº” ionophore, A23187. Treatment

of PC12 cells with A23.187 does not stimulate depletion of labeled SVLVs in

differentiated PC12 cells (figure 5C). These results show that even in partially

differentiated PC12 cells, depletion of labeled SVLVs in BFA cannot be stimulated by

conditions that stimulate exocytosis.

Regulated exocytosis of dense core secretory granules is intact in the PC12 cells
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We were unable to find any evidence for regulated SVLV exocytosis in our PC12 cell

depletion assay. Concerned that the PC12 cells had lost all ability to stimulate regulated

exocytosis, we tested the ability of the PC12 cells to undergo stimulated exocytosis of

DCGs. PC12 cell DCGs were labeled with [H] noradrenaline. Release of [H]

noradrenaline into the media was measured at 5, 10 and 15 minutes in low K’ buffer, low

K’ buffer + carbachol, and high K’ buffer. Treatment of PC12 cells with high K’ buffer

or carbachol modestly stimulates exocytosis of dense core secretory granule contents

(figure 6). The regulated exocytic machinery in our PC12 cells seems to be intact.

PC12 cell synaptic vesicle-like vesicles become stable over time

Labeled SVLVs are not uniformly depletable. Initially they deplete at a rapid rate.

However, the last remaining labeled SVLVs are resistant to depletion. By following the

total SVLV population we have seen that there must be some compensatory changes in

BFA-treated PC12 cells that prevent the complete disappearance of the radiolabeled

SVLV peak. We explored the effect of time on the ability of labeled SVLVs to deplete.

PC12 cell SVLVs were labeled with [*I] KT3 and then after washing away unbound

[*I] KT3 were placed back at 37°C in the absence of BFA for a preincubation time of 15

minutes (figure 7A), 30 minutes (figure 7B), or 60 minutes (figure 7C). During this time,

the labeled N49A VAMP2-Tag can freely move about the PC12 cell intracellular

membranes. After the preincubation, BFA was added to the PC12 cells and depletion of

labeled SVLVs was measured after 30 minutes further incubation at 37°C. We found that

labeled SVLV resistance to depletion increased over preincubation time (figure 7D).

With a 15 minute preincubation, -50% of the radiolabeled peak depletes during the BFA

treatment. With longer preincubation, -25% of the radiolabeled peak depletes during
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BFA treatment. This suggests that labeled SVLVs are initially sensitive to depletion in

BFA-treated PC12 cells, but when allowed to continually recycle, they convert into a

more stable state.

Depletion of the stable synaptic vesicle-like vesicles in PC12 cells is not increased by

stimulation of regulated exocytosis

We have shown that radiolabeled SVLVs that have been allowed to continually recycle,

mature into a more stable state. This resistance to depletion may be indicative of SVLV

capture into a state competent for regulated exocytosis. We, therefore, repeated the

depletion assays looking for stimulation of SVLV depletion by high K" and carbachol

treatment in PC12 cells that had been preincubated to allow maturation of the

radiolabeled SVLVs. PC12 cell SVLVs were labeled by uptake of [*I] KT3 and then,

after washing, were preincubated at 37°C for 30 minutes to allow the newly formed

radiolabeled SVLVs to mature into a stable state. Following preincubation, PC12 cells

were treated with BFA and then assayed for stimulation of depletion with high K" (figure

8A) or low K with 10 mM carbachol (figure 8B) for 5 minutes. As had been seen before,

these potentially stimulating treatments did not stimulate depletion of the radiolabeled

SVLVs even after they had matured into their more stable state.

DISCUSSION

In the PC12 neuronal model cell line, SVLVs can be studied biochemically by

isolation on a glycerol gradient (Carlson, et al., 1978; Desnos, et al., 1995). The status of

the overall SVLV population can be assessed by assaying for synaptophysin I

immunoreactivity across the glycerol gradient fractions. Additionally, the behavior of
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newly formed SVLVs can be followed through uptake of radiolabeled antibody against

epitope tagged N49A VAMP2 protein during SVLV biogenesis by endocytosis (Desnos,

et al., 1995; Grote, et al., 1995; Grote and Kelly, 1996; Clift-O'Grady, et al., 1998). The

amount of radioactivity in SVLV peak on the glycerol gradient directly correlates with

the extent of SVLV biogenesis making uptake of radiolabeled antibody an excellent

method for studying the endocytic arm of the SVLV cycle. However, due to the strong

association of the antibody with N49A VAMP2-Tag, the antibody will not necessarily be

released from the SVLV protein upon fusion of the SVLV with the plasma membrane.

Consequently, the radiolabeled antibody may remain associated with the SVLV protein

through multiple exo/endocytic cycles making tagging SVLV proteins with radiolabeled

antibody less useful for studying the exocytic arm of the SVLV cycle.

The discovery that BFA inhibits the formation of SVLVs in PC12 cells (Faundez,

et al., 1997) allows for the dissociation of the exocytic pathway from the endocytic

pathway by blocking reformation of SVLVs with N49A VAMP2-TAg bound

radiolabeled antibody subsequent to exocytosis. As the SVLVs in BFA-treated PC12

cells undergo exocytosis, radioactivity should be depleted from the SVLV glycerol

gradient. We have taken advantage of this property to study SVLV exocytosis and N49A

VAMP2-Tag general trafficking dynamics in PC12 cells. Under resting conditions, 70%

of the labeled SVLV population depletes from PC12 cells during incubation for 1 hour in

BFA. This depletion represents the turnover of the recently formed, and therefore

radiolabeled, SVLVs. No further depletion is seen after this time. While the exocytosis of

newly formed SVLVs, as assayed by depletion of radiolabeled antibody, in BFA is quite

striking, we also see a modest effect of BFA treatment on the overall SVLV population,
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as assayed by synaptophysin I immunoreactivity over the glycerol gradients. A loss of

50% of the SVLV marker, synaptophysin I, is seen by ELISA after 2 hours in BFA at

37°C. However, depletion of SVLVs as assayed by anti-synaptophysin I

immunoreactivity reaches a plateau beyond which further depletion of SVLVs does not

occur. This result is in contrast to stimulation of SVLV exocytosis by hyperosmotic

sucrose which causes quick and complete depletion of the entire SVLV pool. This

complete depletion indicates that our entire SVLV population is able to undergo

exocytosis if properly stimulated.

The lack of complete SVLV depletion from PC12 cells in BFA suggests that

either a subset of the SVLV population has a long half life in the cell or that an

alternative BFA insensitive pathway for SVLV formation plays a significant role in

replenishment of the SVLV pool. Up-regulation of an alternative, BFA insensitive

pathway could be compensating for the block in SVLV formation through the BFA

sensitive endosomal pathway through which most of the N49A VAMP2 is trafficked to

the SVLVs (Desnos, et al., 1995; Faundez, et al., 1997). Other work has shown that there

is indeed a pathway of SVLV biogenesis directly from the plasma membrane in PC12

cells (Schmidt, et al., 1997; Shi, et al., 1998). This pathway is used by synaptophysin I as

assayed by biotinylation studies (Schmidt, et al., 1997). While N49A VAMP2-Tag

SVLV marker protein used in these studies has been shown to primarily use the

endosomal pathway, it has also been shown to use, to a lesser extent, an adaptor complex

2 dependent budding mechanism directly from the plasma membrane (Shi, et al., 1998).

If the plasma membrane pathway is compensating for SVLV depletion, synaptophysin I,

which predominantly uses the pathway that goes directly from the plasma membrane
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pathway would be more resistant to depletion than N49A VAMP2-TAg, which

predominantly uses the endosomal pathway (Desnos, et al., 1995; Faundez, et al., 1997).

These pathway preferences could explain the difference between depletion of 70% of

SVLVs when following radiolabeled anti-Tag antibody and depletion of only 50% of

SVLVs when following synaptophysin I. The longer PC12 cells trafficked the antibody

before treatment with BFA, the less depletion of radiolabeled SVLVs was seen. This is

consistent with SVLVs maturing from a temporary short half-life state, into a mature,

more stable state, perhaps by repeatedly recycling between the plasma membrane and

internal SVLVs. Synaptophysin I, by using the direct from the plasma membrane route

(Schmidt, et al., 1997), may be more likely to be sorted into the stable subset of SVLVs.

By following biogenesis of SVLVs by antibody uptake from the plasma

membrane in BFA-treated PC12 cells, we see evidence for a compensatory pathway of

SVLV formation when the endosomal pathway is blocked. Initially SVLV biogenesis

assayed by radiolabeled antibody uptake from the cell surface appears to be entirely

blocked in BFA. However, uptake over extended incubation time reveals that some

antibody is taken up into small vesicles. This secondary peak of radioactivity is more

heterogeneous in size and sediments several fractions further than the usual SVLVs,

suggesting greater size. ELISAs of glycerol gradients from PC12 cells +/- BFA reveals

that the SVLVs in the overall population increases in BFA-treated PC12 cells. While

there are some SVLVs of the original size, there is a large shoulder in the region where

the BFA-formed SVLV peak of radioactivity is seen. These results suggest that the N49A

VAMP2-Tag is being shunted into a non-endosomal pathway in the presence of BFA.

Given that they contain two SVLV proteins, synaptophysin I and N49A VAMP2 TAg,
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we consider these larger vesicles to be SVLVs. It is unclear whether the pathway can

recover SVLV proteins from a blocked endosome or if it requires delivery to the plasma

membrane. The SVLVs that appear to resist depletion could be the population at

equilibrium between SVLV exocytosis and SVLV biogenesis through the less efficient

non-endosomal pathway.

The disappearance of radioactivity from the SVLV peak was presumed to be due

to the exocytic arm of the SVLV cycle. Using the radioactive depletion assay, we tested

whether the labeled SVLVs could be stimulated to deplete at a faster rate by applying

treatments that should stimulate SVLVs vesicle exocytosis. Surprisingly, Caº influx

stimulated directly with a Ca" ionophore or indirectly through depolarization of the

plasma membrane or stimulation of membrane receptors did not stimulate depletion of

SVLVs. Even when PC12 cells have been preincubated to allow maturation of the

SVLVs into their more stable state, stimulation of exocytosis does not stimulate

depletion. This lack of regulation could be due to several issues. Either depletion of

labeled SVLVs is not due to exocytosis, and the depleted vesicles have been trafficked

elsewhere, or the SVLVs do not undergo regulated exocytosis under these conditions.

This is despite evidence that the regulation of DCV exocytosis in these cells was intact.

Regulated SVLV exocytosis has been seen in PC12 cells (Shin, et al., 1994; Ray, et al.,

1997). However, electron microscopy studies have shown that many of the PC12 cell

vesicles are not closely associated with the plasma membrane (Tao-Cheng, et al., 1995).

If it is the membrane associated SVLVs that are preferentially undergoing regulated

exocytosis but the loose SVLVs in the cytoplasm that are being preferentially labeled

through antibody uptake, then it is possible that we are not labeling the very SVLVs that
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are undergoing regulated SVLV exocytosis. In order to increase the numbers of SVLV

that appear in clusters similar to those seen at synapses, we treated the PC12 cells with

NGF and allowed them to differentiate and spread neurites (Tao-Cheng, et al., 1995).

However, PC12 cells treated with NGF did not acquire regulated depletion of labeled

SVLVs. A final possibility is that the BFA treatment has somehow disrupted regulated

exocytosis. This would be surprising given that BFA's main site of action on the

secretory pathway is at the Golgi apparatus (Fujiwara, et al., 1988; Doms, et al., 1989;

Lippincott-Schwartz, et al., 1989) and that there is no evidence that arf proteins are

directly involved in stimulation of regulated exocytosis. Regardless of the reason,

depletion of labeled SVLVs in BFA cannot be used as a membrane trafficking assay for

regulated exocytosis of SVLVs.
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Figure A.1: Time course of depletion in BFA. * ,
(A) Biogenesis in BFA. 7.5 min at 37°C in resting buffer (-D-), depolarizing buffer +
BFA (-0-), depolarizing buffer with 2 mM EGTA instead of CaCl2 (-O-). * *

(B) Glycerol gradient [*II KT3 labeled synaptic vesicle peaks. Depletions in
resting buffer at 37°C for 0 minutes (-D-), 10 minutes (-0-), 30 minutes (-O-), and

-

60 minutes (-A-). (C) Glycerol peak counts per minute (---) over time. -* - -,
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Figure A.2
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Figure A.2: Biogenesis in BFA from the cell surface.
(A) Formation of labeled synaptic vesicles. [**II KT3 binding in uptake buffer for
2 hours a 4°C, cell washed with uptake buffer, before incubation with conditions,
preincubation at 4°C then timed at 37°C. 30 min in resting buffer (-D-), 30 min in
resting buffer + BFA (-0-), 60 min in resting buffer (-O-), 60 min in resting buffer
+ BFA (-A-). (B) Recovery of total synaptic vesicles in BFA. ELISA with SY38
antibody, anti-synaptophysin. 30 min in resting buffer (-D-), 30 min in resting buffer
+ BFA (-0-), 60 min in resting buffer (-O-), 60 min in resting buffer + BFA (-A-).
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Figure A.3
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Figure A.3: Time course of p38 depletion in BFA.
Glycerol gradient of the total synaptic vesicle population. ELISAs using SY38, anti
synaptophysin antibody. (A) Depletion in resting buffer + BFA. 0 minutes (-D-), 15
minutes (-0-), 30 minutes (-O-), 60 minutes (-A-), 120 minutes (-t-). (B) Time course
peak total synaptic vesicles in BFA (---).
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Figure A.3
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Figure A.4
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Figure A.4: Regulation of Depletion in BFA.
Following depletion by glycerol gradient of [125I] KT3 labeled synaptic vesicle peaks.
(A) Stimulation of depletion by high K+ buffer. Depletions in resting buffer 0 minutes
(-D-), 15 minutes (-0-), 25 minutes (-A-). Depletions in depolarizing buffer 15
minutes (-O-), 25 minutes (-t-). (B) Stimulation of depletion by Ca2+ ionophore
(4.5 mM A23187). 0 minutes resting buffer (-D-), 20 minutes resting buffer (-0-), 20
minutes depolarizing buffer (-O-), 20 minutes resting buffer, 100 AM CaCl2 +4.5 mM
A23.187 (-A-), 20 minutes resting buffer, 2 mM EGTA + 4.5 MM A23.187 (-t-).
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Figure A.4
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Figure A.4: Regulation of depletion in BFA.
(C) Stimulation of depletion by carbachol. 0 minutes in resting buffer (-D-), 15
minutes in resting buffer (-0-), 15 minutes in resting buffer + 10 mM carbachol (-O-),
15 minutes in resting buffer, 2 mM EGTA + carbachol (-A-).
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Figure A.5
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Figure A.5: Regulation of depletion in BFA in NGF treated, partially
differentiated PC12 cells. Following [**II KT3 labeled synaptic vesicles by
glycerol gradient. (A) Biogenesis of [ *I] KT3 labeled synaptic vesicles in NGF
treated cells. I*I] KT3 diluted into resting and depolarizing buffers + 3% BSA.
Uptake at 37°C (no BFA). 15 minutes resting buffer (-D-), 30 minutes resting
buffer (-0-), 5 minutes depolarizing buffer (-O-), 15 minutes depolarizing buffer
(-A-), 30 minutes depolarizing buffer (-t-). (B) Stimulation of depletion in BFA by
high K+. 0 minutes resting buffer (-D-), 15 minutes resting buffer (-0-), 15 minutes
epolarizing buffer (-O-), 15 minutes depolarizing buffer + EGTA (-A-), 15 minutes
depolarizing buffer + 100 MM ATP (-t-).
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Figure A.5: Regulation of depletion in BFA in NGF treated, partially
- -

differentiated PC12 cells. * :

Following [*II KT3 labeled synaptic vesicles by glycerol gradient. (C) Stimulation
of depletion in BFA by Ca” ionophore (10 um A23187). 0 minutes resting buffer
(-D-), 15 minutes resting buffer (-0-), 15 minutes resting buffer, 100 p.M CaCl2
+ Ca” ionophore (-O-), 15 minutes resting buffer, 2 mM EGTA + Ca”
ionophore (-A-).
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Figure A.6.
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Figure 6: Stimulated secretion of dense core secretory granules from PC12 cells.
PC12 cells done in triplicate (4°C) or quadruplicate in 6 well plates. 70% confluent,
4 hours in media + 1 uCi/ml [*HINoradrenaline, 0.1 mg/ml pargyline, 0.5 mM
ascorbic acid. At 4°C ash 2 x in DME H-21 + 10 mM hepes, pH 7.4, and rinse into
resting buffer, resting buffer, 10 mM carbachol, or depolarizing buffer. Incubate at
4°C or 37°C. Count media in scintillation counter.
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Figure A.7
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Figure A.7: [*I] KT3 labeled synaptic vesicles become resistant to depletion {.
over time. Following [*II KT3 labeled synaptic vesicles by glycerol gradient. -
(A, B and C) Depletion in BFA following 37°C preincubation. Following labeling of
synaptic vesicle, cells are washed to resting buffer and warmed to 37°C for the
preincubation time. After preincubation, plates are either place at 4°C or BFA is
added at 37°C for 30 minutes. 15 minute preincubation (-D-), 15 minute preincubation
+ BFA (-0-), 30 minute preincubation (-O-), 30 minute preincubation + BFA (-A-),
60 minute preincubation (-t-), 60 minute preincubation + BFA (-3-).
(D) Preincubation time course of 30 minute depletion (---). -
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Figure A.8
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Figure A.8: Depletion of the stable pool of SVLVs is not stimulated by high K+ or
carbachol.

Following depletion by glycerol gradient of [*II KT3 labeled synaptic vesicle peaks.
After labeling the SVLVs, PC12 cells are preincubated at 37°C for 30 minutes in BFA to
deplete the BFA sensitive SVLVs unless otherwise stated. The remaining pool of labeled
SVLVs are then depleted for 5 minutes with the specified treatments in BFA.
(A) Stimulation of depletion by high K* buffer. preincubation - no BFA, no stimulation
(-D]-), preincubation, no stimulation (-O-), preincubation + 5 min in low K* buffer + BFA
(-A-), preincubation + 5 min in high K* buffer+BFA (-t-), preincbuation + 5 min in high
K* buffer + EGTA + BFA (-4-). (B) Stimulation of depletion by carbachol.
preincubation - no BFA + 5 minutes in low K* buffer - BFA (-D-), no preincubation, no
stimulation (-0-), preincubation, no stimulation (-O-), preincubation + 5 minutes in low
K* buffer + BFA (-A-), preincbation + 5 minutes in low K* buffer + 10mM carbachol +
BFA (-t-).
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